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SUMMARY

Telecommunications can make a difference in the lives of developmentally dis-

abled people. As'the results of the intensive demonstration effort reported here make

clear, however, these media do pot provide simple solutions for the problems of the

developmental disabilities world.

The demonstrations,reveal a gradual process of testing and fitting, trial and error.

When the fit was nurtured carefully, telecommunciations emerged as a practical and

valuable tool. Where the fit was not considered carefully, or was not quite right, the

demonstration lost its vigor. There are lessons here for decision makers and implemen-
0,

ters alike.

The results of the demonstration to date can be summarized in two words--modest

success. Most of the applications were successful, but some were more so than others.

Only one application was clearly unsuccessful.
_

From July 1979 to September 1980, the Alternate Media Center (AMC) conducted

this major demonstration to show how various telecommunications media might bene-

fit developmentally disabled (DD) Children and adults. Most of the applications were

focused in rural Vermont, although two involved participants in other states. AMC

began with a belief that such media would have to meet three criteria if they were

to be of practical assistance to DD people: They would have to prove effective, afford-

able, and accessible.

However effectiveness is defined, the minimum requirement is that use of tele-

communications should be closely tied to the needs of DD people and those, who serve

them. To be affordable, the use of telecommunications must be within the financial

means of the users. To be accessible, the opportunity for use must be well within the

reach of potential users. This document is a final evaluation report on the demonstra-

tion, beginning from those three general criteria.
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Understanding the organizational style of AMC is key to understanding what

happeried in the demonstration. AMC began with an attempt to understand the needs

of the DD community, without specific notionsof which technologies would be used

in the demonstration. AMCN style is unabashedly intuitive. It places heavy stress

on users themselves deciding what sort of system they would have, on users making

the demonstration happen. In a real sense, our attempt to describe the AMC style

is an after-the-fact attempt to impose a logic upon a basically intuitive process. The

evaluation approach has attempted to take the AMC style into account, to provide

practical results without freezing the obvious vigor of the demonstration evaluated.

For most-user groups, the demonstration was definitely effective. Of course,

the specifics of what constituted "effectiveness" for each group varied considerably.

And effectiveness was difficult to measure precisely, even when.users were sure it

was there.

The technologies employed were down-to-earth affordable. The audio confer-

encing equipment built heavily on the existing telephone network, minimizing the need

for costly new technologies. The computer-based demonstration was more expensive,

but still in a modest cost range that should continue to decrease as computer costs

decline. For all the applications, the personnel costs for organizing and supporting

the effort were much higher than the cost of the equipment.

One of the primary reasons AMC selected the telephone network as a starting

point was its ubiquity. Telephones are almost everywhere, of course, even in rural

Vermont. The quality of service certainly varies, but the basic access is good. The

applications involving computers, however, were less accessible. There are also broader

issues of accessibility, moving beyond whether a system is technically accessible,to

whether it is perceived as accessible by potential user groups. The latter point is more

difficult to assess, but is at least as important. The perceived accessibility seemed

quite high, but there were exceptions.
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The findings reported here result from analysis of interviews and questionnaires

with users, from audio tapes, from computer transcripts, usage data, and cost figures.

We present qualitative as well as quantitative information, with more of the former

than the latter. In short, these were demonstrations with more emphasis on making

them work than on making them measurable.

Audio conferencing (telephone conferencing) was selected as an appropriate tech-

nology for the expressed needs of the Vermont people and the financial constraints

of the time. Over a dozen consumer, educational, and service groups were involved; .

they used the various conferencing systems about 14 hours per month from November

.1979 to December 1980. The reactions of users were mostly positive, as were the appar-

ent impacts on their organizations. There was considerable varlation froM group to

group as to how they used audio conferencing, but we identified three usage styles:

the presentation, the informal discussion, and the structured discussion. All three

styles were well represented during the demonstration period.

The audio "bridge" that was implemented during the project currently connects"

as many as 14 different locations via special phone numbers (toll free in Vermont),

allowing participants to talk tog4ther as a group. The operation of the bridge has been

taken over by a loctil nonprofit organization set up for the purpose. While there is

still some uncertainty about 1ts future, it is now providing high quality, dependable,

and economical service.

Personal computers were used during the project by eight adolescents and adults,

each of whom had some physical impairment due to cerebral palsy. The computers,

some of which were adapted to accommodate specific physical handicaps, were used

for eduational, vocational, and communications purposes. It was a very small group

and participants varied widely, but the demonstration resulted in many hopeful out-

comes in the lives of the users. The continuation of this activity has been assured



up to September 1982 with support and day-to-day management by a local advocacy

group.

Computer conferencing, a medium for group communication through typewriter-

like computer terminals, was demonstrated as a means of linking staff at institutions
-

for the developmentally disabled. Resource persons at university centers were also

involved in this application. The group itself never achieved much momentum,and

no topical focus emerged. The demonstration triggered interest among participants

in how such a medium might be used in the future, but few examples emerged of how

it could actually be used in the present. It appeared that, while senior administrators

thought it would be very useful, the ultimate users never became committed to the

concept.

Electronic mail, a person-to-person medium similar to computer conferencing,

was demonstrated much more successfully as a link among University Affiliated Pro-

grams (UAPs) for the developmentally disabled at universities all around the United

States. The speed of exchange and the low cost were high points of this application,

which is now being expanded with ongoing support provided by user organizations them-

selves.

This report ends with ove project conclusions and policy recommendations

for human-service funding agencies. This presentation is geared toward those decision

makers who will make the choices as to whether and how to implement telecommuni-

cations efforts in.the human services.

The results of this demonstration are very promising, but they also demonstrate

the importance of careful organization. Telecommunications does not "solve" anything,

although these media do provide valuable tools for persons in the DD world. The demon-

strations' reported here are important case studies for future efforts; they are sources

of both hope and humility.
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INTRODUCTION
The project team sought to demonstrate and evaluate down-to-earth-options

for using telecommunications to benefit DD children and adults. AMC bypassed splashy

one-shot demonstrations in search of applications that had a good chance to continue

beyond the initial project funding. The resulting projects were technologically straight-

forward, but they emphasized organizational innovations.

The term "developmental disability" covers an assortment of handicapping con-

ditions. Developmentally disabled.people, who often have multiple disabilities, are

among the most severely handicapped. They require a wide range of generic and special

services over an extended period--often for life. These services are provided by many

agencies, specialists, and care-providers in homes, community settings:and institutions.

AMC's overall approach to the project has been

to create and nurture processes whereby those organizations providing serv-
ices to developmentally disabled people will learn whether, and how to match
telecommunication services to communication needs... .**

The objective was not just to demonstrate apPlications of telecommunications,

but also to nurture processes for addressing both present and future communication

*The term itself is a legal rather 'than a medical one. Developmental disabilities
are defined as severe, chronic disabilities attributable to mental or physical impair-
ment that are manifested before age 22, result in substantial limitations in three areas
of major life activity, and result in the need for services over an extended period (De-
velopmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act 1978 as apended, U.9: Con-
gress).

**"Telecommunications Applied to University Affiliated Programs: A Proposal
to the Rehabilitation Services Administration Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Washington, D.C.," by Alternate Media Center 'et al., August 15, 1978.

41



needs in the, developmental disabilities field. By "nurtUre,' AMC meane creating pro-

cesses that would help people jn the DD field delieloptheii own capabilities for using

dtelecommunications appropriately without dependence on outside censultati

This project began October 1 1978. It resulted'from a July 1978 Req est for

Proposals (RFP) from the Rehabilitation Services Administration of the Unit d States

Department of Health and Human Services (formerly the Department of alth, Edu-

N.V:43,5:t
:t 0

1*A Universitj, Affiliated Peog`ram (UAP) is an interdisciplinary university-based
centeMor the training-of DD professionals. UAPs also develop and demonstrate sRecial-
ized services for the diagnosis and treatment of persons with developmental disabili-
ties. There are 47 such centers located in 30 states. .

cation and Welfare). After a national competition and review of própos ls a grant

of $1.5 million was"made to the Aiternate Media Center (AMC) at New York Univer-

sity's School of the Arts. AMC. assembled the project team Made up of AMC and three

subcontractors: The Institute fOr the Future was.charged with evaluation and dissemi-

nation; the Pediatric SerVice of the Roosevelt Hospital (Department of Pediatrics of

the College of Physicians arid Surgeons of Columbia University), New York City; and

the American Association of UniVersity Affiliated Programs in Developmental Disabi

tieS (AAUAP), Washington, D.C. The latter two cOntributed special knowledge abOut

the DD field to the project team. ,

Between October 1978 and June 1979, the team (AMC staff, with assistance from

Institute staff) conducted a needs assessment that sur,yeyed the communication needs

of the developmental disabilities field. Forty-five regional seminars were conducted 6

in location§ across the country. Typically, the seminars were conducted at, individual

University Affiliated Programs (UAP5);* the participants included not only UAP staff,

but also people from diverse groups in the field, such as state DD Councils, research

and training centers, and mental retardation centers.



Each\ seminar included a brief presentation by project staff on telecommunica-
.

tions technologies, with examples from experibnces in the human services field. But

the emphasis was placed on the dynamics of using the technology appropriately, rather

than on the equipment itself. The seminars focused on identifying needs in the DD

%Id where telecommunications media might make a difference.

The specith cotnmunications-related needs sugge6ted by seminar participants

were a into a,r-,119mber of broad themes.' Described in more detail in a'

project working paper, the themes can be summarized as follows:

o training and support of parents, paraprofessionals, and nonprofessionals

o training and support for high-involvement professionals
Th

o training and support "for low-involvement professionals

o evaluation and individual planning

upgrading service in rural areas

o transfer of expertise among organizations

facilitating existing AAUAP actiVities

o protection and advocacy for DD clients

o development and utilization of "good practice" procedures

Collaboration among DD researdhers

o public awareness and education programs

communication within UAPs

more efficient utilization of existing resources

medical assistance.

* See "Telecommunications and Service to the Developmentally Disabled," Vol. 1,
pp. 17-25, listed in Appendix 7.
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With each theme, there is an associated uster of communications-related needs, and

each need suggests points where telecom unications services might be appropriately

employed. But more possibilities were generated than could be effectively demon-

strated with the time and resources dvailable.

Working from those broad themes and other more specific application ideas re-

ceived in response to* the initial working paper and with the help,of the project advis-

ory board, the project team identified certain key areas in which to concentrite its

resources. AMC launcbed three activities:

1. A coordinated program of telecommunications applications based in Ver-,

mont (chapters 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this report). Given the abbreviated time:

span of the project--originally one year, later extended to two years--the

AMC approachwa's to organize several associated demnstration activities

in a single geographic area. AMC chose the state of Vermont as the site

for a coordinated program of applications. The focus was on communication

services in the following priority areas: those in ruralfremote areas, parent

advocacy training, and linkages among community-based care providers and

DD advocates. AMC staff conducted these Vermont demonstrations between

July 1979 and September 1980.

2. A national demonstration of electronic mail services among UAPs and re-
1

lated centers (Chapter 5). In order to improve communication among special-

ized DD training centers (UAN), staff from the Institute for the Future

in collaboration with AAUAP, organized a national telecommunications net-

work to facilitate inter-UAP exchanges. The Institute conducted this demon-

stration from November 1979 to September 1980.

.k
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3. A service to provide limited technical consultation to organizations interested

in making innovative use of telecommunications in the DD field (Chapter

6). Throughout the project, the team made efforts to provide interested

groups and individuals in the DD field with technical consulting on appro-

priate uses of telecomniunications. Although this technical assistance was

provided primarily by AMC staff, both the Institute for the Future and other

project consultants responded to specific requests for assistance.

APPROACH TO EVALUATION

Clearly, these were demonstrations in real-world settings, .not experiments in

laboratories. As a demonstration, the focus was on establishing a successful, opera-

tional system. By contrast, a field experiment would have put a premium on testing

various hypotheses, regardless of whether such tests resulted in successful systems.

When there was a choice between competing needs of implementation and evaluation,

implementation was almost always chosen. The changing nature of the demonstrations

presented the Institute with unique challenges in planning its evaluation effort. Changes

in technology types and transmission systems were frequent,asArll as shifts in the

user groups themselves. Those variables often controlled in laboratory or field experi-

ments were uncontrollable here.

The Institute began with a case-study approach for tracking and documenting

the activities of each of several principal user,groups. From the outset, we were con-
.

scious that we were likely to be evaluating actiVities that were themselves constantly

in flux. We needed a "moving target" methodology.

G



The fundamental evaluation question was, "What roles, if any, should telecom-
.

munications play (directly or indirectly) in the effective provision of services to develop-

mentelly disabled persons?" The demonstrations were efforts to-show particular roles

that telecommunications might play. More specifically, the evaluation effort sought

to answer these questions for each activity: "What happened? 'Did it work?"

Related to those basic questions, the evaluation strategy also sought to deter-

mine the degree to which basic project goals were met. It was, for example, a prime

Alternate Media Center objective in this demonstration to provide an effective, afford-

able, and accessible telecommunications service for the DD community. By effective,

they meant a communicationd service that met real needs, not artificially created

needs. By affordable, they meant a system that was within the pocketbook reach of

the many nonprofit and public organizations working in developmental disabilities.

By accessible, they meant the technology had to be readily available to most potential

users, no matter where they were located. Furthermore, it had to be relatively simple

to use, so as not to frighten novice users away. These and other AMC benchmarks

and criteria served as additional checkpoints for the evaluation.

The "What happened?" questions required the shadowing of AMC activities as

they organized the principal demonstrations in Vermont. It is important to realize

that effective Organizers of such demonstrations often do not have the time or the

inclination to record fully just what it is they do. The AMC staff was no exception.

They moved quickly, often following their own intuition about what to do when. Thus,

an important part of the evaluation effort was devoted to tracking what was happening

at each stage. This'was accomplished' through periodic site visits by evaluation staff,

41.

*See "Telecommunications and Service to the Developmentally Disabled," Vol. 3,
listed in Appendix 7. The document provides a complete description of project criteria
employed.
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interim report's submitted to AMC staff for response, and update sessions with AMC
*

field staff in Vermont via teleconference.

The "Did it wcirk?" question was geared toward identifying tife kind of informa-

tion that decision makers in the DO field would need to d ide whether to implement

similar telebommunications services. Absolute answers. tb "Did it work?" are, not pos-

sible in the context of a demonstration project, but there are results that can be of

direct assistance to decision makers. (See Part III for conclusions and policy impli-

catisons.)

We sought to build in as comprehensive an evalution of each activity as possible,

given the limitations from an evaluation point of view of the demonstration project

orientation. The'following evaluation tools were used during the project:

o interviews (telephone and in-person)

questionnaires

o tape recordings for audio teleconferences with content analysis

o transcripts for computer conferences and computer mail, with limited con-

tent analysis

log sheets and usage, statistics

o cost analyses.

Figure 1 shows how those tools were applied to the various activities described

in this report. Data on the Vermont activities were collected from September 1979

throug.41 December 1980. Additional follow-up and continuation information are also

prOvided for activities through June 1981. Data on the national demonstration of elec-

tronic mail were collected from November 1979 to September 1980. In-general, we

*We considere having an onsite person to aseist in gathering evaluation infor-
mation, but decided thainat it. In retrospect, a more constant presence would have
added to our ability to \track more closely what happened.

ej
f;



FIGUFkE 1:

Evaluation Tools
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used as many of them as possible- ina given demonstration, in as systematic a'fashion

as possible in this rather nonsystematic environment.
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PART ONE:

VERMONT
ACTIVITIES

(.
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PROLOGUE TO PART ONE

Vermont is a rural state, characterized by rough terrain and hirsh winters. Of

its total population of 511,000 about 8,400 are developmentally disabled. Of the totat,

DD population, only 400 are institutionalized. Others are in variouecommunity-living

arrangements throughout the state. Thus, DD people are likely to be located a long

way from other DD people and from the services they need: Getting around can be

quite a problem. Fifty-five percent of Vermont's 14,000 miles of roadway are unpaved,,

and adverse road conditions--ice, snow, mud-- prevail at least six months a year.

For persons in wheelchairs, it is tougher, and public transportation is largely nonexis-

tent in most areas. Vermont's remarkable beauty belies the struggles of many of its

residents.

Vermonters themselves are sensitive to the problems of DD people; they've shown

a strong commitment to DD service delivery and outreach. DD consumer groups meet

when they can assemble their members' in a common location, which is not often. Special

educators ride circuit to maintain a semblance of regular contact with clients in the

field. State agencies struggle to stay in touch with their constituencies and field staffs.

The sirong support of such groups was a factor in AMC's choice of Vermont as the

site for the demonstration projects. And the challenge of designing and'implementing

telecommunicationsdemonstrations in this rural setting was seen as a potential model

for similar initiatives elsewhere. If they could work in Vermont, there was a good

possibility tAat they could work in other areas with equally scarce or perhaps signifi-

cantly greater resources.

The first step in such demonstrations was to identify the basic resource--people.

Beginning in July 1979, AMC staff member Pat Quarles moved to "Vermont from Reading,

Pennsylvania, where she had been instrumental in setting up the very successful

,)
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interactive cable television system for senior citizens. Red Burns, AMC's Executive

Director, while not literally moving to Vermont, was commuting frequently from New

York City. Red Burns eame to the project with a broad background in introducing

new media to local communities. Eileen Connell, Gary Shober, Martin Elton, John

Carey, and other AMC staff were also frequent participants in the Vermont demonstra-

tions. While the specifics of the Vermont demonstrations had not been tried before,

AMC brought to the project an extensive background of analogous experience.

The initial stage involVed listening to and Yetting to know the DD community

in Vermont. This was a irust building 3tage. AMC dia not come into Vermont with

a rigid idea of just What sort of ayn'f.r,I would..err.erce. RaLhe.r ihc; heqan by trying

to understand the needs of the Vermonters with whom they hoped to work. Thf.,ir ini-

tial contacts within the state were with Director Wayne Fox and the staff of the Cen-

ter for Developmental Disabilities at the University of Vermont; a LJAP satellite facil-

ityrand Executive Secretary Stephen Chupack and members of t stato Developmen2

tal 'Disabilities Council. Those two groups helped AMC identify and, develop working

relationships with other DD groups thronghout the state. They also helped clarify what

directions project activities might take in Vermont.

Members of the governing body of the center, the Administrative Policy Com-

mittee, helped AMC design consumer and community group uses of telecommunica-

tions. (See Appendix 1 for a list of members of this advisory group.) And the Develop-

mental Disabilities Council (Vermont's DO Council is an office within the state's Agency

of Human Services) provided administrative support for continuation of successful

demonstrations. Under its auspices, Vermont Telecommunications, Inc. (VTI) was

established. VTI is a nonprofit agency that oversees ongoing operation of the telecom-

munications applications developed under this project.
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In responding to the identified needs, AMC built upon existing telecommunica-

tions resources. The most obvious starting point was the telephone system. In Ver-

mont, however, the ubiquity of the telephone masks the reality of eight Separate tele-

phone companies within such a small state'. The level of conventional telephone serv-

ice within the state varies dramatically. Intrastate telephone rates are high compared

with interstate rates. More importantly, though not unique to Vermont, is the prevail-

ing image about the purpose of telephones. They're for calling somebody up, not for .

holding meetings--or so the stereotype goes. lhis project focused on group communi-

cation and, thus, implied a use of the telephone network that still seemed unusual.

Also, the phone companies were simply not well oriented to the notion of group, rather

than one-to-one, interaction via telephone.

While the telephone system was the principal technological resource, AMC developed

and implemented three activities:

A telephone conferencinq system was developed that included participation

in group meetings via telephone by more than a dozen different user groups

(Chapter 1).

o Personal computers were used by a small group of cerebral palsy adolescents

and adults. Vocational and educational uses were explored as well as mesr

sage exchanges through the computers via telephone lines (Chapter 2).

o Computer conferencing (a group medium involving exchange of written mes-

sages via telephone) was used by groups of DDprofessionals in Vermont and

two other states for sharing expertise among people who work with DD clients

in institutional settings (Chapter 3).

The telephone conferencing uses were by far the most pervasive.The principal

accomplishment of the telephone conferencing applications described in Chapter 1
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was the extent to which so many diverse groups were able to adapt and use this rela-

tively low-cost service. Between November 1979 and December 1980, over a dozen

different groups used a variety of audio conferencing systems. All conference calls

were requested by the users themselves, and group members worked with project staff

to identify and respond to their own individual communication needs and priorities.

Potential particip-ants were, informed of available options and invited to access

the systems freely. No user group was required to pay for such services from Septem-

ber 1979 to September 1980. Arranging for a conference call was as simple as contact-

ing project staff, apprising them of the time and date of a-proposed telephone meet-

ing, and providing a list of participant locations and.phone numbers. A group had

only to satisfy the general project criteria of an active involvement in issues relating

to the needs of developmentally disabled children and adults.

The conferencing technology was not inordinately complex. The early confer-

ence call meetings were held using the only group meeting service most telephone

operating companies have- -the telephone conference call service. The technology

employed is not the most-up to date, cost is relatively high, and, at least during this

projeq, there was a high probability of being greeted by a grumpysometimes down-

right surly-- operator. But this service was a reasonable way to start, to get a sende

of the likely traffic patterns that would emerge in Vermont. It was used for large

group calls during the early months of the project.

*Each group leader was asked to complete a log-sheet to be submitted to project
staff following a conference call. The log-sheets included the above participant infor-
mation as well as the group's purpose for holding the meeting, reports of technical
problems encountered during the call, and overall comments about the experience.
Later in the demonstration period, additional information was requested that related
to the possible cost of holding the same meeting in a face-to-face session. The log-
sheets were an invaluable source of evaluation data. A sample copy of the log-eheet
can be found in Appendix 1.

u



, /In No Nember 1979, to provide independent, low-cost capability for holding tele-

phone meetingi, AMC set up a five-line teleRhone "bridge" in Burlington. (A bridge
,..

is a device for connecting multiple telephone lines in order to hold a conference call.)

This five-lirie bridge was used for small group meetings; the telephone company con-
,

ference call service continued to be used for larger groups. Figure 2

five-line bridge.

FIGURE 2
Tplepatcher

tSYSlial

KTS 500 Telepatcher, TVephonic Equipment Corporation; Irvine, California.

cJ
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Usage patterns for these two audio conferencing methodsthe telephone com-

pany conference call service and the project's five-line bridge--were carefully tracked

and provided the basis for selecting a permanent telephone'meeting system. AMC

decided to implement a nondedicated system using standard telephone lines rather

than a dedicated system, which would have required private, leased lines and fixed

locations. Although there are audio quality differences between the two types of sys-

tems, the nondedicated network allows more flexibility in that virtually any telephone

anywhere in the state can be used for a conference call.

By July 1980 AMC had installed elarger capacity bridging mechanism in Burling-
.

ton. This mechanism was actually two nine-line telephone bridges linked to act ati

one bridge with 18 lines. -this larger capacity bridge is called a meetrme bridge be-
0

cause calls are automatically linked when participants Call a special phone number.

There is no need for an, operator to phone the participants.

The xiarious types cf telephone lines into the bridge were projected on actual

conference call Usage pat erns that grew out of the early trials. They were designed

to accommodate calls rom different areas of the state at minimurn overall cost and

in a fashiop that alloweI participants to access a conference without being charged

for their calls.

An asso-rtment of Vermont groups sed these telephone conferencing services:

long-time advocacy aisociations, newly f rmed consumer groups, parents, professionals,

and, of course, the consumers themselves.. See Table 1 for a brief descripticn of each

demonstration user group.) All these groups were to some extent self-selected. Con-

ferencing services were made available to them without charge for use in ways best

suited to needs as they perceived them. Groups chose to participate once they were

aware of the availability and potential of the service. There was no rigid pre-selectio.n

process.

s



At
Audio Conf

Vermont Association for
Retarded Citizens (VARC)'

Vermont Surrogate Parent.
Program (VSPP)

Vermont Center for Independent
Living (VCIL)

United Disabled.People of
Vermorit (UDPV)

Vermont Developmental Disabilities
Council

United Cerebrai Palsy of Vermont

TABLE

ing User Groups in Vermont

,

Vermont Coalition for the Handicapped

LGMPH

Vermont State interdisciplinary Team
for Intensive Special Education

Franklin-North Grande Isle
Mental Health Service, Inc.

Department of Mental Health

Dixision of. Vocational
Rehabilitation

A 3O-ye;:,-old advocacy organization
comprisec more than 1,100 consumers;
parents; professionals, and other
interested ,.:itizenr-

A veluntee. .,:ogram that provides
surrogate ,,a,'erit assistance toliandicapped
children wner.ever the child's natural
parents are unknown or unavailable
for the ourOose of deciding on educational
plans.

A consumer group of mobility-impaired
individuals who support and encourage

;,.independent living capabilities
among the handicapped in Vermont.

A statewide consumer-oriented
advocacy group begun in 19713;
focus on handicapped helping themselves.

The federally funded body responsible
for DD planning and advocacy activities
at the state level.

A chapter of the national advocacy
organization for people with
cerebral palsy, their parents,
and service providers.

An umbrella organization corriprised
of 21 groups involv.ed in local advocacy
and professional service delivery
for handicapped people.

A mental-health-client advocacy
group in Vermont.

A team of resource professionals
based at the University of Vermont
who provide technical assistance
and training to local school districts
in their efforts to provide effective
and appropriate eductitiorial programs
for severely handicapped students.

A nonprofit regional organization
that provides training and other
services to DD clients and their
parents or service providers.

Part of the Vermont Agency of
Human Services.

Part of the Agency of Human
Services responsible for job training,
placement assistance, and adaptive
equipment funding for people with
handicapping conditions.
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The confidentiality of the communication occurring among participants was an

early source of concern expressed by users, particularly DD professionals, and project

staff. Using the regular telephone network for conference calls, rather than a dedi-

cated network which would have used private lines only accessible to group members,

meant that the calls were only as secure as the normal phone lines being Wed. Early

In the demonstration, some groups agreed that discussions of specific clients or care

providers would be confined to using first names only or preyiously defined codes.

(The meet-me bridge includes a special security device that can be used by a group

leader to "lock-out" other callers once a meeting has begun. Although this service

has been operational since October 1980, it is seldom used.)

Although project staff frequently sat in on audio conference sessions, they acted

primarily as troubleshooters should a technical problem'arise. Even using a fairly simple

technology, such as audio conferencing, technicaLproblems can be numerous and serious.

airing the course of these demonstrations, participants faced problems, such as poor

sound quality, inability 'to hear One or several participants, being locked out of a con-

, ferenca (calling in at the right time, but the system not answering), and others. Some

of the problems were attributable to transinission line differences; some were related

to deficiencies in the equipment. In any case, getting the "bugs out" of the system

occasionally proved as formidable a task as it has in more complex technology demon-

strations.

AMC did not impose any formal structure or format on the conduct of telephone

meetings. As a matter of fact, a few group leaders commented upon the lack of for-

mal training offered by project staff in audio conference usage. AMC's position was

that a learn-by-doing style was more appropriate than formal training,especially givim

the diversity of the user groups and the absence of clear training principles for offoc-

tive audio conferencing.

3u
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Users were instructed in the operation of the equipment (e.g., amplified telephones),

encouraged to learn how to track down technical problems (e.g., identify the source, .

of the extraneous noise on phone lines), and given point7s on possible protocols (e.g.,

roll-calls, having speakers identify themselves). Aside from basic tips, participants

were largely left to their own devices to create appropriate formats for the conduct

of their meetings.

A common thread evident among audio conferencing user groups was their remark-

able adaptability and failure tolerance. Although the descriptions that follow meiy

give the appearance of a pre-defined structure, they distort to some extent the real

trial-and-error nature of the demonstrations. The combination df groups in the follow-

ing descriptions (advocates, consuThers, professionals) is intended to make it easy for

readers to draw comparisons with their own experience, not to mask the obvious groim-

to-group diversity.
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Chapter 1:

Audio Conferencing

lit Lotal Calls
coh Toll Free Line

The System
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CONSUMER AND COMMUNITY
ADVOCACY GROUPS

Vermont Association for Retarded Citizens anti Vermont Surrogate Parent Progra

For over three decades, the Vermont Associationfor Retarded Citizens (VARC)

has worked to further the rights of the handicapped through its nine affiliated local

chapters. Its membership of about 1,100 people statewide, consists of local residents

andparents of handicapped children. VARC does not provide direct services, to clients.

Rather, it has been instrumental in promoting the development of service'delivery

programs by both state and private agencies. Its membership is also active in encour-

aging legislative action, disseminating referral information, and providing advocacy

training.

During the demonstration, VARC's membership used telephone conferencing as

an administrative tool. The subjects of their calls.included legislative information,

advocacy training, general administrative topics, and coordination of activities among

local chapters. VARC scheduled 10 conference calls over a one-year period beginning

*For more detail on these two groups' use of telephone conferencing, see Gail
T. P. Wickes's "Advocacy as Usual--By Telephone," and Karen Thomas's "On-line with
the Vermont Surrogate Parent Program," User Perspectives, Institute for the Future,
June 1981.
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in January 1980, using both the five-line bridging device and the larger capacity, per-

manently installed meet-me bridge. Typically, about five participants met vie the

phone system for an average of a little less than an hour for each call.

The Vermont Surrogate Parent Program (VSPP) is a federally mandated program

adMinistered by the Vermont State Division of Special Education. VSPP provides train-

ing and support to individuals who volunteer to act as surrogate parents for handicap-

ped children who are wards of the state or whose parents are unable to adequately

represent them. In general, these children are in a state institution or a community-

care living arrangement. The surrogateoparent is responsible for representing the child

Nithin state service delivery agencies and institutions and for reviewing and making

recommendations on individual educet ion plans (IEPs) developed for the child.

VSPP's nine regional coordinators and the director of the program participated

in 15 conference calls between January 1980 and December 1980. Calls typically con-

cerned program coordination and administration, but some calls included guest speakers,

such as the coordinator of the Vermont State Interdisciplinary Team for Intensive Special

Education and representatives from other state agencies that serve the developmentally

disabled.

One hastily arranged call among three regional coordinators, for instance, was used

to identify an additional volunteer for a child who needed a surrogate parent right

away. VSPP calls averaged approximately seven participants per call. The'typical

duration of each call was abbut 70 minutes.

3 1
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An incident during a VSPP call early in the demonstration provides a good illus-

tration of the importance of the conference calls for the group'mernbers. One confer-

ence call in March 1980 was plagued by technical problems and poor sound quality.

Surprisingly, these problems were not reported to the project conference coordinatot

until after the call was over. When asked why no one called to report the problems

during the call, several people in the.group responded that they did not want to miss

any of the discussion by taking time out to report technical problems.

Conclusions

Conference calling became an integral part of VARC's and VSPP's organizational

activities. In late 1980, VARC became involved in a project to provide advocacy

training in independent living. The project called for conducting several regional

training sessions in conjunction with the Vermont Coalition for the Handicapped

via the audio conferencing system.

As a result of the demonstration activities, VSPP revised its official operational

manual to include group telephone meetings at regular six-week intervals in addition

to its semianni_tal face-to-face statewide coordinators' meetings. Prior to the introduc-

tion of audio conferencing, meetings between the VSPP director and regional coordina-

tors were held only rarely--once or twice a year. The director relied upon one-to-

one phone calls or smaller group meetings reinforced by mailings of program materials

and other resources. With telephone conferencing, meetings of the entire group

can now be;schedule4 on a'more regular basis.

VARC's group leader indicated during an interview that the decision to call

a meeting involving members in scattered locations is now less of a problem to sched-

ule because her first assumption is that meetings will be held via the telephone sys-

tem; travel for meetings is the second-choice option.
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The administrative focus of VARC and VSPP calls encouraged them to develop

similar meeting styles. Typically, agendas were pre-set and resource material sent

out to participants prior to the call. The leader's role during the calls was important

to ensure that agenda items were covered and to provide control over the flow of the

discussion. Individual participants, however, frequently raised additional topics not

specifically covered by the agenda. Direct participant interactions were evident as

well as purely social exchanges. But the latter were generally confined to the begin-

ningi and ends of meetings.

Users experienced few problems using the equipment, and they rated conference

calls "good." Questionnaires regarding participant reactions to audio conferencing

were conducted with both VARC and VSPP group members. An initial survey, was per-
,.

formed in March 1980 regarding early conference call usage; a second folloim-up survey

was performed nine months later.* Fewer than half the respondents reported expe-

riencing any problems with the equipment. When asked to give an overall rating of

conference quality, 11 Of the 17 respondents rated the conferences ."good" or "very

good." (An equal number also said that the conferences were generally about the right

length.)

Participents preferred dial-in conferencing to operator-assisted conference calla.

The second-round questionnaire sought to elicit responses regarding user assessments'

of the different conference call methods employed during the demonstration: operator-

*See Appendix 1 for copies of the questionnairelL*Ith numerical results. More
than half the participants .responded to the first questionnaire (11 of 20 VARC partici-
pants, 6 of 9 VSPP participants). All of the first-round questionnaire respondents had
participated in at least four telephone conferences, and more than half had been in-
volved in six or more calls. Over half the respondents had used both.an amplified tele-
phone (typically a Western,Electric 4A Speakerphone) and their own phone for some
of the calls. (These numbers include both single group sessions as well as joint sessions
conducted by VSPP and VARC as part of a "Parents Network" conference call series.
The parent network wiage is discussed in the next section,)

G
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assisted calls and a dial-up bridging arrangement. All of the respondents who indicated

a.preference (12) chose the dial-in arrangement over the operator-assisted calls. Over-

all, they indicated that the dial-in method was easier to access (12); reduced the time

it took to start the meeting (11); and had sound quality perceive'd as superior to opera-

tor-assisted cal-ls (8).

Users said conference calls positively impacted their organizations. Another

objective of the second-round survey was to attempt to gptige users' perceptions of

impacts on their organization that were attributable to the use of audio conferencing.

Most participants perceived some improvement in group communication, travel sched-

ules, utilization of outside resoures, decision making, and achievement of organizational

goals. VARC participants also perceived improvements in me.mber participation, train-

ing, and quick response to problems; VSPP participants had mixed reactions in those

categories. Only one participant felt audio conferencing negatively affected any of

those factors. Interestingly, that participant indicated that all those factors were

either unchanged or worsened by conference calls with decision making most adversely

affected.

Participants voted to continue using conference calls. Given a choice among

four options for future telephone meetings (schedule more, schedule fewer, continue

at present rate, discontinue) 11 of the 15 respondents from both groups wished to con-

tinue telephone meetings at the present rate, 3 wished to sChedule more telephone

meetings, and only one wished to discontinue their use'.

*See Appendix 1 for numerical responses.



Parents Network

Parents of DD children have special needs. The responsibility for insuring that

such children receive the most appropriate services rests ultimately with parents.

But, in order to use these serVices, parents need up-to-date information about'what

services are available and how to access them. Also, the prodigious demands of caring

for a child with special needs may often isolate parents from outside sources of per-

sonal and emotional support. In December 1979, group leaders from VARC and VSPP

combined forces to form Voint telephone Conferencing network aimed at addressing

the special needs of parents and bringing'them to the attention of lOcel officials and

DD service delivery agencies.

For the most part, members of the twO groups had not met before the calls.

An informal working relationship-was evident among_the leaders, but the rank and file

had not previously been involved in joint activities although in many cases they lived

near one another.

-

This telephone netwok of parents and parent advocates held 11 conference calls

over the next seVen monthi.- Twenty VARC members and VSPP's nine regional coordina-

tors participated in the palls: The selection of participants was based on the geographi-
,

cal proximity of VARC members to VSPP regional coordinators. Participants were

.

often joined by guests from various DD service delivery agencies, state officials, and

even members of the state legislature. The leaders developed agendas for the

*In addition, as part of the original strategy, the project team hoped to extend
the scope and'coverage of the parents network through the use of a special frequency
on FM r+iisdidirricrwri as SCA (subsidiary communications authorization). This service
would have allowed the parent network telephone conferences to be broadcast to specially
equipped radio receivers. Thus, homes of other interested parents would then be able
to hear the discussion. These parents might also be able to provide feedback to the
conference 4roup by way of their home telephone. Because of a series of procedural
delays, the anlication was not implemented, although considerable time was spent
in planning and technical design.
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calls from members' suggestions of areas of concern. Guest speakers were selected

and invited to attend the sessions baseil upon their familiarity with sqggested topics.

Calls included open discussions among participants, specific presentations by

-the outside resource people, and question-and-answer periods. Topics for the calls

included solved and unsolved problems with service delivery agencies, legislative strate-

gies for lobbying efforts, appropriate educational programs for handicapped children,

and services available to "exceptional people" over 21 years of age.

Inigeneral, calls were about an hour in length and included an average of 16 par-
.

ticipants per call. In ote case, as many as 28 people were involved in a joint call.

Because of the number of participants and tAe occurrence' of these calls in the early

stages of the demonstration, all were handled via the telephone company conference

calling service. To facilitate access by members of both groups who were scattered

throughout the state, amplified telephones (Western Electric 4A Speakerphones) were'.

installed in 13 locations statewide. This equipment allowed small groups of partici'-
,

pants to gather at convenient locations for linkage into the conferences via a single

telephone line. This placement of equipment was devised to take advantage of the

proximity of both groups' members to one another in various regions of the state.
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Parent network calls were relatively formal compared withikher user groups.

The Urge number of part icipants necessitated a structured format with heavy empha-

11
sis 011 the leadership rdle in directing the discussion. Typically, the leader performed

a roll-call, gavi the agenda, introducpd guest speakers, assigned speaking turns,

decided what topics would be covered and in what detail, and when the call should

end. When -a guest was present, inter ctions among participants were rare. In these

cases, purely social exchanges not related to discussion topics were minimal. When
..

they occurred it was typically prior Co the roll-call or at the end of the meeting. -

- Although the calls were rather formal, they-provided a convenient forum fork '
p

information exchange regarding parent-service delivery concerns. The parent group

interactions with representaives from DD service delivery agencies had not occurred

on a regular basis prior to the conference-calls.

Conclusions

Supportivo-exchanges among participants werirevident. The formal nature of

the calls did not preclude supportive exchahges among the participants particularly

in calls where no outside guest was present. During one of the joint conferences, for

instance, a parent mentioned that she was considering a group home placement for

her disabled child. Another parent had recently placed her child in a group honne en-
4.

.

v onment. The second mother, who only knew the first through conferences, shared

'her feelings about "letting go" and deciding to make the placement. She also provided

examples of interesting activities that her child was now involved in at the group home

as well as the effects of the placement on the rest of her family. The first mother

was helped by hearing from someone "who had been there."

,

*In operator-assisted calls (Bell System) the operator
A

calls the roll before signing
off at the beginning of the meeting. Group leaders in these calls gener'ally performed

.. a verification of the operator's roll-call by repeating the procedure to ident ify groups
. of participants at certain locations. .

.,
T

4 u



.
Grouri leaders.were not-comfortable With the forMal s ucture of the calls. "Al-

though group leaders were initially enthusiastic about joint call they eventuallY agreed

in June 1980 to discontinue them. In interviews, leaders expressed the general conclu-

sion that conference calls were 'more like forums than meetings" and required more

forceful leaders ip then they preferred to exercise. They indicated a preference for

a charige-in the fo rriat of the calls to encourage more individual participation and,

to reduce the leader'scprofile. When asked 4bout the reasons the calls were discontinued,

one leader reiterated the concern about the formal structure of the calls and termed

them "useful but unwieldy."

.



Vermont Center for Independent Living and United Disabled People of Vermont.'

,Two consumer advocacy groups made up largely of mobility-impaired adults used

telephone conferencing during the demonstration period: the Vermont Center for Inde-

pendent Living (VCIL) and United Disabled People of Vermoht (UDPV). The two groups

share several of the s-ame members (most of the VCIL executive board are. also mem-

bers of UDPV), but they used telephone conferencing in separate sessions. The organi-

zational priorities of the two groups were a factor in the different uses of telephone

meetings.
7

VCIL is a young organization that grew out'of the recent movement for support

of independent living arrangements for handicapped individuals. Its mandate is to sup-

port and encourage the development of independent living capability among handicapped
,

people in Vermont. VOL. is active in encopraging suilh activities by promoting legis-

lative initiatives, encouraging appropriate help and se vice delivery by public and pri-

vate agencies, and by providing for peer counseling and support for the handicapped.

VCIL held 12 conference calls between December 1979 and March 1980. Perhaps

becauée of its participation in this activity during the formative stages of the organi-

zation itself, its conference calls reflected a heavy emphasis on setting goals and defin-

ing priorities for future activities. The calls included executive staff and board mem-

beri concerned with such issues as organizational by-laws, program development, office

space identification, and`continuing funding.

11- r11- 411- 1111- -II -IF
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Typically, about seven participants were involved in each call, which lasted approxi-
,

mately an hour and 15 minutes. Conference calls were generall); chaired by the group

leader and included an open discussion followed by the submission of motions to be

ccepted or rejected bye poll of group members Oresent. An agenda wa-s generally"

pi*determined, although other items could be added to it. On at least one occasion,

however, the format was expanded to include a grdup discussion on legislative issues

with a member of the'Vermont -state legislature.

VOL began using conference calls in December 1979. But by early spring ten-

sions had developed between some of its members and AMC project staff in Vermont.

These tensions developed from conflicts between the project's "demonstration" orienta-

tion and the responsibilities inherent in the project's role as a "service provider."

VCIL's board of directors wanted more direct say in overall project decision making

than was agreed upon by representatives from other user groups that made up a pro-

ject consumer applications advisory committee. As implementers of a "demonstration,"

rattier than providers of an established service, AMC staff maintained responsibility

for project decision making. VCIL eventually discontinued its'use of telephone con-

ferencing as a part of project activities in March 1980. It was the only user group

in whigh members discontinued their calls based,on procedural difficulties with project

staff.

UDPV's experience with audio conferencing was quite different from that of

VCIL, evehmthough their conferences involved several of the same people. UDPV is

a grassroots volunteer organization with a longer history of activisM in the field. Origi-

nally, AMC had designed an application to link UDPV members with legal resources,

*This type of conflict between the goals of the demonstration and the respon-
sibilities of a service provider is one of the recognizedpitfalls in telecommunication
field trials. For a discussion of the concept, see Martin C. J. 4ton and John Carey,
Implementing Interactive Telecommunications Services: A Report on Problems Which
Arise During Implementation of Field Trails and Demonstration Projects; New York: -

Alternate Media Center, New. York University Schobl of the Arts, October 1979.

43 ,



social service providers, and clients for problem-solving sessions on client concerns.

The basic premise was that such a grouping would provide important input from several
-

sources ih sctiving a particular client's service delivery problems. In such an activity,

UDPV members would act as mediators and client advocates. This version of how UDPV

would use telephone conferencing was not realized. Early in the demonstration, UDPV

members said they had no occasion to meet with clients, service providers, and other

resource people: The abandonment of the original plans appears not to have been a

conscious decision, but rather a response to prevailing circumstances. Once a particu-

lar pattern of use had developed, as a support network, it simply progressed naturally

in that direction.

UDPV began using conference calls in January 1980 and has continued to do so

through this writing. Their continuing involvement indicates the perceived utility of

the calls for this group. Usage levels dipped drastically during the summer and early y

fall due primarily to the absence of theigroup leader and a charigedver to the new dial-

in conference call method that requires each participant to call into the "bridge" at

a predetermined time. Conference call use by this group, however, increased with

the onset of a rugged Vermont winter and the attendant,aavel difficulties.

UDPV calls typically involved about four participants and lasted about an hour.

From October through December 1980 (the end of the data collection period), UDPV

scheduled a regular biweekly conference call using the telephone conferencing system.

4 -
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Conclusions

VCIL structured its calls more formally than did UDPV. The Institute conducted

telephone interviews with group' leaders ifrom both VC1L and UDPV. °The two groups

perceived meeting formats differently: VCIL's group leader said that More small-group

meetings (three to five people) were preferable for their group; on the other hand,

UDPV's group leader was concerned about expending the number of participants in

.each of their calls. These observations may be directly related to the number of people

actually participating from both groups: VCIL averaged almost twice as many partici-

pants as UDPV and used a more seructured format. UDPV's format was relatively in-

formal with agendas prepared on-line with input from participants. Because VCIL

meetings were primarily for the purpose of conducting business and making decisions,

perhaps fewer people made it easier. The less formal nature of UDPV calls might have

been appropriate for additional participants simply because it meant more topics of

discussion and sharing of ideas.

Participants from both groups rate conference'calls OK, but express concern

about their impersonality. When the Institute conducted telephone interviews with

VCIL and UDPV participants in February 1980, the users rated the overall quality and

utility of the conference calls "fair" to "good." Some expressed, concern about the

impersonelity of the calls and a preference for face-to-face meetings. One partici-

pant, particularly, stressed'that given the various disabilities of the group members

and their potentk ial or real isolation,:it was important for their self-esteem that they

meet face to face es frequently ac possible. Several users were concerned that their

use of conference Calling Would repiace face-to-face meetings. Although mobility

impairments Made travel more difficult fo'' some group members, it was clear that

face-to-face meetings Provided compeneations, which they did not wish to dispense

with altogether.

.c>,
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Developmental Disabilities Council

The Vermont Developmental bisabilities Council (DD Council)'has been closely
A

associated with the telecommunications project since the decision to conduct demon-

strations in Vermont. Although the project team's first contact in Vermont was with

the director of the Center for Developmental Disabilities at the University of Vermont,

they soon brought DD Council staff and members into the planning process. The coun-

cil authorized its executive secretary to vend up to two days per week on project

activities beginning in late summer 1979. This time commitment proved crucial to

thia project's overall planning and direction. It not only ensured continuous linkage's

.to thorouncil, but also opened communication links with other DD organizations in

the state.

The council views itself more as an advocacy and planning group than as a provider

of services. Steve Chupack, the councilts executive secretary has written: "The coun-

cil's primary aim is to establish a service system ... sensitive to the
1needs of people

with developmental disabilities and ... capable of meeting those needs."

The DD Council was not originally considered ane of the project's demonstration

groucis. Its use of telecommunications resulted in large part from involvement of the

council's executive secretary in project planning. However, from January to Decem-
,

ber 1980, a total of 34 meetings related to DD Council work were conducted via audio

(telephone) conferencing. In particular, use of the system facilitated DD Council com-

mittee work and helped to involve handicapped consumers in meetings.

*For more detail on the,Vermont DD Council's audio conferencing use see Stephen
F. Chupack's "Audio Conferencing and Its Impact on the Vermont Developmental Disa7
bilities Council," in User Perspectives, Institute for the Future, July 1981.

A ou
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The DD Council Is principal use of auditi conferencing was by the steering com-

mittee as a substitute for some executive meetings. Other DD Council committees

or related groups that used the system, include the 504 Committee, which was involved

with reviewing architectural barriers to handicapped peopte; the Human Rights Com-

mittee; and the By-Laws Committee. The council's staff also used the system to re-

view the statebs plan for developmental disabilities. There was no full DD Council

use of the system during the demonstration.

One user group--the 504 Committeeprobably could not have conducted its'

activities without a teleconferencing capability. Two of the committee members were

mobility-impaired. While they could conceivably have met face to face with the other

fri

.
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committee members, it would have been difficult and time-consuming. The original

suggestion to initiate the committee work and hold meetings via audio conference

came from one of the mobility-impaired members.

Many DD Council members participated in these meetings from their homes.

DD Council use peaked in April, June, and September 1980. From September though

December, usage dechned. Because the council has continued to take responsibility

for the system, however, it is evected that ad hoc uses of the system by council groups

wiltcontinue.

Conclusions

It became apparent toward the end of the project that the DD Council had in

fact become a significant user of the system, for it ! held more meetings than some

of the identified usen groups. Thus, the evaluation team decided to conduct a summa-

tive survey of DD Council members. The survey was designed to gauge the organize-

tional impact of the system on the council itself. During February 1981, the team

sent a questionnaire-fo 34 members of,the council. Twenty-three responded.

The following represent the principal conclusions drawn from the questionnaire

responses (see Appendix I. for complete resu ts).

Audio conferencing seems to have facilitated the involvement of some cpuncil

members. With a teleconferencing option, council members from different geographic

areas are less likely to decline to participate in meetings because of Scheduling con-

flicts or traVel time requirements they might incur if the meeting were held face.to

lace. As one member wrote, "fi hid was a good way to improve communications within

the council. It decreased time limitations and increased involvement of members."

Another member wrote, "It has allowed me to participate in more council committees

and activities, instead of just council meetings, which take place every other month

or once every three months."
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While the questionnaire shows generally favorable responses by council members,

there are apparently some members who have little contact with council activities;

communications technologies did not change that relationship.

Council members believe audio confetencing has favorably impacted their travel

schedules. Because winter travel was time-consuming and hazardous, the.conferencing

k, option offered obvious wintertime advantages. Members could continue to conduct

council business without wasting time. One member said, "The system allowed me

to attend a meeting of a council committee that I could not attend in person. It saved

me six flours travel time."

In general, council users of the system give it a good to very good rating. Thir-

teen of the 23 respondents had participated in at least one conference call. As a group

they tended to rate their experience highly. The heavier the use (i.e., five or More

times), the higher the rating.

Most members said the tirne commitment of the executive secretary to thepro-

ject seems to have been well spent. Not only did it not hamper his activities in other

areas but it actually seems to have enhanced his ability to do council work, according

to two-thirds of those who responded to the question. There are several individuals

on the council, however; who said too much time was invested in the project. But most

members said that it has given the executive secretary an added resource to do his

job by increasing his contact with individuals and groups working in developmental

disabilities.

Council members strongly endorse continuing use of telecommunications in coun,

cil work and recommend that other DD councils use it too. Eighty-six percent of those

responding thought that telecommunications should be an integral part qf council work.
,

Responding to the question of wheth r this experience should be part of 'normal council
. .
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operations, one merriber said: "Absolutely. A far-flung rural state with severe weather

cycles often inhibits group face-to-face communications, problem solving, and decisionN.,

making. Telecommunications is ideal to allow not only rapid disseinination of infOrma-',

tion, but alio more involvement regardless of weather or distance. Long and constant

travel is not only wasteful and boring, but also getting prohibitively expensive. Those

are just a few of the obvious reasons telecommunications should be an integral part

of DD Council work in Verrtiont."

Audio conférencing is recognized as having particular benefits for handicapped

council members. One member said, "Telecommunications truly allow disabled people

to,participate in the planning process more extensively and effectively." In addition

to audio conferencing for council business use, several members sak the potential for

expanding telecommunications services directly to consumers. One counil member

commented, "We should also assist the development of communications for the disabled

themselves through ... personal computers and other types of communication systems."

A member of the couricil with a developmental disability wrote, "There are many severely

disabled individuals with a lot of potential to creatively use this equipment."

Several council members offered ideas for new and expanded uses of telecom-

munications. Having achieved a certain'amount of familiarity with thiti technology,

council members now are in a position to think of ways in which they would like to

see telecommunications applied in the future. Among their suggestions:

o "Put a meet-me bridge in each county--to be used by social service and
_

mental health agencies to contact clients for outreach and follow-up on

a regular weekly or semimonthly basis, thereby increasing communications,

but not.preclude regular face-to-face meetings. A group could meet via

bridge at.given,times each week, discuss problems, share information; confi-

dentiality could be maintained by the use of coded names or numbers."
.-
0 )
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o "Train and inform parents."

o "I would like to see the personal-computers experittiients extended to a widei

range of the DD population."

o "Networking of DD individuals for their own person4.1 use."

o "It should be offered and demonstrated to more voluntary groups and associa-

tions relative to sending pertinent messages tb the DD Council; the latter

should air strive to use this medium to send pertinent information to the

volunteers."

a I would like "to uge it for my respite care committee, which is composed

of people throughout Vermont."

o "A communications system should be available.to group homes statewide,

also schools and other educational uses."

51
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, Other Consumer and Comrnunity Uses

In addition to the groups described earlier, three other community-based organi-

zations have used telecommunications services provided by the project: the local (state)

chapter of the United Cerebral Palsy Association; the Vermont Coalition for the Handi-

capped, an umbrella organyation made up of 21:groups involved in both local advocacy

and professional service delivery for handicapped children and adults; and a client advo-

cacy group-made up largely cf current and former clients of the Department of Mental

Health (LGMPH*). Each of these groups has held as many as five meetings using the

audio conferencing system.

United Cerebral Palsy and the Vermont Coalition for the Handicapped used con-

ference calling primarily for administrative purposes in coordinating activities among

their respective offices statewide. The mental-health-client advocacy group used

conference calls to aid in the development of a patient support network. Their calls

involved group members who are interested in furthering the civil-rights movement

for mental-health patients in Vermont.

Members of LGMPH received their first introduction to conference calls as partici-

pants in a series of calls scheduled by the Vermont State Department of Mental Health

for a consumer advisory committee of the agency. During the course of the consumer

advisory committee calls, participants became interested in holding their own group

meetings via the conferencing system. LGMPH held four calls during the period from

October to December 1980, totaling four hours of system use. Their calls are generally,

scheduled during nonbusiness hours (evenings and Saturdays). Each call averaged five

part icipants.

*"LGMPH" is the official name for this group. It's an acronym that means Libera-
tion from Government Mandated Psychiatric Hospitalization.
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LGMPH calls were the most informal of any recorded for analysis. Agendas are

typically loosely structured. The calls seem to be providing a very impottant form

of interpersonal support for the participants. The group leader's role in the calls is

relatively indistinguishable from that of the other participants except' that he completed

log sheets to be returned to system operators.

LGMPH calls served a need for members of this fledgling organization (begun

August 1980) to keep in touch and provide emotional support for one another. The

calls have been used as replacements for some face-to-face meetings. They have

also provided communication that had not been. occurring previously by any medium.

LGMPH's group leader indicated that expanded use of the conferencing system by other

consumer groups was desirable. The basic roadblock was a way of encouraging use

by such truly grass-roots organizations. )
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DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY PROFESSIONALS

I-Team

The first telecommunications user group contacted by project staff in Vermont

was a group of DD professionals based at the Center for Developmental Disabilities

(University of Verrnont) in Burlingtdn. This group, the Vermont State Interdisciplinary

Team for Intensive Special Education (I-Team), is composed of six educational special-
,

ists and seven core 1-Team members from different educational and medical special-

ties. Project -staff collaborated with the I-Team coordinator, as well as the director

of The denter, to design and implement each of the audio conferencing activities described

in this section. Only the first application was initially planned; the latter two evolved
'Aok

later in response to expressed needs.

The I-Team provides technical,assistance arid training to local school districts

in developing effective and appropriate ecOaational programs for severely handicapped

students. There are six I-Team regions in the state, each of which 113 covered by an

educational specialist whp may spend a significant amount of time traveling to provide

services and'keep in touch with other team members and consultants at the center.

Because of the highly sPecialized services provided by the I-Team, the many

demands on the team members' time, and the extensive needs of severely and multiply

handicapped students, the use of telecommunications was seen as a potentially useful

contribution to their work.

In addition to audio conferencing, the project staff also supplied the I-Team with

'portable videotaping equipment to use in-student assessm6nt protocols. Because core

I-Team members are often asked by the regional educational specialists to visit a school

for observing a child, the 1-Team hoped to use the portable videotape unit instead of



making on-site visits. Its typical use would be the following: During an initial site

visit, an I-Team member or a paraprofessional would tape a child engagirig in some

specific behavior (e.g., feeding). An I-Team member at the University (e.g., a physical

therapist) would view the tape and make a recommendation. Later, the I-Team mem-
,

ber would visit the site and verify videotaped observations. School aides would then

be given written material and trained in new procedures. This use did not fall strictly

within the interactive telecommunications frameviork; consequently, it was not formally

evaluated by the Institute.

Between September 1979 and December 1980, the I-Team participated in 40,tele-
,

phone conference calls. However, I-Team audio conference usage during the'demon-

stration was quite varied. At various times during that period, thei tried three dif-

ferent applications of telecommunications., The overriding goal was to test how tele-

communications might be used in furthering the team's mission. More specific goals

were associated with the different applications.

The first application took place from November 1979 through March 1980 and

involved the I-Team coordinator, three special education teachers and the educational

specialist serving what they call the central region. This group used audio conferenc-

ing for the following broad activities:

o Student observation: monitoring student progress on specified programs

to determine the need for further on-site I-Team assistance.

o Training: implementing program recommendations, training, and follow-

up for classroom teachers and their aides.

o General problem solving: providing collegial assistance for classroom teachers

in problem solving.
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User. reactions to the first application were mixed. Half the participants said

that they,had benefited from the experience, and the other half said it simply consumed

their alceadi scarce time. Sharing information in a timely and inexpensive manner
,

was a Major reason"participants found the experience positive. Some participants criti-
.

cized the lack of direct benefit to consUrners.

Arnortg those geneially positive about the experience were the regional educe.-
. .

tional specialist and two consultants who participated ih these early conferencei.

For the edUcational specialist, the system offered ihcreased contact-with local teachers,

which resulted in fewer required visits, and a concrete way for teachers to Share recom-

mendations and prOblems. The consultants who participated saw, many potential ways

the system could facilitate their wbrk. Instead of visiting three or four different train-

ing workshops, they weise able to "visit" them ail simultaneously by telecommunica-

tion. One consultantaaw a benefit in the system's capacity to generate interest in-

,a future-workshop topic. AnOther consultant saw a main benefit in sharing information

quickly and cheaply: "You've got to-m4e changes fast with these kids." The system

gave him ongoir, timely communications.

By M rch, however, it appeared this application had run its course andfurther

use would produce diminishing returns. The close proximity of central region teachers

to one another and to other resources detracted from the assurried value of audio con-
_

ferences.

.)
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In May 1980 the I-Team implemented a brief series'of audio conferences to ex-

pand services to a wider audience of teachers of the, multihandicapped. This second 1

application iniolved four audio conferences (chaired by the I-Tearn coordinator) on
*

Vecific topics sug ested by teachers of the multiply handicapped throughout the state.
,

s I

1 1 /

Atotal of 19 teachers participated in the four conference calls. Topics included

how to control seizures, provide active stimulation, obtain funding, and trainbarents.

Following the sessions, transcripts were made and sent to each of the participants.

Inclu'ded with the transcripts was a brief questronnaire sent by the coordinator. The

questionnaire sought the participants' reactions' to the conference calls and to the tran-

scripts. Ten participants replied;aight actually participated in one of the sessions.

All of the eight made favorable comments on the session (e.g., "informative," "very

good") and most thought the transcripts would be useful.

The third audio conferencing application used by the I-Team has proven to be

perhaps the most directly useful for team members. Beginning in September 1980

and-continuing through this writing, I-Team educational specialists have been partici-

pating in regularly gcheduled teleconferences three times a month. The calls are

*To determine interest in participating in such conferences, the coordinator
conducted a statewide survey of teachers working with the multiply handicapped.
Of the 21 responses received, most teachers (15) said their contact with their colleagues
in the field was "not enough." A third of them said something similar about their level
of contact with I-Team members.

ryi
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chaired by the coordinator in Burlington and include the six educational specialists.

scattered throughout the state. The calls are used for attendi g to administrative

details of I-Team work, discussion of cases arid case manageman techniques, and col-
,

legial support. This group (educational specialists) had been meeting twice a month

in Burlington prior to the calls. With audio conferencing, meetings are held once a

week via the phone and every fourth. week face to face in Burlington. Thus, their face-,

to-face meeting schedule halved, while their actual coeitact time doubled.

Throughout the 15 months of the demonstration, in addition to these, three princi-

pal applications, the I-Team used audio conferencing.for ad hoc purposes. Objectives

of the ad hoc meetings ranged from furthering administrative planning to facilitating

case review sessions of teachers, specialists, and-parents.

In January 1981, a summative questionnaire covering all I-Team audio conferenc-

ing activites was sent to I-Team members. The purpose.of the questionnaire was to

determine I-Team member reactions to the use Of telecommunications in their work

and what organizational impact, if any, it had over the course of the entire project.

Ten of the 13 I-Team members returned the questionnaire; one was unusable.*

Conclusions

The following conclusions are based on the questionnaire results and additional

data collected on I-Team use through the coupse of the project.

*See Appendix 1 for raw questionnaire results. r-
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'In general,.the, I-Team gave a "goad rating to the overall experience. The educa-
.

tional,specialists who used the system the most rated the experience "good" to "very

-good."

Supplementing regular face-to-face meetings worked well for team members.
-

Increased contact with colleagues, reduced travel, and regular face-to-face meetings

apparently provided the best mix for success.

Expectations of what this sytem could do were exceeded for a majority of the

respondents. Given that the I-Team was the first group ta become involved in an appliéa-

tion and were often subject to technical problems, this finding has added significance.

Even after a year of use, the value of the system was perceived as being`greater.

)
I

Slightly more use could have been made f the system. No respondent thought i

the system was-used "too much." Five members thought the use was "about right,"
sa

and four thought "too little" use was made f the system. This finding plus additional

comments indicate that more uses of the system are emerging and that the group is

becoming accustomed to using the technology.

L,

There was a perceived travel reduction pay-off. The educational specialists travel

a lot. They perceived a real travel reduction bene.fit from the use of audio conferenc-

ing. All of the ES respondents report some improvement in their travel, ancT three

reported much improvement. One ES wrloote, "By decreasing my travel time (in some

instances 4 hours of travel for 1 hour of meeting), it has allowed me more time to work

in my region."

The system was valued for its ability to facilitate timely solutions to problems.

As with travel, there seems to be a common feeling that the I-Team's'ability to respond

to problems has improved as a result of the use of audio conferencing.
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Audio co \ferencing is perceived as bei q useful for consulting with,parenes and

teachers. There s some e4idence to show that\audio conferencing has increased Raren-

tal involvement with various members of the 1-i-earn. One ES put it this way: "Some

parents and professionals have 'met1 one another. Jhis might never have happened

without the use of the phone." Another educationatspecialist described a series of

audio conferences held with a medical doctor, the parents of a handicapped child, and

the specialist. The topic was meditation change. "We were able to provide support
-

to parents and get feedback on effects of change quickly.. Face-to-face meetings would

have meant extensive travel for several relatively short meetings."
cei

Initial student educational assessment is not seen as a useful audio conferencing

activity. There seems to be general preference for in-perSon a sessment of a multi-

handicapped child's problems. I-Team respondents said that visuà information is cru-

cial for a proper diagnosis and remediation. Assessing a mutt:WT.61E1d apped child's prob-

lems has fo be done in-person. ,One respondent, however, mentioned he possibility

for using audio conferencing as a follow-up to an initial face-to-face meeting.

(Although the questionnaire did not ask the respondents about the utility of stand-

alone videotape equipment, which the project provided, there was some indication

that this application was perceived positively for initial assessment purposes.)

Peer support and encouragement is recognized as a useful product of audio con-

ferencing. In general, I-Team members said the audio conferencing experience was

useful for providing support and encouragement. More respondents rated this feature

"very useful" than any other. While there might be a tendency to downplay the social

function of an audio conferencing link among geographically dispersed specialists in

favor of more accepted goalssuch as training, information eXchange, consultation--

users strongly rated the importance of social exchange and support from one another.

6 (I
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Audio conferencing provided more timely and in some cases new opportunities

for conaultation. The capability of linking resource people, specialists, teacners, and

others appears to be recognized as a new mode of operating for I-Team members.

As an I-Team physician stated, "It increased my ability to personally communicate

medical information to teachers around the state-- much more efficient than driving."

According to one educational specialist, "It's a great help to teachers who,can have

an'opportunity to talk with various professionals who otherwise would be unable to

consult due to time limitatfons."

There appears to be an increased sense of team ohesion. This conclusion is admit-

tedly more tentative than others. Yet thra are dinite signs that over more than

a year's involvement with audio confepéncing, more and better team communication

seems to have taken place with an improved sense of what resources the team has

'available and how best to make use of them. One educational specialist wrote, "I believe
-

audio conferencirops providing graater consistency of I-Team services to each other

as team members and to our consumers. I am generally very skeptical of mass

media and computer technology; however, telecommunications has increased team

effectiveness, and I suspect we-have only scratched the surface."

Visual information is important for a few I-Team task-s, but.most respondents

felt that audio-only was sufficient to meet most needs. This realization led one educa-
,

tional specialist to conclude
.
that the experience was better than she expected, "I had

anticipated that I would feel uncomfortable if I could not see faces to match voices.

Although this is still important for some occasions, it rarely was, in fast, a problem

for myself ands those with wnom speaking." On the other hand, two respondents

cited the lack of visual information as a real limitation. One person wrote, "Audio-

visual, would:greatly enhance the ability assess a studentboth,new students and

in follow-up, educationally and medically.
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There seems to be a strong desire for continued use of audio conferencing in

I-Team work. All of the respondents believed that audio conferencing should become

an integral part of I-Team work in the future. In addition to fiscal necessity, the rea-

sons cited included less ti)avel, more efficient use of time and equality of service, more

links between providers and corisumers, and unique consultation opportunities. More

than the early I-Team uses, the third phase seems to have cemented audio conferenc-

ing in the organizational structure of the I-Team. As such, there is a reliance on this

mode of communicating and an expectation that it will continue.

')
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Franklin-North Grande Isle Mental Health Service, Inc.

In March 1980, the project tearnstarted an audio conferencing application aimed

aefacilitating service delivery by DD professionals working in rural environments.

The Franklin-North Grande Isle Mental Health Service participated in a number

of conference calls with local home-care providers in its rural service area. The group

operates a center located in St. Albans. The center is a private, nonprofit group that

serves about 120 clients from Franklin and Grande Isle counties. It operates a program

that provides training in daily living skills for DD clients.

A significant proportion of deinstitutionalized clientslrom state institutions
c,

began relocating in this rural area about 10 years ago. Although many local residents

volunteered tri prövide them with home care, the training staff at the center does not

routinely make on-site visits to obtain data on client behavior at home from care pro-

vider's. The use of audio conferencing was initiated as a way to encourage more of

a continuum of care for clients by establishing regular contact between center staff

and home-care providers. The goal was to ensure more,consistent practice of living

skills at home by the client and to encourage linkages between center staff and the

client's primary care providers.

The staff nurse at the center used audio conferencing to establish regular con-

tact with home-care providers. The calls were scheduled on a rOtating basis with dif-

ferent groups of participantS to coincide with their resident's neurological examina-

tions. The calls informed care providers about what medications their residents were

currently taking, the correctly prescribed dosages, and possible side effects. In addi-

tion, the-calls offered an opportunity for feedback on client behavior at home.
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_Generally, three to four home-care providers were involved in each conference

call with the staff nurse. On average, the calls lasted about 15 minutes. The staff

nurse typically discussed each client's case in turn, encouraging all home-care provi-

ders to remain op the phone during these sequential one-to-one discussions. Although

the format may seem mither formal, the calls themselves were remarkably informal.

Most of the participants were on a.first-name basis with the staff nurse, and'some

knew others. Following the case discussion sequences, participants sornetimes stayed

on the line a few moments to discuss Common problems,with care provision.

** *** Ai

.Although the.care providers were initially cooperative in agreeing to partici-

pate in the calls, by early July 1980 the calls had ceased. It was at this time that the

new meet-me bridging system became operational. The system required that partici-

pants place a call to the bridge rather than use the previous method of being called

by an attendant.

Although subsequent conference calls were scheduled by the staff nurse, none

has actually occurred since early July 1980. Her comment was that Vermonters "will

do anything you ask, but nothing you demand." She hopes to revive conference calls

in the future, perhapfi with a return to the previous attendant-calling arrangement.
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tonclUsions

Calls addressed an unmet need. The conference calls provided a unique °poor-
-

eunity for information exchange between the center staff and client care providers.

Prior to use of conference calls, contact between these two groups was sporadic and

largely nonexistent. The-conference calls provided a forum for exchange of important

behavioral information on clients between professional service providers and nonpro-

fessional care providers.

The relatively rigid structure of the calls did not adversely affect their utility.

Although the format-of the calls was hierarchically structured and encouraged brevity,

an enormous amount of information was exchanged. The staff nurse spoke directly

with each care provider in turn aethe others listened in. Her descriptions of the client's

current medical condition, instructions on medication and warnings of possible side

effects of the medication were useful to all the participants whose residents might

have similar conditions. The feedback from the care providers about client behavior

was not only valuable information for the center staff but also allowed care providers

to share common problems and perhaps become more knowledgeable about the differ-

ent methods each had used to cope with problem behaviors. This exchange of informa-

tion among the providers themselves can be viewed as both a learning and a sharing

experience.

Participation of care providers was dependent upon the perceived convenience

of the calling procedure. The new mechanism for bridging calls required each partici-

pant to place a call to a central site at a prearranged time. This necessitated a great-

er commitment on the part of the home-care provider, who then had to remember

to prearrange time, be available for the discussion, and remember to place the call.

Although it may not seem like a very big commitment on their part to call-in rather

than wait to be called, it is important to remember that the center has no contractual
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arrangement with the care providers. Many of them may have participated in the calls

simply because of their consideration for the staff nurse who is both well-respected

locally and a longtime resident of this area. Also, with the attendant calling arrange-

ment, if the principal care provider were not available, others in her household would

fill-in for her during the conference call. (Because of the nature of home-care provi-

sion for such residents, it would be extremely rare if no responsible adult were avail-

able at the home.) The new call-in arrangement necessitated that a previously identi-

fied participant call in at a pre-arranged time. This made participation in the calls

more of an exercise in personal initiative.
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Other Professional Uses

Other groups of professionals have uted the telecommunications services provided

by the project. These activities were primarily ad hoc and did not involve groups that

were the principal focus of the evaluation efforts. These groups include the following:

Center for Developmental Disabilities

In a spontaneously arising application, a staff member at the University of Ver-

mont Center for Developmental Disabilitfes used audio conferencing for a series of .

sessions involving staff at the Brandon Training School, a state mental institution.

The conference calls were used to plan, coordinate, and track the progress of a behavior

management program for a Brandon resident. A series of eight conference calls was

heeld by this group over an eight-month period (March-October 1980). In addition, a

computer conferencing link was established between the University and Brandon for

the purpose of data storage and retrieval. The use of these media seemed instrumen-

tal in bringing about positive behavior changes.

The Administrative Policy Committee (APC), which sets overall policy for the

center, also used conference calls as an administrative tool for the activities of a num-
,

ber of task groups. Each task group was charged with the development of goal state-

ments in various areas for submission to the APC. 'Six conference calls were held by

these groups'during a two-month period (August-September 1980).

DD Law Project

The agency specializes in providing free community-based legal services to Ver- .

.mont's developmentally disabled population. One conference call (April 1980) was

*For more detail on th0 application, see "Team Planning by Teleconference:
Developing a Comprehensive Program for a Severely Handicapped Adult," by Edward
Sbardellati in User Per ecti s Institute for the Future, July' 1981.
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used for a meeting of the project's advisory committkqe. The purpose of the telephone
-

meeOng was to discuss future policies fbr the agency that required approval by the

committee. The convenor orthe call indicated that because there was only a brief

period in which to make a decision, it was unlikely that committee members would
. .

.

"-have been able to arrange a face-to-face meeting in tim6 to complete their work,
-

\ ,

1'.
L.)

-t



STATE AGENCIES

The consumer, community, and professional User groups described previously

were all contacted by AMC staff and selected for participation in demonstration activi-

ties during the early stages Of the project in VermOnt. Other user groups, particularly

agencies of the state government, asked to becbme users of the-audio con erencmg

system near the end of the demonstration period. The adtiye participation of theie

agencies was a step toward more widespread use of the system by 'others as well as

an expansion of the potential fending tase for the cohtlnuation df serVices.'

Two stateagencies, the departments .13f Mental 1-lealth./and Vocational Rehabili-

tation, have become active users of the audio conferencing services implemented under. . .

this project. Both groups have a mandate to Provide Special iervices to meet the unique
.. . .

needs-Of the developmentall9 disabled and to serve a significant proportion of Vermont's

DD populatiOn.

Because their involvement began tote in the deinonstration period (when AMC

staff were no longer active in developing new uses of telecommunications in Vermont),

these agencies-were not originally cOnsidered specific target.groups for evaluation.

Floiiever, their use of the system, although it began late in the project, is important

. to note because of its implications for continuation and expanaion of the syStem to
Ir

other human service groups beyond the initiaruser. groups. Although'agency personnel

are certainly professionals in their field they are not grouped with the other DD pro-

fessionals because of the timing of their participation.
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Department of Mental-I-lea lth

In the fall sof 1980, the Vermont Department of Mental Health was developing'

a five-year operational plan. As part of this development process, the department

abtively sought input frdm consumers. They estabyshed a special Consumer advisory

committee to develop policy recommendations for submission to the planning team.

A staff intern with the agency was assigned to act as liaison between this committee

and the team.

The 15-member coMMittee was made up of people who were either currently

served by'the department br were former department clients. All had received such

services for a minimum of three years, some for as long as 15 years. Initially, the

consumer committee held two face-to-face meetings. Attendance was disappointingly

ldw. In October 1980, department officials decided to conduct the consumer advisory .

meetings by teleconference to minimize travel.

By the end of December, the group had he4d five telepho e meetings, each in-

volving about six partiCiprints for approximately an hour. There was generally no pre-

specified agenda; topics suggested by, participants at the start of the meeting were

discussed in' turn. After each session, meeting notes were typed and circulated to carn-

mittee members. The committee identified a number of policY issues for submission

L-
to the department planning team.

7o
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Conclusions

ft

Conference calls contributed to agency policy. As a direct result of the policy

recommendations drafted during the conference call sessions the Department of Men-

tal Health adopted a new agency policy. The calls provided a medium for the consumer

committee to draft policy reCommendations as'a group. The department's planning

team accepted these recommendations and they were incorporated into the agency's

new five-year plan.

Conference calls served as an informal support network. In addition to drafting

policy statements, the group used telephone meetings as a forum for general informa-

tion exchange and mutual support. They discussed individual issues, such as problems

with long-term treatment plans and, information on legal services. Several of these

participants were also active in patient advocacy groups and have Used the calls to

share with-others their knowledge of resources on patient rights issues. Several corn-

mittee members also attended an agency administrative hearing to support one of the

members regarding recommended changes in her treatmentprogram.

Conference calls faCilitated the planning of a special workshop for agency staff.

Another significant outgrowth of the calls was the planning of a special workshop for

aftercare workers in the dePartment who provide ongoing treatment programs forclients .

discharged from state mental institutions. The committee was able to enlist promin- ,

ent client advocacy workers from out of state to make presentations at the workshop.

Participation in calls led to the emergence of another important prOject user

group. The members of this consumer committee ang others active in patient rights

issues have become regular users of the audio conference system. The experience

with audio conferencing as a part of the Department of Mental Health consumer ad,

visory committee led to further use of the conferencing system by a newly formed
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local advocacy group made up of several consumer committee members. This group,

LGMPH, participated in a regular-schedule of audio conferences beginning in Novem-

ber 1980. The group had not previously held a regular schedule of face-to-face meet-

ings, so audio conferencing.was viewed as an important tool in their early organiza-

tional efforts.
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Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

The Division of Vocational Rehabilitation's primary purpose is to assist people

with handicapping conditions in obtaining gainful emploYment. This service is performed

through the central office and a number of regional units that provide job trdining,

development, and placement assistante, as well as funding for adaptive devices and

any other equipment or education that enhances a disabled client's employability.

T;piCally, vocational rehabilitation dervices become important to DD individuals when

they,reach adulthood and become.ready to enter the job market. -

During the spring of 1980, the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation schaduled

a seriesof calls using the local telephone company.conference operator. This audio

Aconference use was not part of project activities. In August, the department made

a decision to use the, cqnference calling service available through the telecommunica-

tions project,. This decision canie out of discussions with project staff and the partici-
,

patiOn of ,the agency directOr on a project advisory board.

Since.August,1980, the agency's Chief of Field Services has been using regularly

scheduled conference calls to Maintain contact with regional managers at field offices

throughout the state. The conference calls focus primarily on administrative topics

and general information exchange between field sites and the central office. They

have also been used for quickly arranged crisis meetings. In one instance, a confer-

ence call replaced a face-toLface meeting that participants could not attend due to

weather conditiond.

Between August ;Ind December 1980, Vocational Rehabilitation staff held eight

conference calls, each with an average of five participants and lasting an average of

35 minutes. Several regional managers indicated a preference for regular conference

calls to ensure a greater frequency of contact with the central office. Prior to the
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use of conference calls, this group held monthly face-to-face meetings. Since Octo-

ber, telephone meetings via the conference bridge have been scheduled on a weekly

basis.

Conclusions

Use of conference calls increases contact between centraLoffice staff and regional

field offices. The conference calls have been used to develop a regular schedule of

staff meetings among the central office staff and the directors of each regional unit.

Meetings are held via telephone each Monday morning to augment the monthly fake-

to-face meetings.
. '

I

The regular schedule of conference calls facilitates the erovision ofinformation
"

to vocational rehithilitation regional staff. The field services director in the central

office indicated that the regular y of conference calls allowed him to reduce written

memoranda to field staff, one-to-one phone conversations in which he clarified agency

policies, and the number of field trips to regional offices. With'each of ihe field office

administrators on-line each Monday, he is assured that' each one receiVes, the same

information and has the opportunity to ask questions and make suggestioni on agency-

policy as a group. This arrangement helped elicit more direct inplit froein regional staffs

oh overall agency policy. For example, until recently, the regional Managers functioned

as both administrators and casework supervisors. An administrative directiye in fail

1980 called for the creation of a new position of casework supervisor for each regional :

P-1
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office. Prior to, frequent conference call meetings, the position description woujd

most likelY have beeo developed entirely by staff in the central office. In this case,

the confertmce call system was used to develop a draft position description with a

direct input from field office personnel actually performing these functions daily.

L.)
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IMPLEMENTATION COSTS: AUDIO CONFERENCING

Equipment and Operation
>

Basic cost components for this type of telecommunications service include charges

for user equipment,transmission, and bridging (use of special equipment to link calls

from different sites). During the early stages of project activities in Vermont, project

funds for audio conferencing were primarily expended on equipment for users and trans-

mission costs.

Most of the audio conferences conducted during the early stage involved use

of telephone company conference calling with calls bridged by the-phone company's

conference operator. AMC poncentrated on testing various types of equipment that

allowed for small group use of a single telephone. ,yarious makes of equilimentpri-

marily amplified telephones7-were purchased or rented and installed in homes of partici-

pants and publicly accessible places. The project picked up costs for participants' long

distance calls (transmission and bridging by the telephone company), purchase or rental

of the various types of equipment they tried, and installation of fi,ccial

As usage patterns became more clearly defined during these early calls, AMC

shifted its focus toward design and implementation of a system to provide for local

bridging capability. A small desk-top bridging mechanism was employed when calls

involved five or fewer locations. Calls invelving more-locations were handled through

the commerical conference operator. The desk-top bridge (Telepatcher) was connected

to a standard 'five-button business telephone, so transmission was via pormal telephone

lines. Using this bridging mechanism, an attendant called each participant in turn

and added him to the central conference.
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AMC purchased a larger capacity bridging device in June 1980, which was actually

two 9-port "meet-me" bridges. A private equipment manufacturer--Telephonic Equip-

ment Corporation, Irvine, California--engineered this device. New England Bell in-

stalled it on its own premises in Burlington. Although the bridge uses Bell System lines,

Bell does not consider the technology a routine addition. There was a ritgulatory require-

ment for a special tariff to allow operation and installation of the bridge on telephone

company premises. New England Bell also provided staff for special engineering and

continued maintenance services.

The configuration of the telephone lines (number of lines, type of line service)

in the meet-me bridge was based on early usage patterns. Six toll-free WATS (Wide

Area Telephone Service) lines accommodate callers from distant locations (distant
C

from Burlington, the bridge site) who might otherwise have had to pay long distance

charges for their calls to the bridge. Two FX (Foreign eXchange) lines are used to

provide toll-free service for callers within the Waterbury-Montpelier-Barrie calling

areas. These callers may reach the bridge in Burlington via a local call. At present

there are also six local (Burlington) telephone lines into the bridge. Additional capacity

cag.be added to the bridge if needed.

, ,
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Figure 3 shows the 1981 line configuration of the Vermont Meet-me bridge.

FIGURE 3

Line Configuration of Meet-Me Bridge

#1 #2

. 9-PoPt' Bridge 9-POrt Bridge .

TH
ODD
Lines

FX

Lines

Connection

WATS

Lines .

Nt*,

The following list shows costs for the audio conferencing equipment purchased

during the initial stages of the project:

Equipment:

Amplified Telephones $3,689.13

5-port bridge (Telepatcher) 470.00

tneet-nidge (2) 2,725.00

installation 430.50
$7,314.63

*For more detail on line services to the bridge see Paul Rowan's 1981 AudIo Confer-
encing Handbook, Alternate Media Center, NYU School of the Arts and 111-iritute for,
the Future, February 1981.
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The permanently installed meet-me bridge was the principal technological.

accomplishment of the audio conferencing activities in Vermont. Although the

technology jtself is not particularly novel, only a handful of such systems are

in operation in this country. :The only commerical suppliers of meet-mebridging

services at the time of the demonstration.projects were the Darome Connection,

Danbury, C nnecticut, and Kellogg Telecommunications, Denver, Colorado.

A few Bell System operating companies may have such devices, but their standard

conference call service is not handled via this method. The Educational telephon

Network at the University of Wisconsin was a pioneer in the use of this technology,

but its meet-me service is not offered comMercially.

The fixed monthly costs for this system-(at the time of this report) are listed

below:

Maintenance $ 37.00

Security line
(for locking and unlocking
the bridge) 34.75

Speakerphones (6 monthly rental
and 1 private line charges) 86.20

Private phone line for
adminibtrative assistant

WATS lines (6 $150.00)

Local lines (6 @ $14.75)

FX lines (2 @ $130.20)

WATS overtime ($11.75 per hour;
36 hours)

Rent/Office supplies

Total Monthly Cost:3:

30.00

900.00

88.150

260.40

423.00

65.00

$1,924.85
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Staff time estimates per month include a full-time administrative assistant and a part-

time system manager, which total an average of' 6.1 person-weeks.

The affordablility of the audio conferencing services depends to a great extent

on how its costs compare to costs for travel or other electronic media to allow the

group to communicate. Aside from the costs of implementing such services, the ques-
,

tion still remains as to whether one could reasonably afford to access and use them

once they are in place. The following case study may be useful in providing soma per-

spective on the affordability questItin. The case study is based on an actual audio con-

ference that took place during the demonstration period.



Case Study;

Situation:'

Probable meeting site: Waterbury, Vermont

No. of Participants: 5

Location of Participants: Huntington

Essex Junction .

Montpelier

Rutland

Woodiltock

Duration of meating: 1 hour

Option 1: Face-to-face meeting in Waterbury

Locations of PartiCipants

Huntington'

Essex Junction

Montpelier

Rutland

Woodstock

Total Mileage

Approx. Roundtrip Mileage to Waterbury

30 miles

52 miles

30 miles

140 miles

124 miles

376 miles

At 24¢ per mile; travel-costs = $90.24

(Additional expenses might include personnel time lost in traveling rental of
NO-a meeting site, and food.)

co.

Option 2: Bell System Conference Call Services

Total cods for this service include charges for the first 3 minutes of the call

(initial period) plus a per-minute rate for additional time.



Costs for the first three minutes are based on"the person-to-person charge for

the two sites that are farthest apart (Woodstock arid Essex Junction), plus a charge

for each additional location.

Initial Period = $2.60 + (3 x 2..00) $ 8.60

Each additional minute $1.75 = 99 . 75

4,eatt Costs $108.35

03tion 3: Commerical Meet-me Brid in vice

Huntington

Essex
Danbury, Conn.

Montpelier (bridging site)

Rutland

Woodstock
Five direct-dial (daytime) calls to the bridging site = $ 90.70

Bridging charges (.333 (.min/site) 99.90

Total $190.60

bption 4: Wrmont Meet-me Bridging Service (Vermont Teleqomrnunications,Anc.)

Huntington

Essex Jct
Burlington

yitiTtpelier ..----_:%(bridging site)

Rutland

Woodstock

(Five toll-free calls to the bridging site)

47-

Costs based on current rates for the Darome Connection (Danbury, Conrt.) which

Vermont callers would most probably use ta avoid the added expense of a cross-country

call to the other commercial service, Kellogg Telecommunications (Denver, Colorado).
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Costs,are based on a fixed per-hour fee regardlest of the riumber;414 lines cur-
,

.rently available) of callers or their locations. Calls originatingThutside'Vermont would

use a local (Burlington) phone number and be subject to interstate tolls.

current Rates -:

, User Type . Per-hour Charge

Category 1: Commercial Users

(with .contracturatarrangement

for a Minimum number of sessions) 100.00

Category II: .Government, Nonprofit or

Educational Users 75.00

(with contractuaslarrangements) )60.00

0

120.00

Category III Government., Nonprofit, or

Educational Users with mandate'

to serve the handidapped 60.00

(contractual arrangement) 30.00
:

Categor) I : Nonprofit USers. FREE

(Consumer and tommunity groups)

_E?

*These rates were provisional at the time of this report, ?waiting approval by
the VTI board." Rates apply to sessions.with most calls originating withiq the state
Of Vermont. Variable rates are' aVailable for sessions where the majority of the calls
originate out of state.

II
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project activities in Vermont, a full-time site manager was present

October 1980. To assist with scheduling, coordination, and clerical

irne administrative assistant was alsä on-site. Other project staff from

New York, including the project leader and technical assistants, worked with the site

manager. Although local people were also involved in various aspects,of the develop-

ment and administration of certain applications, theii personnel time commitments

are not listed here.

:The following are rough estimates of levels of effort expended by project per-
] , *

sonnel in developing and implementing audio conferencing act vities in Vermont. These

levels of effort, are given in the number of uperson-weeks," ass

number of 4.33 person-weeks per month of full-time effort.

mg the benchmark

*This discussion of personnel time is limited to staff directly involved in the
implementation of project activities. The time expended by otitside consultants, the
evaluation team, and partkcipants is excluded.
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Development and Implementation: July 1979-May 1980

Professional applications
Principal personnel:

Project leader
Site manager

tonsumer applications
Principal ioersonnel:

Project leader
Site manager

Equipment Design and
Implementation

Principal personnel
Technical assistant

Organization and management
Principal personnel:,

Project leader .

Site manager
Administrative assistant.

User training
Principal personnel:

Technical assistant

f...1 j

10' person-weeks

rson-weeks

20 person-weeks

83 person-weeks

5 person-weeks



,
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CONCLUSION: AUDIO CONFERENCING

During our data collection period, more than 150 hours of audio conferencing,

were logged by the different user groups. Telephone conferencing activities received

more project attention and involved more local participants than any other aspect

of the project. Thus, it is helpful to look_aysorne of the broad conclusions drawn from

the experience:

Audio conferencing was favorably received by most groups. There were heither

glowing success stories nor coMplete failures in the use of this technology. The general

reaction toward the experience was a postive one, perhaps a rating somewhere between

2 and 3 on a 5-point scale (1 is very positive, 5 is very negative).

Audio conferencinq made it relatively easy for some group members'to partici-

pate in a meeting. The "travel constraints prevalehtin the region were less of a.factor

in a group's ability to assemble its members for a meeting. A big factor mentioned

by one group leader was that the conference calls allowed participation by key actors

who might not have been able to participate otherwise.' T<C'onvenience of holding

such meetings, however, raises the issue of wheter more meetings were held than

were actuaHy required by a group. Typicelly, m4e meetings geherate more work.

There is a risk that the ability to.hold meetings easily with key people involved will

add to an organization's workload.

Three different meetind styles emerged, none predominated. Even within groups,

meeting styles, topical content of the cell, and the number of participants varied with

different leaders.
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A content analysis of the audio tapes of 32 meetings held over the course of

the demonstration revealed three,different meeting styles prevalent among audio con-,

ferencing user groups: the presentation, the structural discussion, and the informal

' discussion. Table 2 shows a brief description.of each of these meeting styles. In a

qualitative sense, even those meetings that could beclassified,as having similar styles

were often quite different in tone, although the formats were essentially .the same.

The difference in tone seemed to be related to the personality and style of the group

, leader more than any other single factor.**

Although general information exchange was the predominant purpose for conven-

ing most Of these meetings, some involved more,complex tasks, such as problem solv-

ing (e.g., group identification of courses of action, case consultation) and decision mak-

ing (e.g., finalizing drafts of policy statements and organizational by,-,laws).

Audio conferencing boosts parental involvement in DD decision making. Parehts,

of DD children have a great deal'to say to one another and hgve a high need for con-

tact with service providers. A number 'of groupswete able to tap into these needs

and facilitate perents talking to one another and to professionals working in the field.

There were instances of special meetings arranged electronically to connect parents

.f
of a DD child with a teacher and a specialist in different lo t orts Both irr terms

*See Appendix 3 for a description of the methodology used for this content analy-
sis as well as the resulting information used to Classi fy the meetings.

**A more comprehensive contpnt analysis of-30 audio conferences held early in
the project (November 1979-March 1980) was perforrned by John Carey of the Alter-
nate Media Center. In this paper, the author outlines five descriptive models of infor-
mation flow and identifies several interaction characteristics associated with each.
This information may be very useful to those readers interested in the organizational
aspects of audio conferencing, particularly the role'of the moderator and certain widely
accepted notions regarding the necessity for use qf a prescribed agenda. Interested
readers can consult Carey's "InterlietintiPatterns in Audio Teleconferencing," (unpub-
lished article), Alternate Media Center; NYU School of the Arts, March 1981.
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The Presentation

'Typical groups:
Parents
VARC
VSPP
VCIL
Franklin Co.

The Structured
Discussion

, Typical groups: .
Voc. Rehab.
Mental Health
VSPP
VARC
DD Council
I-Team
UCP

The Informal
Discussion

Typical groups:
LGMPH
I-Team
UDPV

Agenda

Pre-set

General
structure is
pre-set, but
fuii agenda is
prepared on-
line with input
from partici-
pants

Largely
unstructured

Meeting
Start

Signalled by
leader with
agenda

Signalled by
leader with
requests for
addit ional
agenda items

Meeting begins
whenever two or
more partici-
pants are on-
line

TABLE 2
Meeting Descriptions

Presentation

Made by outside
guest speaker
or leader.
Generally
didactic with
information
presentation

Generally made
by leader
or designated
participant.
Typically covers
specifics of
topics familiar
to participants

Guestion/Answer
Period

Follows presentation.
Leader often
roficalis
to elicit
questions and
pomments

No structured
quest ion/answer
per iod. Presentation
can be Interrupted
by,quest ions and
comments from
participants

No formal No formal question/
presentations answer period
made

Prornpting

Majority of prompts
made by leader.
Leader takes
responsibility for
maintaining discussion
and changing topics

Leader may or may
not make majority
of prompts, but
leeder does take
responsibility for
topic changes..
Participants prornpt
one another freely

Leader does not
make any more
prompts than other
participants.
Participants do not
defer to leader
the responsibility
for maintaining the
discussion or .

changing topics

Part icip'ant Interaction

Comments made largely
to leader or speaker.
Few, if any, partici-
pant-to-participant
comments. Number of
topical Utterances
by participants
is low. Little, If
any, social commentary
(weather, health of
part ic ip ants)

Some comments directed
solely to the leader,
but participants
interact freely with
one another. Number
of utterances by
participants medium to
high. Typically some
social commentary prior
to start of meeting or
at close

No deference to
leader in making
comments. Participants
speak freely with one'
another. Number. of
topical utterances by
participants is high.
Sociai commentary is
not separate from
other meeting topica

Supporting Model

Resource materials
(e.g., copies of
by-laws or legi-
slative programs,
agency directives)
sometimes available
to be referred to
by participants
during the meeting

Resqurce materials
sometimes available

No resource materials
available
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of parent involvement in advocacy activities for generic issues and for specific proti-.

lems related to their child, new communication opportunities were tested and foUnd

to be useful new toole.

Audio conferencing proved to be an efficient administrative tool for groups with

distant affiliates. For both pro=fessional use and for,consunier and advocacy use, audio
4.

conferencing achieved high marks for helping organizations stay in touch with branch

or regional units. It seemed to garner espeeially high marks for planning and other

committee activities.

In general, group leaders perceived the audio conferences as focused and bwiness-

like. The time constraints of using the medium encduraged more focus on getting tasks

accomplished. In most cases there was a prescribed time limit On the calls 89 well

as the natural limits of how long participants could hold receivers oi.,maintain their

concentration without visual cues for reference. However, this also implies a need

to control the discussion flow. One application involving a highly structured format

with strong leadership control was abandoned largely because suCh a format did not

fit well with the leader's styles.

Large group conference calls proved difficult to manage. The joint conference

calls with the, Surrogate Parent Program and the Vermont Association for Retarded

Citizens proved too cumbersome to use and wbre discontinued. The two groups, how-
,

ever, continued to use the service individually. The lesson here:is that large group.

rneetngs require more preparation and leadership skills than do smaller group sessions.

While here is no ready formula, the experience of this project suggests that regular

conferences involving more then 12 locations run a risk of frustrating participants

unlesi there is.a high need and good preparatory work.
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Providing a toll-free service made it easy fbr group members to participate.

Not having toll-free lines would burden users with keeping track of their long-distance

charges at a later time. The-rithod selected for Yermont where users can access

the network without incurring any charges seems to have met with favorable reaction

from the users. No undue administrative burden was placed on any age cy. No record

keeping was required of individual callers. The one user-group charge co ered every-

thing. Clearly, there were nq user barriers from the billing mechanism.

Most users prefe\ed the meet-me (dial-in) bridging service. Although t re

Were users who expressed a preference for being called by an operator for Ek con

ence, the major ity.had no difficulty using the "meet-me" eervice. Questionnaire re-

sponses with selected,groups showed that most users who were given a choice prefer ed
_

thedial-in service to being called by an operator.

Although equipment costs were modest, personnel time for development and

initial implementation was considerable. Expenditures for audio conferencing equip-

ment were reasonably modest and are likely to be even less costly for similar groups

considering such usage because extensive experimentation prior to implementation

may not be necessary. Personnel costs, however, were high. A total of nearly three

person-years of.effort was expended in organizing the yarious audio conferencing appli-

cations. Although much of this time was spent in initial identification of likely user

groups, a significant portion involved equipment deSign and testing as well as day-to-
.,

day system management and operation. -

Exclusive use by DD organizations does not appear to be sufficient to sustain

.bridge operation; additional users are needed. After the installation of the meet-me

bridge, audio Conference usage leveled Af during the data collection period (see Figure 4).

Since that time, usage has increased at a slow but steady pace, according to Vermont

Telecommunications, Inc. This increase, however, is still not sufficient to maintain
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k

the service based upon exclusive use by DD groups. Other human'service agencies

and even commercial 'organizations need to be recruited if a solid core of user organi-
.

zation's is to be established.

A critical mass of users is needed if the bridging service is to do more than merely

operate the bridge. Training, marketing, and program development are critical ser-

vices for this fledgling telecommunications organization, just as they were for the

project team. It takes added financial resources to.be able to provide such services.

To get additional resources, VTI needs more users. The agency has recognized this

need and has been developingmarketing strategies to meet it.

The lessOn for other DD orgaiiizations interested in beginning such services might_

be to broaden the initial pool of potential users to include other human service agd

related groups.

t.

tfi
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Chapter II:
Personal Computers
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PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Most of the activities in Vermont were oriented toward DD service providers

and representatives ot local adVocacy groups. The dernonstration of personal, computers

was different. It focused on how DD people themselves might directly access and uae

computers for ther,Cencn enrichment at their own pace.
74'

Beginning irt April 1980, project staff installed Apple computers in the homes

of eight developmentally disabled people living in and around Burlington. Working

with a local advoca4 group (United Cerebral Palsy of Vermont), a diverse group of

. ,
participants was identified: a budding adolescent who enjoys camping out and operat-

ing the machinery used in his parent's large garden, a young college graduate active
V

,
.3

in local advocacy groups, a ysivng man preparing to enter college, two teenage girl's,

a young Woman finishing high school, and two single adults. They all possessed varying

degrees of mobility impairment due to cerebral palsy.

The corruters were 'commercially available for about $1,000 and require the

addition of ad< drive and a small black-and-white television`monitor. Some of the

computers were installed as they came out of the boxes; others were modified to the

special physical needs of individual users. The computers were chosen because they

provided an opportunity for both educational and vocational enrichment as well at

possibilities for expanding communication. With the addition of a modem (a device

for connectjng a computer to an ordinary phone line), thesepersonal computers became

communicationdevices as well as stand-alonehome computers. This feature allolved

part-icipants to communicate with'One'another and with the tutors.

.
.

*At the end of the demonstration period, ownership of the equipment usecibduring.
the application was transfeired by AMC to 9ermont telecommunications, Inc. (See
Chapter 4). However, finahcial retiponsibWity for continuation after June 198,1, as
well as organizational supeivision, is being provided by.Unitad Cerebral Palsy of Ver-
mont.

- ,.

o - 1
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AMC held two informal meet ings for interested persons in the fall of 1979.

After discussing their early plans for this activity, they invited those interested to
-

try using two computer 'terminals which were available at the second meeting. Eight

participants for the demonstration were subsequently chosen. The user group was in-

tentionally kept small due to the expense of the equipment and the desire to insure

individualized.orientation and instruction.

Once the Particjitiants had been identified, both a tutor and an adaptive devices

designer worked individually with each of them during the Installation of the equipment. .

Some dexterity is required to operate the machines: Users must place disks (the *sizi4

of small phonograph records) irilappropriate slots and depress keys on a typewriterlike

keyboard. The equipment for most participants required simple modifications such

as gauging the most comfortable angle for access to the keyboard and disk drives.

The keyboard of one of the most severely impaired participants requi ed a specially

designed template, or overlay, to prevent multiple key depressions. A special platform

was constructed .to mount the computer terminal at an appropriate angle and handles

were attached to the disks for easier insertion. To depress the keys, this participant

used a dowel. These and other modifications were individually designed and implemented.

The principal coordinator for the gcoup, Jim Schumacher, is a computer engineer.

During the early spring of 1980, he was granted a six-week community service leave

by his employer (IBM, Burlington, Vermont), which he eXleended to eight weeks by taking

vacation hours, to work full-time to help launch this application.

*For a fuller discussion of? the planning for this application, see "Building a New

Partnership: Microcomputers and the Handicapped," Pat Quarles and Red Burns, Alter-
nate Media Center, 1981.
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"1\he eSrly focus of the application was to orient users to the equipment and to

explore various system capabilities. When AMC selected the program materials, they

had three goals:

o expand interpersonal communication

o identify vocationalinterest

o provide educational experiences:

I.

The program materials included games, computer programming instructions, interper-V
sonal exchanges using a "bulletin board" message system, and programs for practical

activities, such as household inventorfes, directory files, and budget planning.

Initially, games received heavy emphasis as a way of familiarizing participants
,

with the equipment. Later, some games offered opportunities for increased interac-

tion among the participants. Users arranged twd-party computer sessions for playing

certain games with the tutors and one another via telephone hook-ups. During this

period, aided y his teenage son,,the coordinator provided individualized instruCtion

for partLcipats,J n their homes.

As the participants progressed, remote tutoring through the system became more

commonplace. The remote tutoring.involved the Same computer-to-computer connec-

tions via telephone lines as the game 'Sessions. Instructio'ns to users were delivered
-

interactively in the form of messagerprinted on the participant's screen. Using this

app-roach, the tutor could remotely monitor the participants as they carried, out each

instruction.

By the fall of 1980, two additional tutors provided instruction to participants.-
One was a student at the University of Vermont; the other was a local resident with

computer expertise, who volunteered several hours a week to tutor the tWo youngest

participants. During this time, AMC organized program materials into a more structured

format based upon the progress of participants and their goals, for this application of

telecommunications. :1 I 98
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Early progress in learning to use the computers was not as riapid as the tutors

had originally anticipated. Adolescents found it particularly difficult during the early

spring of 1980 to take time away from their schoolwork to use the computers. (The \

beginning of this application voincided with the end of their school year.) Beesuse

of impairments/1in coordination, some of them required a great deal of time to insure

that their homework assignments were not only correct but legible. But by the end

of the year, progress among all participants was evident and encouraging. .

-AMC organized program materials into two primary categories, vocational and

educational. Although all activities involved learning basic programming skills,,dif-

ferent computer capabilities were explored in these two areas. In addition, expansion

of interpersonal communication was encouraged among participants by use of a com-

puter message system ("bulletin board").

Vocational Activities

The butors paid particular attention to vocational activities over the last six

to eight months (late fall 1980 through early spring 1981). There was no intent that

participants would become sophisticated computer programmers,tut vocational oppor-

tunities for these participants could be enhanced by skills developed in this demonstra-

tion.

The tutors devoted time to identifying program Materials and designing assign-

ments that addressed vocational interests, such as typing and bookkeeping. Tutors

also introduced more complex programs that taught small business inventory, calcu-

lating amortization schedules,,and loan tables. In addition, all participants gained

experience programming card files and mailing lists for local groups. One of the adultt

100
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participants is currently employed full time as a nurse's aide, but is interested in

possibly changing careers. She acquired computer skills and hopes eventually to becomea

bookkeeper. Her experience with home computers should help. In the opinion of his

tutors, the most severely handicapped adult participant demonstrated enthusiasm,

initiative, and acceptance of responsibility, which may improve his eniployability.

Educational Activities

The tutors designed and impleMented educational activities primarily with younger

participants who were-still attending school. They attend public schools and exhibit
0

varying degrees of difficulty keeping pace,with the other students. A significant over-

all benefit for these participants washe increase in individual attention and encour-

agement provided by the home computer tutors.

Not only did tutors attempt to teach computer programming and operational

skills, but also they related.those skills to the student's regular classwork. They paid

special attention to tutoring in math as well as computer skills. They offered prograres

to tutor math end, for one participant, developed special "scratchpad" software with

an electronic "blackboard" for ease in milking calculations.

An example from early in the demohstration illustrates the success of the tutor-

ing activity. One participant who barely managed to pass first-year algebra was ad-

vised not to atteMpt the next coUrse. But with the speciaittutoring and the added ability

to demonstrate her,grasp of algebraic concep ore fully, which studying computer
,

programming had provided, she took the secdnd cOu se and completed it with a B.

Another participari showed learning capabilities-that were not evident at the

beginning of the demonstration. Although initally slow to grasp programming concepts,

she made remarkable progress over the last fw months of the demonstration. The tutors

ot
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now report that she is one of the most a ept and oreatiye home-computer users among

the participants. Her progress seems dir tly related to the individual attention pro-

vided by One of the tutors. When it was confirmed that she has visual as well as mobility

impairment, instructional materials were developed for her special needs. In addition,

the tutors encotraged and coached her immediate family, particularly her father, in

tutoring techniques to develop her skills.

Real-life, practical apelications of home computers have been the most success-

ful among younger participants, whose impairments make completing homework assign-
.

ments tedious, difficult, and time-consuming. With computers, production time for

assignments was reduced by the use of word-processing software. Participants type

homework assignments at computer keyboards with television screens that permit light-

ning-fast corrections. Then, by storing the assignments on disks, they can easily ob-

tain printed copies to take to school. The time and trouble saved leaves students with

more time to consider and check their work.

Other needs of younger participants were addressed. A teenage girl wanted to

e. a diary, but her writing difficultielMadmade it impossible:' She was unable to

deci her what ahe laboriously wrote. A special program was developed to allow her

to ke diary entries, store them, and recall them for review. The prograni also satis-

fies a principal requirement for any diary--secrecy. She was the only one In her home

o knew how to use the program.

Communication: The Bulletin Board

The bulletin board system, a software package, provides a source of information

on typical participant activities, as well as a record of interactions (written messages)

among group members. From home terminals, users access a central computer via

telephone lines. The system addresses, dates, stores, retrieves, and displays messages

in a central file available to all participants (and other callers with appropriate

102
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accessing equipment). The 'system is currently accessible on a 24-hour basis and can

be used interactively for synchronous (real-time) message exchange.

In number of log-ins (log-ins refer to the number of times a user accesses the

system), the figure below shows the levels of use of the system over a nine-month period

beginning June 1980. (Log-in records for May 1980, the first month of bulletin board
-.1),

//
J

operation, are incomplete.) r,

The bulletin board was used principally as a central "meeting place" where users

could arrange and verify appointments.with tutors, report equipment problems, and

engage in social dialogue. Although the system was accessible to- other home _corn-

outer users, interactions with users outside this group typically involved message ex-

changes between the tutor and outside users wishing to know more about the system

and the participants using it. In addition to access by other home computer users,

other telecommunications project staff --from the Alternate Media Center--were

active\ system users during the early mohths of system operation.

103

*Many groups of home computer users around the country operate bulletin board

systems.
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FIGURE 5

Bulletin Board Log-Ins
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In general, log-ins to the bulletin board averaged about 140 per month (5 per

day) over a nine-morph peripd. Figure 6 shows proportionate log-ins for the partici-

pants, tutors, andjlher users after 3une 1980.
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FIGURE 6

Proportionate Bulletin Board Log-Ins
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Content anaIysis of bulletin board messages

The Institute conducted a limited content analysis of bulletin board messages.

Two two-month periods at the beginning of the activity and seven months later were

selected for analysis. The following descriptive categories were used for coding each

line of text contained in bulletin board messages exchanged among participants during

the two periods:

(0) Introductory exchanges or initial greetings directed to particu-

lar participants or the group as a whole

(1) Social exchanges

(2) Instructional exchanges (e.g., tips on system use)

(3) Procedural exchanges relating to overall administrative details,

such as scheduling appointments for tutoring or equipment checks
0

(4) Inducements to elick more active use of the system (e.g., in-

put of riddles or questions for feedback from psers)

(5) Requests for assiseance with system operation,.access, or equip-

ment

(6) Feedback/assessment of the system or individual accomplish-

ments with system use.

During the first period, 611 lines of text were analyzed, and 517 lines were ana-

lyzed during the second period. The following figure summarizes the text analysis:

These periods were selected in order to obtain a manageable sample of messages
at different stages of the activity. See Appendix 4 for a complete chart of content
analysis results.

I` 106
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FIGURE 7

Bulletin BOard Text Analysis
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The breakdown according to categories shows significant changes over the two

periods in only two categories: introductory exchanges (0) and requests for assistance (5).

As might be expected, the earlier period showed a significant proportion of text

that involved initial introductions. The users were just beginning to use the system

\ifr and to know one another. By the second period, this category of text was not evident.

*Although new users (outside the demonstration group) did join the bulletin board
system during the seven-month interval between the two periods covered by the analy-

sis, none joined during the second analysis period.
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One hypothesis re.garding the increase in requests fcrr assistance (from 2 percent to

21 percent) may be that as the participants became more familiar with the home corn-

puters they were in a better position to ask more in-depth questions about their

operation. Too, it might be assumed that their close working relationship with the

tutors over the course of the activity resulted in fewer inhibitions about asking for

help.

In addition to text analysis, the Institute gave attention to the directionality

of the communication flow among bulletin board users and possible network configura-

tions among participants. During both periods, the bulk of entries (lines of text),re-
,

lated to exchanges between the tutors and individual participants.

Directionality of Messages among Tutors
and Individual Participants

First Period Second Period

Tutor

4.4% 31%

""*.
Individual Participant Tutor

17% 14%

Individual Participants

Although AMC envisioned the bulletin board as a medium for the possible expan-

sion of communication among the participants, there was little evidence of this occur-

ring. Although there was some initial activity along these lines during the first period

(participant to participant exchanges, or participant messages directed to all users),

such exchanges had all but disappeared by the second period.

*It should be noted, however, that this diagram refers t..o "public" messages via
the bulletin board system only. More private computer-to-computer hook-ups were
also possible and frequently used by participants for playing games together or exchang-
ing computer programs. Written transcripts of such exchanges were not recorded.

1 08
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Directionality of Messages
Sent by CP Participants' .

First Period Second Period

Participant 4.4% Participant Participant 0% Participant

7

Par icipant 3.4% ltire Group Participant .2% Entire Group,

Individual par icipant interaction with bUlletin board callers outside their oitilgi

nal user group was largely nonexistent. Although 'other users Made some attempt td

draw out participants (by leaving introductory, messages) during the first period, their
.1

entries went unaniwered. The seccind period shows no communication at all among

these two groups. ,

Directionality of Messages arming
CP Participants and Outside Users

First Period Second Period

0% 10%

Participants- Outside Lkiers) Participants Outside Users

ere is evidence that some .message exchange occurred between other users and these

p'artiipants during the seven-month interval between these two periods. These exchanges,

however, weretvinimal. One explanation may be that the outside users, who for the

most part were much more sophisticated home computer users, found little common

gcatind with novice users. Notably, most of the outside users directed their entries

to the tutor.
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Although project staff other than the tutors frequently directed entr es to indi-

vidual participants early in the demonstration, participant-replies were s arce. To

an even.greater extent, that was also true during the second.period, w n staff entries

declined due to the return (October 1980) of. AMC staff to New York.

Directionality of Messages between
CP Participants and Projedt Staff

First Period

10.6%

Staff Participant

.8%

Second period

Staff

0%

Participant

It is evident that the bulletin board functioned largely as an administrative tool

,for coordination of activities among participants and tutorfs. Procedural entries domin-

ated the exchanges-accounting' for more than a third of all entries during both periods.

Social exchanges ran a close second (23 percent, first period; 27 percent, second.period),

but primarily involved tutor/participant interactions. The vision of a fully interactive

communications forum for users had not materialized at the end of the data collection

period. I
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IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

Equipment

The use of personal computerd by multihandicapped adolescents and adults in-

volved a significant initial investment in equipment and program materials. Each of

the participants required a full compliment of basic equipment: computer, television

monitor, computer storage disks, disk.drives. In order to set up a system for' handling

the bulletin board exchanges and systems for use by the tutors, it was necessary to

purchase additional complete units.

Following is a list of costs for equipment and program materials purchased dur-

ing the initial implementation of this application;

Basic equipment:

Computers (-11 $999.00) $10 989.00

Television monitors (9 @ $283.00) 2,547.00

Auxiliary memory/cards 4,150.00

Disk drives 5,976.00

Disks 945.00

Cables/cases/warranties 808.55

Micromoderns 3,-835.00

Softwaie 427.95

Printers and auxiliary equipment 2,438.00

9 Private phone lines (installation) 401.47*

$32,527.97

*Typical charges for maintenance of these lines averaged about $100 per month.
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Personnel -TiMe:

A significant amount of the staff time listed under "overall organization and

management" of the audio conferencing applications includes development of the

personal computer training. This activity was envisioned during the early weeks of

AMC's work in Vermont. The lead-time necessary to begin actual personal computer

usage was significant. In addition to identifying users, equipment had to be selected

and ordered, tutors had to be identified, and adaptations made to the equipment.

The a'pr xirnate staff time expended in these- activities from July 1979 to May 1980

is listed below:

Principal personnel:
Project leader
Site manager
Tutors (2)
Adaptive devices designer

26 Person-weeks

*See Chapter 1, Implementation Costs.
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CONCLUSIONS

Learning to use the computer k longer than the tutor(s) expected. Early

in the demonstration, the tutors realize that teaching users to understand computer

operation and programming skills took time. Younger participants experienced time

constraints due to conflicts with end-of -school-year'assignments; older participants

had initial problems grasping computer concepts. To better accommodate the users'

skill levels, program materials had to be revised. In one case, a user had a previously

undetected visual impairment that necessitated a different tutoring approach.

The computers were easily adapted to the special needs of these users. An adap-

tive devices designer worked with each participant in making modifications to the

equipment. -Typically, only relatively simple modifications (e.g., mounting the keyboards

at various angles and adding templates to prevent multiple key depressions) were re-

quired for most participants to use the equipment comfortibly..

Individual tutoring was a pri ipal factor in participant progress. One-to-one

tutoring sessions at participants' home appears to have encouraged individual effort.
\

Although program materials were largely tandardized, participants were encouraged

to progress at their own pace and not to c mpete with other group members. The dra-

matic progress shown by the participant wh visual impairment was directly attribut-
<,

able to a tutbr's increased attention and persona ized revision of programmaterials. .

Tutors said that the one-to-one sessions were often viewed by participants as social

occasions, which may have provided additional incentives for individual effort. Also,

the advantage of peer group contact provided by one tutor's teenage son, who assiste,d

his father during the summer, was perhaps a further incentive--especially for the ado-

lescent participants.
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Remote tutoring was used effectively. Tutoring by message exchange through

the computers (via telephone lines) teemed to work well. Remote tutoring was fre-

quently used to augment or replace some-fac(--to="l'ac(e' tutoring sessions. It provided

the added advantage of allowing tutors to pinpoint errors in operation as they occurred

when participants were actually using the equipment--more of a "learn by doing" approach.

All participants seemed to, easily adapt to this tutoring method.

Educational applications provided direct benefitS for the school-aged partici-

pants. Perhaps the most directly measurable impact of personal computer training

was its influence on the schoolwork of younger participants. The individual attention

provided by the tutors was probably one factor in helping these participants expand

their learning opportunities, particularly in mathematics. Also, the ability to more

easily produce legible written assignments, using the computer word-processing cape-

bilities and a smallnprinter, was of significant benefit to the school-aged participants.

By reducing the time required to produce such assignments, participants were left

with additional time for attending to the accuracy and clarity of their work.

Although only a few vocational avenues had been explored at the time of this

report, prowess was noted among particular participants. All of the participants gained

vocational experience by programming computerized mailing lists and working with

special computer programs used for calculating interest payments on long-term loans.

The tutors hope such activities may be used vocationally by some participants. In at

least one case, a participant discovered that the computer skills she had learned will

be useful in a proposed career change. Also, tutors see the possibility that more intrin-.

sic impacts were made in reference to the improvement of work-related skills, such

aft accep,ting responsibility for tasks and timely completion of assignments among partici-
-

pants.
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The goal of expanding interpersonal communication via the bulletin board system

is beginning to show positive results.. The bulletin board served more as a link with

the tutors than with others outside the group; it also began to link this group with other

personal computer users (the phone number for the system was published in computer

magazines and newsletters). One participant struck-up an ongoing dialogue with an

out-of-state computer user via bulletin board messages (this activity occurred follow-

ing the periods c vered in the conteneanalysis). Opportunities for other such exchanges

may improve in th future as more people become aware of the-system's existence.

There is qual ve evidence that the self-esteem of some participants was en-

hanced bytheir participation in this demonstration. Admittedly, self-esteem is a dir-

ficult concept to measure. However, it is the judgment of the tutors that some partici-

pants showed marked improvement in personal initiative and self-expression over the

course of the demonstration. A parent of one of the adolescent participants made

similar comments about her child based upon perceived differences AR the child's inter-

actions with others in the family. This participant showed mbrb self-assurance by

sharing her new-found expertise 4,40 bthers in the home.

*For other ways in which the tutors saw impact from this application, see "Net-
working Microcomputers for Vocational,Educational, and Social Development of the
Developmentally Disabled," James Schumacher, Fred Abraham, and Gisela Wilson,
Institute for the Future, 1981.
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COMPUTER CONFERENCING

One of the most frequent themes raised during the needs assessment was.deinsti-

tutionalization, which is the process of moving DD people out of institutions and into

outside communities. The computer conferencing demonstration was a direct response

to concerns raised about deinstitutionalization, although the focus was on one specific

aspect--seiere behavior problems.

The idea for this demonstration was first discussed in late summer 1279, shortly

after the decision had been made to work in Vermont. The vision of the dernonstra-

tion arose from the growing concern over chronic behavior problems related to long-

term institutionalization of DD people: In many cases, spe`cific aggressive or self-in-

jurious behavior problems preclude an institutionalrzed person's release. But, if these

behaviors can be controlled, a return to the outside world may become possible. Pro--

fessionals at Brandon Training School and Waterbury State Hospital recognized that

shaiing information about these problem cases would be useful. Rural Vermont's harsh

winters and poor roads discourage such exthanges and make centers of expertise seem

inaccessible. Telecommunication was seen as a possible answer, a way to provide work-

ing links with other institutions across barriers of distance and time.

In addition to Brandon and Waterbury, the Center for Developmental Disabilities

played a key rqle. Locata'd at the University of Vermont, the center was the base for

the umbrella telecommunications project. Three organizations outside Vermont that

At the same time, a second computer conferencing application wan also con-
sidered. This application would.have provided a computer linkage among a national
network of professionals interested in standardizihg epilepsy treatment protocols.
Despite substantial exploratory efforts by AMC staff and others, there was insufficient
agreement and effective support for pursuing the application.
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expressed an early interest became participants: Shriver Research Center (Waltham,

MA), Roosevelt Hospital (New York City), and Staten Island Developmental Center

(New York City). The Alterntate Media Center was responsible for organizing the demon-

s\tration, and the Institute for the Future was charged with tracking and reporting the

results.

Several characteristics of computer conferencing made it a likely telecommuni-

cations medium for the demonstratiom Computer conferencing uses telephone lines

to facilitate exchanges among groups of particiPants. Unlike the audio conferencing

activities described earlier, text rather than voice is transmitted. Because of` the me-

dium's storage capabilities, participants need not be present simultaneously; busy sched-

ules were not foimidable stumbling blocks to group communication. This medium's

potential for expansion into a national or international network was also attractive.

The demonstration connected staff people at varied institutions for the develop-

mentally disabled via a computer conferencing network. Resource persons from univer-

sities and hospitals were. involved. The subject was extreme behavior problems, par-

ticularly aggressive and self-injurious behaviors. tlf, for instance, a DD person in an

institution frequently hurt himself or others, outside placement was impossible. Specific

cases were described anonymously, and advice was sought from others with experience

in similar cases.

The complete life of this demonstration, from first glimmer to final assessment,

was a little fiore than one year. The time line in Figure 8 illustrates the progression
56

of key events.

*A separate project paper is available from the Institute that describes the con-
cept of computer conferencing as it can be used in the human services. Currently
available systems and services are also listed. This paper resulted partly from the
experienceof selecting a computer conferencing system for use in this demonstration.
See "Choosing an Electronic Message System," listed in Appendix 7.
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FIGURE 8

key Events in the Computer

Conferencing Demonstration

1979 August

September

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

Initial discussions

Decision to use EIES

First DES planning group begins using the
- System, for,design of application

EIES usage begins for demonstration group

Initial Interviews

Attempts at case consultation begin

0 Face-to-face meeting in Burlington

Focus shifts to general information exchange
1.46.

Second interviews

-0-

Demonstration ends

Final interviews
-9-
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Eleven people participated in the actual computer-based communication. Five

of these participants worked directly with DD people in institutions, three were admini-

strators, and three were from university research environments. Three Vermont sites

were involved, one in New York City, and one near Boston.

The computer conferencing system selected for the demonstration- was the Elec-

tronic Information Exchange System (EIES) at the New Jersey Institute of Technology.

This multipurpose system has capabilities for message exchange, group conferencing,

and keeping personal notebooks, as well as a variety of other tasks. The system was

riginally designed with support from the National Science Foundation and had over

00 users. The demonstration participants conducted a private conference via EIES,

but were also free to exchange messages with others beyond their group or to join "pub-

lic" conferences on the system. Other EIES users were not able to enter the demon-

stration conference. Most of the demonstration usage was,confined to the small group

of participants,

All of the participants Used standard portable computer terminals (Texas Instru-

ments 745s) lent to them for the demonstration. To access the computer network where

EIES resides (Telenet), Vermont participants had to call Albany, New York; the partici-.

pants in Boston and New York only had to make local telephone calls. AMC staff went

to the location of each participant for initial training sessions, where participants learned

to call the computer network, enter a series of codes, receive messages sent since

they were last present, and type messages for others to see. Although AMC provided

this in-person training at each institution when the terminals were delivered, the per-

son trained at these sessions was not always the ultimate user of the system.

At the beginning, the substantive focus of the communication was specifically

geared toward case consultation on severe behavior problems. The vision was that
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personnel at DD institutions would enter case descriptions of particular problems they

were facing. Colleagues at other institutions and other resource people were then

expected to comment on the case descriptions and offer advice. The first task was

to choose a standard for.mat for describing problem behavior effectively. Although

a number of behavioral coding formats was available, choosing one that was accept-
,'

able to all the participantsincluding administrators, therapists, and on-line staff--
" t

proved to be no simple matter. Also, the selected format had to be appropriate for

entering into the conferencing sytem as a text message.

Beginning with standard behavior-coding forms, participants tried a variety of

possible protocols, or procedures. Each attempt was greeted with crit( ism by some

participants. It became clear that even the development of an acceptable behavior-

coding format for use in computer conferencing was going to be very difficult. Person-

nel at institutions said that even the most complex formats did not adequately describe

their cases. The more complex the format, the more difficult and time-consuming

it was for them to fill it out. Similarly, participants asked to give advice on problem

cases were frustrated that the formats did not provide them with enough detail to

respond well. Some said it would be unprofessional to provide consultation based on

such limited information.

Participants described only three cases in the computer conference during the

demonstration, each using what the group had accepted as the least controversial of

the behavior-coding formats and each reporting general frustration with the planned

format of describing problem cases and asking for advice. Responses to these cases

were very limited, and most of them wera private messages, which were not available

for analysis.
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Since none of the participants ha experienced computer conferencing before,

it took time to become familiar the

system for novice users. A si

but some participants relied on

ple verSion

he comp

w medium. Also, ElES is a rather complex

the users' manual was developed by AMC,

ensive manual, which was a bulky notebook.

Help was provided via private messages through the system, if participants requested'

it. However, some participants never became fully comfortable with the new system.

All'of the participants were very busy people, with many responsibilities beyond

participation in this demonstration. There were--with only one exception--no specific

release time arrangements to allow concentrated, high-priority participation. While

the participants were not charged for their participation, neither were they compen-

sated,for their time.

The exception to this pattern made a big difference in the balance ot the partici-

pation. A research assistant worked about 30 hours per week on this project, orcheo-

trating system use at the University of Vermont. This person checked the system at

least once a day, forwarded requests for information to appropriate people at the uni-

versity, and collected responses, which a secretary entered into the system. Thus,

University of Vermont's participation in the demonstration indirectly involved a much

broader circle of people than those using the system directly. The other organizations

had fewer formal structures for using the system, and their participation was consider-

ably more limited.

The communication struggled along for the first two months with far more pri-

vete messages exchanged than public. This ratio had important implications for the

cohesiveness of the group. Exchanges were occurring, but most of them were on a

one-to-one basis. What public messages were exchanged typically dealt with admini-

stration or planning of the demonstration, rarely with substantive topics. Public
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exchanges began to increase in frequency during the month of February, but the range

of topics was'much broader than the specific case consultation conceived initially,

Early in March, frustrated, the group agreed to a face-to-face meeting of all

the demonstration participants. Most of the participants had not met,one another

personally before. Held in Burlington,'the meeting wgs one of the high points of the

dernOnstration.-\Participants got to know one another and learned more about one another's

work and needs. They decided that th case reporting/advice f at was too ri4jid

for their needs and should be replaced by a more open-ended inform tion- xchan6e

format. They also discussed hOw to use EIES effectively; it became clear that several
0

had never really become comfortable using the system.

They left Burlington with renewed enthusiasm, looking forward to more intensive

exchangei via computer conferencing. Unfortunately, the week after the meeting

was a week of computer idiosyncracies: Either EIES or the network it uses was out

of commission much of the time those first few ddys. Enthusiasm drained. Once the

system was fixed, usage grew markedlyw h significant incregses in substantive pub-
/ .7

lic discussions. This was the peak of message system usage. The basic format for

the communication was open-ended discussion, often in a question-and-answer mode.

Typically, a participant would enter requests and receive various responses. Ocbasion=

ally, one respimse teiggeted another response, leading to a longer discussion thread--

but only rarely. They usually took place between two persons or among a subgroup.

Discussions of more general questions rarely occurred during the demonstration.

When such topics as settirig goals for the demonstration or deciding the optimum num-
(

ber of participants were raised, there was rarely much response. The.participants
,

used the medium for specific requests and responses, rather than tor discussion of broader

issues. 123
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Figure 9 provides a summary view of.activity during the six months of actual

computer conferencing. In particular, note the differences between public and private

messages. Even when public messages increased, so did private messages. Interper-

sonal and subgroup exchanges were more typical of this demonstration than was group

interaction.

There were, periods when leaders emerged, but only briefly; the momentum of

. the group was always in question. AMC had one person in the conference at all times,

but this person changed during the demonstration and had varied levels of involvement

in the direction of the group. The most regular leader of the group was the research

assistant from the University of Vermont.
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FIGURE 9

Electronic Message System Activityr

by Public and Private Messages .

0
Dec
1979 . 1980

Jan Feb Mar

Nom Total public and private messages sent

Total private messages sent

Total public messages sent

Apr May

*"Public" messages were seen by all participants in the conference. "Private"
messages go only to the person or persons to whom they Were addressed.
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IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

Equipment and Operation;

,The initial implementation costs included charges for portable computer termi-

nals and attendant materials.

Computer Terminals (10 $1500)

Service agreements for terminal

maintenance (10 $300)

Terminal paper ($48 per 24 roll case)

$15,000.00

3,000.00

48.00

$18,048.00

The basic operational costs for this activity were dependent upon system user

account fees and computer connect time charges. Typical monthly operational costs

are listed below.

9 user accounts (@ $66 per month) = $594.00

Computer network connection for
urban areas (@ $3.75 per hour)
average = 15 hours per month

Computer network connection charge
for rural areas (@$15 per, hour)
average = 15 hours per month

Monthly charge during demonstration'

Personnel Time

55.95

225.00

$874.95

September 1979 to May 1980

Principal Personnel: Staff Time

AMC Researchers (3) 14.6 person-weeks

*Typically this involves per minute charges for the amount of time a user's termi-
nal equipment is actually directly linked to a central computer.

'1 26
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CONCLUSIONS

With this basic understanding of what happened, it is possible now to look more

closely at questions Of evaluation.

The principal evaluation tools were telephone interviews with the participant--

conducted before, during, and after the demonstration --and loosely structured partici-
Cz:714

pant observation of computer conferencing as it occurred. The computer collected

statistics on the use of E1ES, which the Inititute analyzed.

Evaluations are usually viewed as appraisals of the signficance , worth, or suc-

cess of an undertaking. In this case the evaluation is as concerned with what might

have happened as what did.

ln retrospect, the initial goal of the demonstration may have been faulty. The

task,of describing extreme behavior problems in a way that would satisfy both "hands-

on" staff people ininstitutions and outside resource people proved, in this case, insur-

mountable. One participant speculated that the problem should have been foreseen,

because staff people in institutions would have recognized the impossibility of the

task. It is true that the vision of the,demonstration %oils developed by administrators

of programs, nof people who were currently working directly with severe behavior

problems in institutions on a daily basis. Such hindsight may be of little value now,

however, except to suggest that the initial vision of such a demonstration ought to

include the perspectives of all the key participants. In this Ow, the vision was "passed

down" to participants who,never fully shared it.

There also seems to be a key int here about the specificity of the first demon-

stration goal and the "all or nothi g" quality that it attracted. The group had no con-

tingency plans, and this first g al was clearly a difficult one, perhaps even a "long

shot." Some form of evolutionary path, beginning with more easily doable tasks that

*See Appendix 5 for the interview schedule.
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could then lead into more complex--and riskytasks might hae helped to relieve

some of the problems.

It is important not to.undervalue the successful communication that did occur

during this demonstration. Interdisciplinary exchanges developed around specific topics--

sometimes specific cases. There was important evidence of eeer support and morale

boosting for the professionals, who all work in high=stress environments. And there '

was even some discussion of new research areas where future work is needed. The

organizational ties established during the demonstration held firm and are still expand-

ing.

Some information exchanges were simply direct matches between one person

who had information and another who needed it. A recited for information on sex

education resources was entered in the conference, for instance, and immediately elicited,

helpful responses. In other cases, the utility of the information exchanged Was more

subtle. Most of the participants were familiar with basic behm;ior management tecii-

niques; however, important clues Ware exchanged 'regardihg special schemes or tricks

of adapting formal techniques for real-world use. This information is not contained

in textbooks, yet it is critical to the success of many treatmenrprograms.

)

Perhaps the most important discussion concentrated on negative.) or aversive,

versus positive reinforcement methods. Several participants reported that this exchange

was quite useful to them and suggested some important new research areas they had

not previously considered.

A certain irony to this demonstration evaluation surfaced in the final participant

interviews, but with varied interpretations. The irony is that AMC is well known for

its attention to the daily details of effective organizing of demonstration efforts.

Indeed, the kinds of problems that occurred in this demonstration are.described in con-

siderable detail in previous AMC reporto.
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This demonstration was one of several organized simultaneously by AMC, and

this one simply did not get as much attention as the others. AMC leadership was pro-

vided by two people working part time on the project, rather than by one leader who

could maintain continuity and devote the time needed. And no overall organiying force

,emerged from among the participants. The participants themselves were somewhat

confused over just who was meant to be the driving for.ce behind the demonstration;

there was a leadership vacuum.

The University of Vermont's research assistant assumed much of the leadership

role. This person acted as a facilitator, responding to problems and generally trying

to keep the discussions moving along. She also forwarded requests from demonstration

participants to other resource people at the university--beyond those directly involved

in the computer conference. But this was their first experience in computer confer-

encing.

Figure 10, developed from the usage statistics on EIES participation rates, dis-

playé the relative balance of messages sent by the organizer and evaluator, compared

with the total number of messages sent. 'When the University of Vermont.is included

as an organizer, the total percentages become even higher. Relativefy little participa-

tion came from the participants. It also shows that the organizers were, trying to keep

things going, but never seemed to establish a sense of momentum for the conference

as a whole. Typically, successful leaders participate heavily in the early stages of

a project and manage to encourage others to assume their respobeibilities later on,

thereby encouraging self-sufficiency.

Nor was there an emergent leader in the conference discussions. At various times,

different people assumed leadership roles for brief periods, but it was often as though

each persorkwas looking to someone else for a sense of direction.
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FIGURE 10

Percent of Total Messages Sent By,

Demonstration Organizers and Evaluator

III AMC (Organizer)
IFTF (Evaluator)

1:3 UVM
El Other Uses
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While it is possible to criticize the organization of this demonstration, it could

also be argued that the most critical problems resulted from the fact that this group

never really became a group. It lacked commitment, cohesiveness, and H sense of com-
.

mon purpose. It may have been a question of never getting quite the right,"chernistry"

among the particiPants. It may be related to the rather large status differences among

participants. It may have been that most participants had not known one another and

had not even met face to face until the demonstration was well underway.

Whatever reason, there were obviously disappointments in how the group evolved.

And obviously--whether there were inherent problems with the group-- the lack of.

participation and cohesiveness were related and contributed to other difficulties in

the demonstration.

One of the primary reasons AMC chose DES for this demonstriition was the ex-

pressed need for group communication among participants. It now looks as though

a much less sophisticated system would have been adequate for the type of communica-

tion that occurred. The primary uses were for interpersonal ekchanges (i.e., electronic

mail) and bulleEin-board-type exchanges much like those now in use with personal com-

puter systems.

The appropriateness of the system and training are two sides of the same coin.

Certainly, the telephone interviews suggested that most of the demonstration partici-
%

pants had only limited skills in using EIES--even at the conclusion of the demonstra-

tion period. It could be argued that these users saw the varied features of EIES as

confusing and that the system design had something to do with the limited uses that

emerged. Or it could be argued that, given adequate training, the additional capabili-

,ties of the system would have enhanced the communication'. Herd, the conclusions

are not obvious, beyond the fact that only simple system capabilities were used during

the demonstration. 131
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The tclephone interviews revealed a unanimous interest in the concept of com-

munication through computers as a future aid to human services delivery. However,

this demonstration neVer became a high priority for moat' of the participants. Perhaps

saying it would work in the future should be taken cautiously, for some would argue

that a chance was missed for it to work in the present.

When asked for an overall rating of the demonstration in the fiñal interviews,

virtually everyone rated it three on a five-point.scale from very good to very pdbr.

The rating' indicates that something intrigued participants, something offered a promise--

they sensed untapped communications possibilities.

A
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Chapter IV:
Vermont Telecommunications', Inc.:

Toward a Telecommunications Cooperative
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VERMONT TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.

'From the early planning stages, AMC sought to Set in motion demonstrations

likely to be cohtinued beyond the life of the project. In Vermont this objective meant

not only careful attention to finding activities that had a certain "staying power," but

also finding a "home" where ongoing support and coordination could be focused after

the team left Vermont.

In September' 1980 the project officially ended in Vermont. At that time the

Vermont DeveloOrnental Disabilities Council had agreed to assume responsibility for

project activities until a'more permanent arrangement could be established. A transi-

tion committee had already been formed. The project team's adMinistrative aide con-

tinued to work on the bridging service. The transition was under the overall supervi-
i

sion of the DD Council's executive secretary. .

Vermont Telecommunications, Inc. is a nonprofit organization created on Octo-

ber 1, 1980, to promote telecommunications technology for the benefit of persons with

developMental disabilities and other handicapping conditions. Income derived from

VTI's services is u'sed to continue activities initiated in Vermont by the Alternate Media

Center.

When an ongoing service capability was initially envisioned, it was hoped that

state agencies would be in a position to provide a source-of continuing financial sup-

., port. For some months it seemed such support was forthcoming. Yet, When decision

time came, exigencies intervened, such as revenue shortfall in the stato, a decision

by the state legislature not to fund any new programs at that time, and the beginnings

of federal cutbacks. Funding for new telecommunication activities was not included

in the state budget for fiscal year 1982.
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At that point the choice was to Continue or discontinue. Continuing meant find-
.

ing alternative sources of funding and marketing the service. In discontinuing, a pro-

ject goal would not have been met.

VT1 decided to continue to offer a teleconferencing service that would allow

low-cost access to QD users and comparatively low-cost service to all other users.

(The rates as of June 1981 are shown in Chapter 1 under "Implementation Costs.")

Though VII continues with no state funding it does enjoy the active endorsement and

support of the state's Agency of Human Services..

Because VTI started after 'the project's formal data collection period ended, this

evaluation is not designed to assess its service or usage during its first months in opera-
,

tion.. In general, however, there are some basic condlusions to be drawn:

VTI began with a 'flexible approach, allowing for a change of strategy when antici-

pated state funding did not materialize. In some demonstrations this tyge of setback

has been fatal. Here it was viewed as an obstacle but not as a deterrent. New approaches

to marketing and funding were developed. Underlying this orientation appears tobe

a determination to explore all possibilities to ensure VT1's survival.

It is not immediately apparent that there.is a market for VTI services. It seems

clear at this junctUre that DID organizations alone cannot sustain VTre operation. New

user groups--other public agencies, nOnprofit groups, and groups from the private.sec-

tor--are needed to develop a secure base for.VTI's future.

There haibeen a substantial tommitmerit to the goala and objectives of VT1.

Following the project, local group leaders and others active during the demonstration

period committed their time and energy to making VTI viable.
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VT! is experimenting_with various telecommunication technologies for services

to the handicapped. It has tested, for example, the feasibility of linking TTY termi-

nals used by the hearing impaired for telephone service in an audio conference mode.

VTI needs at least several years development before it can be judged successful

or unsuccessful. This initial period is a "touch and go" one for this organization. There

is no precedent for it elsewhere. Based on other demonstratkon efforts, however, it

is ti'afe to assume that many months of trial and error are needeci before the organize:,

tion can be fairly judged.
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however, was not possible. It should be noted that this was one Of the few commercially

available electronic mail systems at the time the ftelection was made.

Throughout the demonstration period, an Institute resqurce person was available

by phone or Computer to assist any participant who had difficulty using the message

system. Institute staff monitored system use on a regtilar basis and maintained detailed,

records both of the number of messages sent and received per location and of associated

costs of system use. 'Also, near tbe end of the demonstration, we conducted a mail

survey of all UAP message system.users. The survey instruments were designed to

obtain feedback from participants on their perception of the utility and the effective-
*

ness of. the demonstration.

Use of the system increased steadily during the demonstration period, with no

extended periods of decline. The principal catalyst:for early expansion of system use

came primarily in response to initiatives from AAUAP. Early in the demonstration,

*AAUAP began providing periodic updates on activities in Washington, D.C. The up-

dates were distributed in the form of messages to all users of the computer network.

Nonuser UAP locations received this information in the form of copies of the original

meskages at the end of each month.

Essentially, the monthly updates-package for nonsystem users served to show

them what they were missing. The timely receipt of updates was given as the impetus

for system use by man); locations joining the netWork in the early months of the demon-

stration. It became apparent that the nature of the information exchanged via the

system was as important, if not more so, than the less tangible possibility of increased'

contact.with distancedolleagues.

*See Appendix 6 for copies of the questionnaires and numerical responses.
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IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

equipment and Operation

The basic equipment required for this demonstration, was a computer terminal

and an acoustic coupler. (modem) foi connection to a central computer via normal tele-

phone lines. An equipment budget of $6,000 was initially set aside for the purchase

of portable computer terminals (typically c.osting about $1,500 each) available on loan

to some participants. In general, most of the UAPs already possessed such equipenent.

However, three terminals were purchased and made available to UAP participants

who did not have equipment. The remainder of the equOment budget was turned over

to the AAUQ,he end of the demonstration period to provide small grants to other

potential UAP users for the purchase of equipment.

The basic costs for message system use during the demonstcation resulted from

number of messages sent, per minute charges for time spent connected to the computer,

storage of data on the computer, number of characters typed, number of Sessions, and

monthly service charge. Costs data were collected under those categories_as both

costs per lodatien and as combined costs for all locations. Figure 11 shows monthly

costs for all users during the demonstration period. In general, average monthly opera-,

tional costs throughout this period were'about $700.

*An account charge of $100 was levied by the supplier. This charge covered
a single account for all UAP users.
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ELECTRONIC MAIL

In many of the seminars conducted during the national needs assessment, there

were frequent references to a need for improving communication a ng university

affiliated programs (UAPs). In a number of instances, specific suggestions were given

regarding setting up a national computer network for message exchange
*

to facilitate

the sharing of resources and expertise. Although the 47 UAPs share common goals

and work together oh certain projects, each functions administratively as a separate-

entity. Building a network across programs was considered a major communication-

related need, which fit the overall mandate of this project.

To address that need, the demonstration activity reorted here was implemented

in November 1979 and ran until September 1980. The Institute for the Future organ-

ized the demonstration, which involved the use of a computer-based message system

by UAP staffs. The principal objective was to demonstrate the feasibility of using
**

electronic mail to support staff networking efforts at those facilities.

The network that began during the demonstration continues to operate under

the aUspices of AAUAP. As of June 1981, it included 34 UAP locations and 14 state

DD councils nationwide.

It

*An existing "database" containing infOrmation about these centers was often
suggested as a starting point toward furthering expanded communication. Its function,
however, is the storage and retrieval of statistical information on UAP resources arid
service pfovision. Conversion of this netwOrk yito a more interactive format for mes-
sage exchanges was copsidered unfeasible.

**This was a shift in roles from the other demonstrations. Here, AMC asked the
Institute to play an organizational role because AMC staff were already fully commit-
ted in Vermont and because the Institute had organized similar demonstrations in the
past. Thus, the Institute both organized BM evaluated thia demonstration.
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Initially the focus of the demonstration was on three national UAP task groups

thatsrnight functiOn as core system users and provide a foundation for expanded use.

(The three groups were selected in consultation with the Telecommunications Subcom-

miltee of, AAUAP.) The criteria foroselection emphasized a Perceived need for com-
s

rnunication among group menibers, geographical separation, and a common purpose.

In addition to use by specific task groups, the message system was generally avail-

able to staff at any UAP that had the equipment tO access and use it. To encourage

widespread use, specially developed instruction manuals were available to any UAP.

as well as on-line training of the UAP staffs in system operation.
.

A commercially available computer message system was used for this demonstra-
**

tion activity. Such systems differ from computer conferencing systems because

they are essentially designed tosupport person-to-person rather than group communi-.

cation. The aystem used for this demonstration was-relatively simple to use and re-

quired no computer knowledge to operate, only the ability- -or willingness- -to type.

Messages were addressed, dated, and stofed for retrieval by intended recipients. The

_system also provided limited filing (private or group access) and editing features. Real-

time (synchronous).message exchange (a feature of computer conferencing systems),

*As part of'the demonstration activity, a limited amount of funding was avail-
able for the purchase of equipment. Three portable comjauter terminals were purchased
by the project and loaned to various participating locations.

**Called OnTyme, the system is marketed by Tymnet, Inc., Cupertino, California.
An earlier pilot test with limited usage had been conducted by AAUAP during-the spring
of 1979. See National Networking among UAPs: A Pilot Test of Electronic Mail, Insti-
tute for the Future,-November 1979. OnTyme was also used for the pilot test., This
was one of the few systems available at the time of this project. For a review of fac-
tors involved in choosing an electronic message system for human service groups, see
"Choosing an'Electronic Message System: A Guide for the Human Services;" Institute
for, the Future, September 1980.
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FIGURE 11

Total Monthly Costs for Message System Use
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'0.
Due to the cost structure of the commercial service being used, usage costs per

)site were not uniform. Users in metropolitan areas were charged leseper rn'nute of

connect time than users in lower population density areas where telephone lines are

more expensive. Centers,in remote areas, such as the Arizona and Montana satellites,

require even' more costly access numbers (i.e., 800 or WAT5 lines). In addition, the

amount oi connect time a user consUmes is affected by typing speed, terminal speed,

and length of message. Storage costs for keeping messages on the system until read

by intended yecipients am also a factor in determining usage fees.

Cost far message system use fsen be defined more specifically by looking at aver-
- -

age costs for the number of messages actually s)nt. Although the specific transmis-
--

sion rate is five cents per message, this fi 'toe does not take into account other associ-

ated costs, such as connect time. A more accurate reflection of how much each mes-

sage costs to send can be gained by considering the total cost of system use in conjunc-

tion with the number of messages sent. Figure 12, below, shows average cost per mes-

sage sent during the demonstration period. The greater the numberof messages sent,

the lower the average cost per message. The highest average cost per message sent

($1.21 from February to March) is actually about 10 cents less than ai three-minute

-direct-dial phone call between New York "and San Francisco.
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FIGURE 12
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As noted earlier, an Institute staff member spent a significant arodunt of time

organizing the electronic mail demonstration. Organizational activities included iden-

tifying and training systenyusers handling the commercial.accoUritvprepering a special

users' guide, documenting system usage as well as individual and group costs, daily

log-ins for tips on usage and user alert memos, and responding to requestS for assis-

tance.

In terms of person-weeks of effort, Institute staff time comniitments for this

activity during its early stages are listed below:

October 1979 - May 1980

Development

Principal Personnel:

Institute Project Leader

National rJtworlçing Coordinator

5 persoq-weeks

Organizational Mangement 7 person-weeks

Principal Personnel:

National/Networking Coordinator

The eiperience demonstrates that such organizational asiistance was a big factor

in the success of the demonstration. Subsequent administration of the system by the

AAUAP following the demonstration provided for a continuation of this level of effort

by a specially designated AAUAP system organizer and contact person.
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CONCLUSIO.NS

11

During July and August 1980, a mail survey of all UAP electronic mall users was

conducted. Twenty one-page questionnaires and 40 four-page questionnaires were

mailed to participants. The respOnse level was high, with 14 returns on the short ques-

tjonnaire (10 percent) and 33 returns on the more detailed questionnaire (83,percent).

The rceitilts indicated that a significant majority of users found the demonstration pro-
.,

moted useful communication:

o J5 percent (28) of the survey respondents indicated that the message system

had increased their contact with colleagues at other U_APs.

o 97 percent (30) thought the network should be expanded to include'more

UAPs.

89 percent (24) said they would continue to use the system even if they had

to pay their Own cost.

At the time the survey was conducted, 33 active system identifications were -

on the UAP account, representing 27 UAP and/or satellite facilities, including AAUAP.

Sixty individuals were identified as system users; the 'director/administrator and at

least one other contact person at each facitity received a questionnaire.

Two different survey instruments were used: a one-page questionnaire for mes-
-N

sagEk system users who routed their messages through another staff person (secretary

or data processing operator) and a four-page questionnaire for those who actually used

the computer terminals.

*Unless otherwise noted, the results discuessed in this section refer to the four-.
page questionnaire in Appendix,"6.
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Little difficulty in 'using the message system. Fewer than half the resporidents

reported apy difficulty in using the message system. Generally,_these problems con-

cerned equipment (such as double printing) and system access (such as frequent corn-
:

puter downtime, sporadic disconnection, access to ports).

Users preferred self-instruction as a training method. User training consisted,

primariiy of providing each participant with a user guide and telephone instructions

on system use. When asked to indicate their preference in training methods, 75 per-

cent (24) of the respOndents preferred self-instruction with a user guide. The high

number of Users who had had previous experience with computers and other keyboard

devices (79 percent--26) undoubtedly 'influenced their training need and preferences.

System use affected work patterns. We asked each user to indicate whether

the Message system had iffected his or her typical work patterns; more than 61 per-

cent (20) felt that it had some effect., They noted a number of positive effects, in-

eluding

o more effective communication among geographically separated members

of a workin9 group

o fewer long-distance phone calls placed or less time spent waiting for return

o fewer letters written

more responses from colleagues at other locations to requests for speCific

information.

*62 percent (8) of the respondents to the.short questionnaire also noted some
effect on their work patterns.
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In a number of cases, however, the noted effects were not always positive. For example,

some respondents wrote that

o too much of their time was required to check into the system and to route

messages to other staffers

o system use brought a much heavier volume of requests for information than

they could handle.

Users satisfied with the system for specific activities. One fobal question from

the survey was_designed to provide an insight to the participants' perception of mes-

sage system utility for certain tasks. We asked each respondent to rate his or her level

of satisfaction with the message system 'for a number of group commUnication-related

tasks. Figure 13 illustrates how survey respondents ranked these tasks on a five-point

scale from completely unsatisfactory to completely satisfactory.

Generally, participants,considered those tasks related to the simple exchan6e

of information (group A) better suited tolthe system than those involving somewhat

more complex interpersonal dynamics (group B). Similar resulti hive been obtained

for computer message systems in other Siiiclies employing a similar taxonomy.

*The taxonomy of tasks is based upon a set of meeting tasks from Roger Pye
et al., The Description and Classification of Meetings, Communication Studies Group,
London, England, Paper P/73160PY, 1973. Similar scales have been used in-research
studies involving computer conferencing, such as Starr Roxanne Hiltz and Murray Iuroff,
The Network Nation: Humeri Communication via Computer (Reading, MA: Addison-
Wesley), 1978; and Jacques Vallee et el., Group Communication through Computers:
Social, Managerial and Economic Issues, Institute for the Future, January 1978.
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FIGURE 13

Ranking of Group Communication-Related Tasks
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When asked to compare message system use with more traditional communica-

tion methods, more than 80 percent said the message sYstem Was more Productive

than conVentional mail alone, and 70 percent said it was more productive than tele-

phone calls alone. When compared to face-to-face meetmgs, however, respondents

considered the message system less productive. This latter finding supports the assump-

tion that most people prefer face-to-face meetings.

Preference for continued system,use. The participants were asked to indicate

-whether they would like to see the network expanded and what changes they would

like to see in future usage styles. A large Majority of respondents wibhed to see more

UAPs involved in message system use. Participants said that expanding the network

would be a good way to

reduce duplication of information

keep in touch with colleagues at other centers

o broaden the scope of information sources and services

facilitate national program planning

ensure an economy of scalein message system use

o achieve a sense of group cohesiOn by including all UAPs nationwide.

Responses to question& involving changes in future message system use Were

in most cases similar. Participants suggested changes related to more efficient' use

of the system, including

restricting use to priority issues in the DD field likely to be of interest to

all UAPs

o
1encouraging the inclusion of more staff members at each facility

, *97 percent of the respondents to the four-page questionnaire and 73 ne7cent
of the respondents to the one-page questionnaire wished to see the network expanded.
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-making requests ,for information-more specific

p reducing the number of messages directed to all users that might more appro-

priately be directed to specific centers

encouraging more frequent and consistent message pick-up.

In addition, some participants felt that the message system itSelf warranted some

improvements; such, as better text editing and the addition of capabilities for real-

_time message exchange.

Most of the Users perceived the computer-based message system-as arreffectiye,

cost-efficient way to promote the, exchange of information and resources among special-'

ized DD/UAP centers.. Electronic mail proved to be a useful a junct to more tradi-

tional comMunication modes for thls group. Generally, inforrn tion exphange outpaced

specific task-group usage, and user acceptance of the system was high: A large Major-

ity of the users recommended continuing and expanding the network.

.31

The early vision that a network of users would develop as more centers became

aware of the possiblities for increasing their cohtact with 'others via this medium, based

on the experience of the task groups, was 'not realized. Although more widespread

usage did develop it was not directly related to the activities of the task groups. When

expanded usage developed, it was cleat that the catalyst was the nature Of theinforma-

tion rather than the experience base provided by the tail< groups.

This demonstration also'reinforces the assumption that e significant amount of

organizetional effort is required to get things off the ground. The start-up phase of

this demonstration was of crucial importance in providing both suggestions far speciiic

usage and an appropriate orientation to the system. Throughout the demonstration,

a significant amount of staff time was spent responding to requests from users for

assistance. These requests involved organizational issuessuch as how the syStem
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was being used by others, who else was on-line, and cost factors--as well as problems

with access and use. This type of organizational effort is often critical in the start-

up phase and may be a decisive factor in encouraging ongoing use once the initial novelty

of such a system wanes.

The electronic mail network changed from a demonstration project-to an ongoing

service on bctober 1, 1980. At that time, the network became self-supporting. All

but six of the UAPs decided to continue as members of the network and to pay their

own usage charges. AAUAP added a telecommunications consultant to their staff

to oversee the transition of the net ork as well as to develop additional uses of tele-

communications media in general.

AAUAP undertook an initial s rvey of users as well as interviews with current

users and those who dropped the sy tem. As a result, they developed guidelines for

network use and actively recruited new users as well as dropouts. They developed

a plan to pilot test the inclUsion of a limited number of state DD councils in the net-

work. They selected fourteen councils for the trial. During February 1981, AAUAP

provided these new users with instruction materials, offered the opportunities to par-

ticipate in an audio teleconference, and explained how...to use the system. The DD

councils joined the network, which they renamed "The UAF Network for Electronic

Mail," on February 26, 1981. As of June 1, 1981, the network consisted of 14 DD coun-

cils and 34 UAPs.

1 53
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Chapte I:

Telecomrnuni ations
Consultations
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTATION

In keeping with the project's goal to nurture processes for addressing communi7

cation needs in the DD field, project staff Made an effort to provide technical assis-

tance to groups. and individuals interested in exploring telecommunications options.

The staff conducted a number of different activities in that area.

The seminars conducted by pi.'oject staff during'the needs assessment phase were

not designed for the sole purpose of soliciting demonstration possibilities. They also

served as forums for the exchange of information about telecommunications options

and their possible utility in human service areas4 When project staff met with a group,

they not only received information about coMmunication needs as perceived by people

in the DD field, but they also sought to disseminate information about available tele-

communications options and ways they might be used to meet certain needs. Seminar

handout mateiials included brief descriptions of telecommunications options and exam-

ples of their use in the human services. Contacts made with project staff at these

meetings frequently set the stage for futUre consultations with participants consider-

ing.such options.

At the end of the needs assessment phase, the project team issued a unique docu-

ment on application possgilities as a part of a three-volume series of working papers,

"Telecommunications and Service to the Developmentally Disabled" (Vol. 2: Applica-

tion Possibilities, July 1979). This document lists more than two dozen specific

*See Appendix 7 for project publications.
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communication-related:problem areas sugr_insted by seminar participants. In the docu-

ment the pibject staff described each of them according to

the need to be addressed, such as training or remote consultation services

o the approach in terms of what media might.be most appropriately employed

to meet the need

o possible benefits that might accrue from taking that approach

o possible draWbacks of that approach, suCh as prohibitive costs or difficulties

in introducing such innovations into a given organizational environment.

The working papers were one way to synthesize information received about corn-
ar.:t1

munications needs and to give the project team the opportunity to provide feedback

on what they had heard at the seminars. By matching these needs to the capabilities

of available technologies, the documer4s provided rich examples of technological pos-
,,

siblities. Too, by noting both advantages ahd disadvantages of a given approach, it

could serve as a resource for DD agencies considering such options by giving them°

a better notion of what questions ought to be addressed before such decisions can be

made. The document also includes a brief glossary of common terms associated with

telecommunications technology and a bibliography of selected resource materials about

existing telecommunication applications in the human services.

The project team disseminated resource material on project aCtivities to a spec-

trum of people and agencies in developmental disabilities and related fields. In addi-

tion to the working paper series, which updated project activities, seieral other publica-

tions of special interest were issued, including two resource guides for human service -

groups on choosing a computer message system and accessing and developing audio

*In each of the seminars, participants were asked to generate a "wish list" of
communication problems they wished to see alleviated.
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conferencing services. (See Appendix 7 for a complete list of project publications.)

AMC provided direct technical assistance. Although informal technical assist-

ance contracts were rarely documented, the following table lists a number of specific

instances of project technical assistance.

Many of these technical assistance activities were initiated and performed dur-

ing the early months of the project. As the major demonstretions got'underway, less

staff time was available for responding to such .requests.

At the time AMC concluded its work in Vermont (September 1980), AAUAP pro-

ed an extension on its subcontract for the purliose of continuing the technical assis-
,

tance efforts already begun by the project and for further disseminating information

about protect experiences. With AMC concurring, AAUAP initiated a series'of activi-

ties designed to continue the project's outreach.

In addition to incorporating and expanding the electronic mail network (see Chap-

ter 5), other activities included

State of.the Art Cooperative Dissemination Project. Thiis project was de-

signed to bring UAP and State DD Councils together to exchange the latest

information in the four priority service areas (according to the DO Act):

child development, care management, alternative community living arrange-

ments, and nonvocational social development serviCes. Initially, a series

of seminars and specific information resource centers were planned. AAUAP

integrated examples of appropriatetelecomrnunications applications into

the generic presentations on the four areas and also included a separate

session on telecommunications at the seminari. Regional UAPs Viere selected

to (1) serve as a resource for information on the priority areas, (2) make

contact with their local DD Council, and (3) make active use of teleconferencing.
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TABLE 3
Technical Assistance

Request received from Method of Response Providert(s). User/Result

Exceptional C1-)ild Center,
Logan, Utah; Montana UAP
(satellite facility),
Missoula, Montana

Exceptional Child Center,
Logan, Utah

DD Center,
Philadelphia, PA

Child Development Center,
Providence, Rhode Island

John T. Steward Children's
Center, Lawrence, Kansas

Univ. Hospital School,
Iowa City, Iowa

United Cerebral Palsy,
Palo Alto, California .

Staten Island Development
Center, Staten Island, N.Y.

DD Office, North Carolina
Dept. of Human Resources,
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Montana UAP (satellite
on facfly), Missoula,
Montanat

*Institute for the Future

Telephone Contact;
site visiL

Telephone Contact

Telephone Contact,
follow-up letter, and
background material

Telephone Contact;
site visit

Site visit/workshop;
outside training
consultant recommended

Telephone contact;
background material

Telephone contact.
Workshop with repre-
sentatives from
local DD agencies

Site visit

Telephone contact

Telephone contact;
background material

15s

AMC

AMC

AMC

AMC

AMC

AMC/IFTF*

IFTF

AMC

AMC

AMC

Used information
in grant proposals;
improved use
audio conferencing

Used information
in a grant proposal

Received informa-
tion on audio confer-
encing options

Shared general
information on
telecommuni-
cations

Used inf4mation in
training program

Received update on
project activities;
shared general
information on
telecommunications
options

Shared information
on audio confer-
encing options

Reviewed plans for
microwave hook-
up, and cable
network
Reviewed plan for
local telecommuni-
cation project

Conducted workshop
on aUdio conferenci
options
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Manpower Development Project. This 1981 AAUAP project was designed

to update UAPs, DD councils, and federal DD regional officers on the latest

studies of manpower trends and issues'in the field of developmental disabili-

ties. A nationwide audio teleconference scheduled for fall 1981 will help

disseminate such reports and include selected participants from around the

country. This teleconference.will be followed by updates via electronic

mail as well as biweekly audio conferences on.manpowertgsues, coordinated
,

by AAUAP. Also included as part.of this effort is a general outline for using

audio conferencing in the provision Of in-service training programs to workers

at community residential facilities for the mentally reta ded.

Central to these technical assistance activities was the idea that the technology

alone offers no solution to communication needs. Creiitive and in ovative usage that

addresses a real need is the key to success. Project staff,stresse the need for making

informed decisions on various technological options with an emphasis on hdw 'the tech-

nology is todpe used, not the eguiprrient itself. It was a project Oal to share the learn-

ing experiences in this area so those working in the DD field might be helped to develop

internal capabilities for making effective use of telecommunications.

While the needs assessment demonstrated that UAPs and many other DD organi-

zations have generally well developed resources for audiovisual technical assistance,

support for interactive telecommunibation activlties was almost nonexistent. Tech-

nical support during this project was not intended to be a major remedy for the problem.

Rather, it offered the project team resources. for temporary consultation. Long-term

technical support for telecommunication activities in the DD field needs to be addressed

at the national, regional, and state levels.

4
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PART THREE:

C ONC LUSIONS AND
POLICY IMPLICATIONS

AIL ANIL AM. /IL ANL
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CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Effective. Affordable. Accessible. These were the qualities sought, in each

of the varied telecommunications demonstrations conducted during this project. Now,

considering the overall effort,-it is appropriate to ask whether:they were attained.

One could argue, of course, that it is too early to make a final evaluation of a
t.

complex demonstration effort such as this. It will take years, some will say, before

the bottom line becomes clear. Certainly, there is a real sense in which that is true.

However, despite current budgetary and policy upheavals, decision making will continue

in the OD field. No matter what course the DD field takes in the future, the expen-
,

ence of these demonstrations remains relevant. In this section,.rwe present the conclu-

sions from these experiences in a form useful to decision makers who will decide whether

to attempt similar telecommunications innovations elsewhere. Too, we will draw impli-

catiOns for general policy making regarding the future use of telecommunications in

the DD field.

Effectiveness

Appropriate uses of telecommunications were demonstrated and the potential

for continued operation--beyond the funding period of the HEW grant--looks promis-

ing. Such continued operation is a major indication of success, a type of success that

few demonktation projects have attained. The electronic mail network now seems

established as an ongoing service, and the personal computer uses will continue at least

Ir .through September 1982. Table 4 summawes the current status, along with our best

N.*

*See also "The Effect of Current Economic Preitsures on the Scope for New Tele-
communication Services in the' Field of Developmental Disabilities." Martin C. J. Elton,
Alternate Media Center, 1981.
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judgment about future prospects. In these days of funding constraints, such future

prospects are indeed impressive-- they may be the best indicators of the effectiveness

of the demonstrations.

Beyond such "vote with your feet" indicators of effectiveness, this evaluation

has relied pr.imarily on the stated views of participants as gathered in interviews and

questionnaires. As was shown in the earlier chapters of this report, these attitudes

were strongly skewed in a positive direction. Such personal testimony of users is often

very important to decision makers, and the testimony in this case suggests that users

in the DD field respond well to the introduction of this type of telecommunications

innovation.

TABLE 4

Current Status of Demonstration Systems

Audio Bridge

Personal Computers

Computer Conferencing

Electronic Mail Network

Prospects
Current Status for Continuation

Ongoing, Vermont Fair to Good
Telecommunications, Inc.

Ongoing, Vermont Good
Telecommunications, Inc.

Discontinued

Ongoing, American Association
of University Affiliated
Programs

Good

While the evaluation methodology of this demonstration project was lean com-

pared with controlled experiments, it has yielded robust reactions from early users.

Such reactions may be crucial to decision makers who need to mount early support

for new.programs of this kind.
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Effectiveness, however, is clearly related to more than the technology and the

user's response to it. These demonstrations hbve shown that the process of introducing

the technology is the key dimension. The style of AMC in organzing the demonstration

played a major role.- Even those negative reactions that were tineountered could have

been related to such issues a% much as reactions to the teChnology itself. The key

for decision makers is to remember that the introduction of a new system must be

orchestrated by someone, and the conductor of the orchestra will be more important

than the particular instruments being played. Thus, an effective system will depehd

not only on a gOod decision about what technology to introduce, but also on the choice

of an effective person or group to implement the technology.

How a telecommunications medium is introduced will be the key to its success.

If it is perceived within the organization as another fancy piece of equipment-- a,fria---

it is likely to have a much different reception than if it is perceived as a change in

the inner workings of the organization. Even in a time of budgetary constraint, for

example, it is easy to imagine a human services agency discontinuing its use of video-

tape for training, but hard to imagine having all the telephones disconnected or the

mail deliveries stopped. Telecommunications innovations, such as those considered

during this project, must somehow be introduced at the fundamental level of everyday

communicationsat a basic functional level, such as telephone or mail. Decision makers

must be attentive to this need if telecommunications media are to be introduced in

a way that can have the greatest impact.

In a field as complex and disjointed as DD, however, consistent patterns are often

difficult to identify. There is typically no clear organizational structure. Rather,

there are aggregates of groups providing different services. These separate activities

are sometimes in harmony with one another, but may often be discordant. Each activity

often has its own mode of operation.
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. ,
Introducing a new communicatipris rnedium in such an environment is not a straight-

, .\
forward task. Innovation in a patchwork organization requires a complementary patch-

Work of specific actions. Most likely, some parts will be ready for a change while others'

will not. They will change at different rates. Strategies that work well in one group

may not work well in another.

Over the long term, integration of telecommunications options within the DD

field--preferably through gradual and well-monitored processes--seems both desirable, -

efficient, and cost effective: In the short terill incentives are necessary to encourage

the many public and private DD organizations to explore and evaluate uses of telecom-

munications. The best strategy seerns to be the gradual introduction of telecommuni- -

cation services, tracked and evaluated in terms of user acceptance and feedback.

Moving to specific evaluations of effectiveness, as documented in this project,

the evidence is not clearcut. If evidence of direct impact on people with developmen-

tal disabilities is needed, the evidence from this project is weak. Indeed, the evalua-

tion.measures that were used were simply not precise enough to offer quantitative

evidence. Certainly specific examples emerged, such as the uses of the personal com-

puters. But most of the impacts shown in this project were indirect, through persons

working with developmentally disabled people.

Looking at telecommunications in terms of providing immediate direct benefit

to clients, however, may be an overambitious goal. Those who work directly with DD

persons with severe handicaps have pointed out how difficult change and improvements

are. This is not to say there is not a role for telecommunications use directly with

clients. It suggests, however, that a.greater ea-tv xiy-oft may come from supporting

groups and organizations relating to or serving DC) clients. There are multiple layers

of public and private organizations working in this field who have intra as well as
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interorganizat nal communication veeds. Some of them are in a better position to

'purchase communication ServiCes than others. Yet, it the experience in Vermont is

any indication, there is a great need fbr cross-communication and Sharing of resources.

Telecommunications may be a catalyst for encouraging this kind of communication.

It will not make communication happen, if it is not ready to happen; but it can facilitate

the process.

\---Anoter project criterion of effectiveness was having ideas Or as;ects of the

project adopted and tried elsewhere. While there are examples of interest and plan-

ning involving telecommunitations that are in part based on the Vermont experience,

it is still too early to gauge whether this demonstration will be the impetus for success-

ful implementation elsewhere. It Isiair to say, however, that the first stage in trans-
,'

ferring project ideas tb other settings is taking place. At the time of this writing,

the John F. Kennedy Institute at Johns Hopkins University plans to inaugurate an audio

conference service designed to reach low income parents of crippled children through-

out the state of Maryland. ,Initially;_experts in Baltimore will use the system to meet,
with generic service providers in other part of the state via audio conferencing. A

goal is to facilitate the process by which cripp d-ohildren get individual service plans.

The plans for this service, are being developed wi the Vermont experience as a model.

One area where the project team soLight effect'veness improvements, but they

did not occur, involved the use of telecommunicatons t bring outside expertise into

Vermont. The one application that attempted to do so, the computer conferencing

trial, did not succeed. 'The intrastate network and interstate networks established

as a result of the project met different needs. The use of telecommunications to facili-

tate sharing of resources among the states for training, Consuttation, and so forth,

did not happen in this project. It may, well evolve in that direction. For example, the

bulletin bbard established as partpf the personal computer application is beginning

to attract participants frOm other parts oi the country.
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Regional consortia, ad'hoc networks, and special telecommunication seminars

need stimulation and seed money. To promote greater sharing of services from one

state to another, there needs to be systenmatic efforts at promoting regional and national

seminars at which expertise frOM one state can be brought to other's at relatively low

. cost. The electronic mail network established in this project is a beginning effort at

stimulating and promoting the sharing of ideas and information via interstate networks.

Initially simply a network for yAlpi, it has recently- included a number of state DD

councils. One could imagine a national electronic.mail network and regional subgroups

that included all the mAjor DD training, research, and service groups. Further, an

equivalent undernetwork could be created for DD organizatiOris at the state or local

level. For a field where resources are severely taxed and overstretched already, tele-

communications offers an opportunity for making more efficient use ot those resources

at the local, state, regional, and national levels. But there need to be stifong incen-

,-tives; it will not just happen, even if a new telecornrnunica ions system makes it tech-
)

nically possible.

It is wortI noting that particular geographic areas may no have sufficient DD

user organizations to support a special telecommunications serc,ice. Yet, there may

be other human service organizations that would be interested in forming or joining

a human service telecommunication cooperative. This orientation may, in fact, be

a more prudent approach to planning telecommunication services in general. The wider

the base of support at the outset, the greater the likelihood of a viable service.

Affordability

The implementation cost sections throughout this report have already presented

the accounting evidence that the technologies used in these demonstrations were afford-

able by most DD organizations. In spite of the novelty of the applications, they used
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low-Cost equipment. Decision makers in the DD field should find the price tag for

these options appealing, for example, when compared to the rapidlY" estalating costa

of travel. Yet, there is a caveat: The primary costs of innovation are not in.the iech-

nology. That is, successful.innovation of even inexpensive technology requires addi-

tional, often hidden exriense. AMC inyested considerable time and resources in corfri-

munity organizing and other basic groundwork activities. From outside the project,

others contributed additional time in planning and implementing applications. This

investment far surpassed the cost of the equipment. The're is no easy ratio of hard-
_

ware to all the other costs, yet the basic conclusion is clear: Even thecintoduction

of loW-cost technology requires a serious commitment of staf and resources. DD
,

groups may'well have to join forces with other'human,services groups to or,(anize afford-

'Eible, ong telecommunications services.

Some f the applications,have a seductive-appeal. The technology is cheap and

generally available. It is tempting simply to reach for a requisition slip, order a pack-
-

.age, and tell the staff to use telecomPounications more and travel lessL- or some varia-
*

tion on this theme.

While there is no fixed rule on how best to implement these systems, it can generally

be assumed to be far more complicated than it seems. To take full advantage of vatious

telecommunication options, assume that an investment in staff time and resources

will be needed to ensure that the technology has the best possible chance ot meeting

an organization's intenfled objectives.

In general, the project experience suggests the following: 1) Users already bur-

dened with a heavy travel schedule appreciate any reduction as a result of teleconfer-

encing. 2) Service providers felt'the less time they could spend traveling, the more

time they would have to spend with clients. 3) Start-up costs are substantial.
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Telecommunication is not a remedy for an already overstretched budget, but

it can help promote improved cost-effectiveness bver the long run. There are no organi-

zations in Vermont that have achieved Major budget turnarounds as a direct result

of increased use of telecommunications. Some have achieved partial savings as a result

of decreased travel. In most instances it is difficult to say'what, if any, savings have

oCcurred because many of these electronic meetings might not have taken place were

it not for the electronic linkage.

Juatifying the introduction of telecommunication services solely on assumed

budget savings can be both misplaced and misleading. Cost effective uses of telecom-

mUnication may occur and indeed should be encouraged, but it is probably a good idea

to be suspiciOus of rosy.budget reduction expectations.

Raising expectations too high in terms of what savings telecommunications may

accomplish can lead to systeM rejection and user frustration. It can also provide grist

for those who would like to seea project fail. This dot not mean that the technology

cannot be cost eccountable. It does mean, however, that narrow "bean-counting" ap-

' proaches that require quick paybacks during early shakedown periods are simply unreal-

istic.

If the nonprofit telecommunications organization formed in Vermont as a result

of the project does not succeed-rits future was uncertain at the time of ihis writing-- .

then it will be clear that the service was not financially viable in the Vermont setting,

even with all of the nurturing and organizing provided by the project team. There

is a good chance it will succeed in providing service tq thebD community. That possi-

bility needs adequate time to be fairly tested.. If it succeeds, it offers an attractive

model for other states, IJAP, and.DD councili to consider in beginning a service specially

tailored to human service groups. Even if it does not succeed, there is strong evidence

that it is a model worthy of being tried elsewhere.
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Accessibility

Accessibility is not an easy notion to define in the OD world, since what is acces-

sible to some people may not be to others. There is also the issue of perceived accessi=

bility; even a service that is technically accessible may not be perceived as accessible

by the intended users.

By most reasonable definitions, these demonstrations achieved accessibility--

both in practice and perception by the intended users. The th:lio system was the most

accessible. It is simple to operate, does not require speoialist , is user friendly, and/
is easily adaptable to varied groups. Even in a t)tile- with eight different telephone

companies, it was possible, though sometimes risky, to link sites from all corners of

the state. People participated in planning meetings, parent conferences, and training

sessions, from homes, schools, offices, and phone boot4. The ease of access and wide-.

spread availability of the telephone network provides a promising building block for

innovations, that extend beyind what the network currently does.

A temptation in planning' and funding circles is to think of telecominunications

only n terms of two-way video teleconferencing 'via satellite. That glamorous and

exp sive image has delayed many groups from attempting to innovate. PolicYmakers

could obably get more for their dollar investments in less ambitious and inexpensive

applicati ns of technology than what has been shown to be possible with high-priced

and often out-of-yeach high technology. After all,.nearly every organization has a

budget item for telephone expenses as well as travel. By carefully tracking these bud-

get items, it is possible to make a case 'for expanded telephone use with some travel

reductions. Such acase is much easier to present than a rationale for implementing

an elaborate new technology. The more down-to-earth options also promise, a

in the,short terM, considerably more accessibility for users in the DD world.



Accessibility also côrrelatbs with the technical usability of a new system. The

first criterion is: Does it work? The second: Does it work easily? In the audio demon-

strations, the system typically worked easily, though there were moments when it did

not work at all. Fortunately, these technical problems did not seem to be a serious

'deterrent to use. The technical problems with the bridge and with users learning how

to cope with the peculiarities of different 'amplified telepKone systems contributed

to frustration and anxiety among users at various times during the project. The bridge,

for example, would "lock out" or not accept callers or disconnect a group in the, middle

of a call. Aware of the trial-and-err& nature of the project, the users were highly

tolerant of such problems. They endured these early constraints and were -able to-con-
,

tinue to Use the systems. Technical problems 'are, of course, to be expected in demon-

strationS, and such problems do occtir even with established systems. Yet, with the

relatively simple technology of the telephone, one mi,ght expect such problems to be

minimal.

It is probably safe to assume that any technology will bring with it a set of prob-

lems--even relatively simple technologies. What this means'fof policymakers is that

'initial users should be "failure tolerant." Of coursez bugs need to be worked out of.

lysystems as ear as possible. The Vermont experience also points out the need for

educating and encouraging local telephone companies in developing audio conferencing

capabilities. The eXperience of dealing with phone companies and deciding on equip-

ment options has been documented already in the project. The state of the art in

both audio and text-based communication is changing rapidly. Deciding'on systems

*See Eileen Connell's Establishing a Telephone Conferencing System: The Dy-
namics of Doing It, a paper prepared for the 1980 National Teleconferencing Confer-
ence, Kiouston, Texas, Institute for the Future, September 1980.
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and configurations can be a difficult process. The evolution of the AAUAP's interest

and knowledge about telecommunications, as well as increased capabili-ties and exOer-

, tise in DD regional centers, offers additional resources for new users.

Do These Demonstrations Make It Easier for Others?

Decision makers will obviously want to know if the same type of effort that went

into these demonstrations would also be necessary for future efforts. After all, there

was a major investment or organizational effort in Vermont by very experienced people.

Will the next time be any easier?t.

Our judgment is that it will be easier in the future, but there will be a substan-

tial portion of the organizational effort that will still be necessary for at least the

foreseeable future.

These demonstrations provide a model. If other groups look clOsely at the model,

they are bound to save themselves fime, effort, and paM. Also, a significant portion

Of the AMC effort in this project went 'into exploring possibilities that were eventually

rejected ds demonstrations.- Thus, decision makers who begin with specific needs are

not likely to need as much exploratory time. The existence of successful ventures,

such as Vermont, should also hell;i: There will not be as Much heed to convince others

that it is possible for new systems like this to work.

Groups trying to build on the experience of these demonstrations will not, how-

ever, have the firsthand experience to guide them. It is likely that less experienced

groups than AMC will be in charge of these new efforts. Certainly such groups will

have to allow time for !earnings of their own. It is also true that innovations are bound

to come slowly and will always take patient nurturing. That will not change because

of these demonstrations.
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The conclusions above summarize what this project has made obvious: Telecom-

munications media can be effective, affordable, and accessible tools for DD people

and those who work with them. Even the obvious, however, does' not always become

a part of policy for federal, state, or private funding agencies. What sort of policies

are suggested by the results of this project?

It is important to recognize tharthe current situation is haphazard at best. There

are a few persons at agencies funding DD work that are well informed about the strengths

and weaknesses of telecommunications options. There are pockets of interest and

expertise. But telecommunications literacy is, in our experience, rare in the-DD world.

At the UAPs, for example, we saw considerable expertise in audiovisual and instru6-

tional technology. But interactive telecommunications media, such as those demon-

strated in this project, are from another family of systems and approacheito system

cuse. The sittption in funding agencies is typically worse than what we qpountered

at UAPs. Most funders of DD work, we suspect, would not be able to recognize even

the most obvious telecommunications opportunities.

There is a cadre of experienced and talented people in various federal govern-

ment agencies who have been involved in numerous telecommunications projects and

are frequent proposal reviewers. But these persons are spread among agencies and

have had only limited opportunities to contribute to DD.

A program to educate agency personnel regarding telecommunications options

and the use and potential misuse in DD would be one starting point. The use of tele-

communications could probably be built into a number of projects, if decision makers .

were well' informed. In many cases, the costs of such projects would be equal to or
44

lower than conventional approaches--especially if they are developed early in the life

of a new venture. The impacts could be many. This option would aggress' ely educate
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decision makers regarding telecommunications options,4s well as specific areas where

they might be most usefully employed in the DD field.

A key issue here would be whether to emphasize telecommunications per se,

or to continue to emphasize substantive DD topics that would simply use telecommuni-

cations as appropriate. Experience to date suggests that specialized telecommunica-

tions progratns may be less desirable. Telecommunications provides a medium, but_

it should not become the subject matter itself --particularly if it does sa with decreased

emphasis on the DD topic involved.

Of course, DD agencies could go beyond education to providing some Sort of spe-

cialized service to DD user groups. For instance, audio conferencing bhdges could

be established in regions where DD activities clustered. DD agencies could work to-

gether with other human service agencies to provide telecommunications services.

Computer conferencing or electronic mail services Could also be provided, perhaps

through bulk purchasing ,arrangements with commercial service providers. A working

arrangement with the General Services Administration (GSA) could provide this ser-

vice at the federal level, since GSA already has some such services available. This

option would extend the range of these services and,gear them directly toward the

needs of DD groups.

The experience of this project suggests that stimulating interest in telecommuni-

cations opportunities--without oveiielling the technology--is very important; it is

questionable that a groundswell of intelligent interest will simply appear in so harried

a world as DD. Also, the telecommunications marketplace is a source of concern,

since the needs of DD are not likely to be a major. source of revenue for vendors. Thus,

existing telecommunications opportunities may have to be reframed in the language

nd priorities of DD. When applications are chosen, commercial providers may not

have the right service at the best price. There is a need to stimulate service providers
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to look at opportunities in the human services and specifically in the Dbarea. New

models, such as the telecommunications cooperative fdrmed in Vermont, may be needed

to provide specialized and in some cases subsidized services to the DD community.

The current funding climate for human serv.ices may not be the sort of climate

where innovations are very likely. Still, there are many opportunities where even small-

scale investments can lead to large payoffs. The experience of this project provides

the basis for a legitimate hope that telecommunications media can make a difference

in the lives of DD people. The project also provides a tone of humility for such efforts,

a reminder that these are not easy answers, though answers they are.
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APPEN3IX 1:

Conaumer and Community Groups Evaluation Data

The following pages include evaluation informatioh Collected on audio conferenc-

ing use by DD consumer and community groups in Vermont. It includes

1. A list of questions used in telephone interviews with group leaders

2. Questions and numerical results from a March 1980 surve of audio confer-

encing users from the Vermont Association'of Retarded Citizens (VARC)

and the Vermont Surrogate Parent Program (VSPP)

3. Questions and numerical results from a December 1980 survey of audio con-

ferencing users from VARC and VSPP

4. Questions and numerical results from a February 1981 survey (on the overall

impact of the telecommunications project) of members of the Vermont Develop-

mental Disabilities Council

5. A list of members of the Consumer Applications Advisory Group formed

by the Administrative Policy Committee of the Center for Developmental

Disabilities.

6. A sample copy of the locpsheet completed by group leaders following eaFh

conference call.
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TELEPHONE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Compared to a face-to-face meeting, does organizing the audio confetenc6s
take you: /

7

Much less time?

Less time? .

About the.sarne time?

More time?

Much more time?

2. Da you usually send out an agenda or other background material before the
qudio conferences?

Yes
No

3. Are there any topics you don't put on your agenda becauSe you are meeting over
the phone rather than face-to-face?

If yes, why?

Yes
No

4. Did you have to make any significant changes in your style of conducting
meetings because of the audio conferencing system?

If ye's, please describe.

Yes
No

5. Before your group began using the audio conferences, did these particular
people meet each other

isuch more often?

Moe often?

About the same?

Less often?

Much less often? 1."(')
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6. ' What kinds of things have you found the conferences useful for?

7. What do you see as some of the problems with audio conferences for your
group's activities?

What kinds of things would you suggest as posskble changes in the wey the
conferences are used by your group?

Do you have some questions you'd like to ask or other comments about the
conferences that haven't been covered so far?

0
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VERMONT TELECOMMUNICATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
VARC': N =11

VSPP (in parentheses): N = 7

1. In how many group telephone meetings have you participated (between December
1979,- March 31, 198W?

2. In o'rder to participate in these conferences, did you use

a speakerphone?

Or

your own telephone?

If you used a speakerphone, did you have any problems related to the operation
of this equipment?

3 (4) Yes'

7 ( 1 ) No

If yes, please describe:

4. Over-all, how would you rate the VARC/VSPP telephorie donferences in which
youparticipated on a scale of 1 to 5, with I being very good and 5 being very

poor.

5 ( 1 ) 1 Very Good

1 (6)

4

1

5 Very Poor

0

ol"



In general; did you\feal these telephone confererfeas were

4 Muct; too long?'

2 (2) Too long?

9 (5) About th right length?

Too short? °

r

Much too short?

'6. On -a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being very good and 5. being very poor, how Would you
rate the group leader'srperformance during the telephone conferences?

7 (5) 1 Very Good 11

2 (2)

a,

5 VeryPoor
Api.

. un what ways would you like to see the group leader's metnods or style phanged?

8. Thinking back oVer your experience thus far with telephone conferencing, how
often did you feel..

Almost ° '" Almost
Always Always SoMetimes Never jNever

constrained in the
types of conitribut.iona

., you could Make?
sr.

overloaded vth infor-
mation?

able tb expre your
viewa

able to get an imp.reNe=-:
sion of personal con-
tact with the.other
participants in the
conference?
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9. n what ways did you feel the telephone conferences were especially effective?

10 in hat ways did you feel the telephone conferences were especially ineffective?

1 . If the telephone conferencing system had not been available, what alternatives
could have been used successfully?

8 (31 Face-to-face meeting?

6 (4) Information mailed to you?
1.

2 (4)) One-to-one phone calls from the group leader .

or another participant?

4 (-4) Communications could not have occurred without
telephone conference.

Any others?

12. Do you feel that these telephone erenCes have affected your work or the
work of other VARC/VSPP mem ers?

10 (6) Yes

No

o
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13: Can you name any speci,ic benefits that have resulted from your participation
in these calls?

9 (6) Yes

2 No

If yes, please describe:

14. Do.,you tiave any other comments you'd like to add or question/issues you would
like to see addressed?

Name (Optional)*

3

* Y OU are not required to sign your name to this questionnaire. If you do so, it
will provide a reference for the researchers, but-any responses you give will be
kept entirely confidential.
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VERMONT TELEC2MyNICATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE (II)
VARC: N=10

VSPP (in parenthesis): N=6

I.' Overall, how would you rate the VARO/VSPP telephone meetings in which you
participated between April 1 and December 1, 1980?

Very good Very poor

5 (2) 3 (3) 2 (1)

1 2 3

2. Overall, did you feel these tel phone meetings were:

Much too long?

1 (2) Too lo

8 (4) Abolit the .ght length?

Too short?

Much too shor

3. Overall, how would you rate the lea ership of the telephone meetings?

Very good r4

6 (1) 1 (5)
1

3

3

very poor

4. Would you like to see the group leader's methods or style changed in any way?

4 (1) Yes

6 (9) No

If yes, how?

1 L 9

=1.~..
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5. Thinking back over your experience
did you feel:

Constrained in the
types of contributions
you could make? -

thus far with telephone*meetings; how often

Almost- Almost
Al Ways Always Sometimes Never Never

2 (1) 3 (5).

Overloaded with
information? 1 (2) 2 (1) 2

Able to express your
views? 3 (1) 4 (3) 3 (1)

Able to get en impres-
sion of personal contact
'With other participants
in' the meeting? 4 (3) 4 (2) 2 (1)

Bored? 1 (2) 5 (s3)

6. Since July, a new dial-up arrangement has been available for your telephone
meetings in place of the operator-assisted system. on a scale of 1 to 5, with
1 being much better and 5 being much worse, please compare the new dial-up
arrangement to the operator-assisted arrangeMent in terms of:

Ease of access
(calling in rather
than being called
by an operator)

Time neeCled to
start the meeting

Availability of
assistance when
problems are .en-
countered during
a meeting

Sound quality

Dial-up Dial-tip
Much Much
Better Better Same Worse Worse

1 2 3 4 5

5 (3) 2 (2)

2 . (1) 2 (1) 2 (1)

1 S 3

(1)

.
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7. Overall, which of thesertwoOtrangements do you prefer?

(6) Dial-up'

Operator-assisted

Why do you prefer thatratangement?

8. In what ways do you feel the use of audio conferencing has affected VARC/VSPP?
Please consider the following broad categories and tell us whether audio con-
forencing has made any difference in the functioning of your organization.

Much
Improved

No Much
Change Worse

Corrimunications 6 (1) 3 (3)

Quality of
member participation 4 3 (2) 1 (1)

Travel schedule 8 (2)

Training 4 6 (2)

Utilization of
outside resources 3 (1) (3)

Decision making 4 (2)

,5

2 (2)

Quick response
to problems 5 3 (3) 1. (2)

Achievement of
organizational goals 6

9.' Based opon your experience thus far, do you feel that there are any disadvantages
for your group in using telephone meeOngs?

1 (3) Yes

8 (3) No

If yes, please describe:

1 SA
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10. Given the following four choices involving your group's use of.telephone meetings,
which would you prefer?

2 (1) Schedule,more telephone meetings

Schedule fewer telephone meetings

7 (4) Continue telephone meetings at the present rate

(1) "Discontinue use of telephone meetings

11. In your opinion, what types of meetings can be conducted most effectively by
telephone?

12. For tVfre types of telephone meetings your group has been having, what is the
maximum number of participants who could be involved while maintaining an
effective meeting?

Why?

13. About how many group telephone meetings did you participate in between April 1
and December. 1, 1980?

14. Feel free to- add here any other comments regarding your experience with tele-
phone meetings.
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Verrnont Developmental Disibilities Council Questionnaire

February 1981

N 23

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help evaluate the impact of telecommuni-

cations on the role and operation of the DD Council. We appreciate your assistance

in completing the entire questionnaire whether or not you have been a participant in

any of the VermonX&ecommunications demonstrations.

1. Please check the category of Council membership that best describes you:

1 chairperson

4 state agency representative

Li consumer

4 voluntary agehcy

3 other (please specify)

2. How long have you served on the Council

1 less than 1 year

1-2 years

5 3-5 years

5 over 5 years

3. Are you a person mith a developmental disability?

3 yes

19 no
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4. What has been your involvement in the following activities of the telecommuni-

c'etions project?

partic-
ipant advisor

ger)erally
familiar

no
involve-

ment\
audio conferencing ("bridge.") 15 1 2 4

computer conferencing ("EIES") 2 1 .4 10

personal computers ("Apples") 1 8 7

5. Have you ever participated in a DD Council audio conference during this demon-

stration project?

12 yes

8 no (skip to 116)

a. If yes, for what purposes?

b. Approximately how many times?

c. Overall, lease rate the DD Council audio conferences you participated

in accoIcng to the sCale below.

Very
Good

6 4

.187

Very
.Poor
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6. Please consider the following broad categories and tel us whether audio cOnfer-

encing has made any differdnce in the functioning of your organization.

Much
Improved

No- Much
Change Worse

Communications 8 6 6

Quality of
member participation 5 5 8

Travel schedule 12 3 4

Utilization of
outside resources 4 1 13

Decision making 7 3 8

Quick response
to problems 7 3- 9

Achievement of
organizational goals 6 3 10

a. In what other ways do you feel the use of audio conferencing has affected

the Vermont DD Council?

7. Do you feel that the frequency of audio conferencing usage by the Council over

the past Year has been,

"too much?

10 about right?

6 too little ugle?

1S6
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.8. Looking at the project as a whole, please indicate en the scale below how you
tthink the introduction of-telecommunications has affected the DD Council's work

in each of the following areas.

Very
Positive

Very
Negetive

Program development 5 5 5

Planning 8 6 3

Administration 4 9 3

Consumer relations 3 6 1

State agency relations 4 3 7 1

Information
dissemination 6 * 5 4 1

9. Do you believe the use of telecommunications should be an integral component

of DD Council work in Vermont?

18 yes

no

.1 hot sure

Please comment on your answer.

10. In which of the following areas do you think telecommunications media can best

contribute to the Council's work? (You may check more then one category.)

12 program diivelopment

14 planning

13 administration

10 consumer relations

10 state agency relations

13 inforrhation dissemination 189
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11. Are there uses of telecommunications you would like to see tried by the Council

that have not..yet been attempted?

6 yes

8 no

If yes, please give us some examples.

12. The Vermont DO Council authorized your Executive Secretary to spend up to

40 percent of his time to assist in the-planning, development, and operation of

,the telecommunications project. Judge the overall impact his involv.ement had

on his ability to carry out hid respoñaibilities to the Council.

13 enhanced his ability ,

4 made no difference

2 impaired his ability

13. Would you recommend the use of telecommunications by other DD Counejls in

other states?

18 yes

3 no

a. Why?

b. io 34oUld you be willing to Use teledOmmunications in your DD Council Work

on a continued basis?

18 yes

2 no

If yes, please describe how you would like to use it.

14. Do you have any additional comments or reactions to the use of telecommunica-

tions in DD Council work?

I Jo
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ADVISORY BOARD

APC Telecommunications Advisory Committee Oh Consumer and Community

Grnup Applications:

Ellie Guerrera

Barry Bernstein

Peg Franzen'

Harold Somers

Jerry Tillotson

Lee Viets

Steve Chupack

Gail Wickes

Bill Mazer

Frank McNeil

4

.`0
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Initiator(s) -

Organization

Location

AMPLE

CONFERENCE CALL LOG-SHEET

Phone

Date

Tihie 1) Start
2) Finish

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Call place Handled b :

Telepatcher Bridge (UVM)

Meet Me qridge (MontPelier)

Other Cdst of call:

APPLICATION

I-Tearn,

Assocation of Retarded Citizens

Surrogate Parent Program

Vt. Center for Independent Living

&Red Disabled People of Verntont

Vermont DD Council

Other (please specify)

PLEASE USE THIS ASjAN AID IN SETTING UP YOUR CONFERENCE

(1.

pA7T-ICIPANTS (if there is more than one person at a given location, plebse note):

Nt_ME LOCATION (town) PHONE

192 r
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-'CENTRAL MEETING PLACE (where you might all have met)

PRIMARY PURPOSE(S):

Information sharing Training

De-cision making Other

COMMENTS:

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:

OVERALL COMMENTS:

A

*ROUND TRIP MILEAGE from home base to most likely meeting site for all participants

had the meeting been held face-to-face:

Cost .17 mi. =

Summary prepared by

Date

*Example: A 3-party conference between 1 person in Burlington, 2 in MOntpelier; and
1 in St. Johnsbury. Their "most likely meeting site" being Burlington.

Round trip mileage Montpelier/Burlington: 80 mi. x 2 persons = 160 miles
Round trip mileage St. Johnsbury/Burlington: 175 mi. x 1 person = 175 miles

TOTAL ROUND TRIP MILEAGE = 335 miles
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APPENDIX 2:

Professional Groups' Evaluation Data

Following are questions and numerical results from a February 1981 survey of memb-

ers of the State In_terdisclplinary Team for Intensive Special Education (I-Team).
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TELECOMMUNICA;TIONS QUEST.IONNAIRE

State interdisciplinary Team for

Intensive Special Education (I-Team)

February 1981

11= 9

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help evaluate the impact of telecommuni-

cations on the operation and effectiveness of the I-Team. We appreciate our assis-

tance in,completing the entire questionnaire whether or not you have been a partici-

pant in an of the demonstration activities.

1. Overall, how would you rate the I-Team's use of audio conferencing to date?

very good!

2 5 2

very poor

2. In general, how helpful do you think audio conferencing haspeen in assisting the
I-Team meet its objectives?

very helpful not helpful

3 5 1

3. Have you participated in any I-Team audio conferences during this demonstra-
tion project?

9 yes

no (skip to #4)

a. If yes, for what purposes?

Approximately how many times?
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4. For which I-Team services do you think audio conferencing is most useful?

very useful

5 4 2

not useful

1

Assessment 2 1 2 4

IEP Development 2 4 3
a

Placement 1 5 1

Specific Instruc-
tional Programs 2 2

Medical Concerns 4 4 1

Curriculum Needs 1 3 3

Consulting with
Parents and Teachers 5 4

Support and
EnCburagement 6 2

5. Did the actual use% audio conferencing by the I-Team meet your original
expectations?

2 was what [expected

6 was better than I expected

was worse than I expected

1 di 't know What to expect

Why?

6. Do you feel that the frequency of audio conference usage by the I-Team has

been

too,much?

5 about right?

4 too little?
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7. Please consider the following broad categories and tell us whether audio confer-
encing has made any difference in the functioning of.the 1-Team.

COmmunications

Much
Improved

2 6

Quality of
member participation 2

Travel schedule 6

Utilization of
outside resources 1

Decision making

Quick response
to problems 5

Achievement of
organizational goals

2

3

2

9

No Much
Change Worse

4

1

3

2

a. In what other ways do you feel the uie of pudio conferencing has affected
the 1-Team?

8. In using audio conferencing for I-Team work, what problem areas concern you
the most?

very not
concerned concerned

Technical 1 3 1 1

a Impersonal 3 2 4
1

Privacy/security 1 2 3 2 ;3

it
Cost 1 1 2

Audio only (lack
of visual cues) 2 4 1 2
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9. Are there any other problem areas for which you would be "very concerned"?

1 yes

8 no

If yes, please explain.

10. Do you believe the use of audio conferencing should be an integral component
of I-Team work in the future?

9 yes

no

not sure

Please comment on your answer.

_

11. Besides the uses of audio conferencing tried thus far, are there other uses of
telecommunications for I-Team work you would like to see tried?

4 yes

3 no

If yes, can yousite examples?

?2. As an I-Team member, have you ever initiated use of the audio conferencing
system for a special purpose?

If yes, please describe your experience.

13. Do you have any additional comments or reactions to the use of
telecommunications in I-Team work?
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14. What is your job title?

15. How long have you been on the I-Team?

Please return to: I-Team Questionnaire
Institute for the Future
2740 Sand Hill
Menlo Park,,California 94025
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APPENDIX 3:

Content Anal)feis of Audio Conferences

This appendik.contains a description of-the methodology and a summary chart of the

coding information that resulted from a content analysis of selected telephone confer-

ences held during the audio conferencing demonstration...,

2 w)
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CONTENT ANALYSIS OF AUDIO CONFERENCES

Purpose

To identify the range of meeting types conducted via the audio conferencing

systems used in the Vermont demortstration.

Meeting Samples Used for Analysis

Beginning early in the demonstration, AMC audio-taped many of the telephone

conferences held. Taping began during the early calls and continued intermittently

throughout the demonstration period. The Institute for the Future made an effort

(during November and December of 1980) to collect additional meeting samples by

attempting to record all calls that occurred irpmediately following AMC's completion

of its demonstration activities. In all, over 60 meetings involving at least 15 different

groups were recorded.

From this pool of audio .tapea, we chose tapes of meetings held during two differ-
'

ent two-month periods: March/April 1980 and November/December 1980. -These periods

were chosen for analysis in order to identify a manageable sample of meetings held

prior to the installation of the meet-me bridge and several months after. A little over

half of all the 60 meetings on audio tape were used in our sample.

For the first period (March/April), 35 meetings occurred over two different con-

ferencing systems. More than half of these meetings were taped. All of the resulting

tapes were used (19) for analysis. During the second period (November/December),

28 conference calls were held by v,arious groups via the meet-me bridge. Although

over sixty percent of these calls were taped, only 13 meetings (45% of all meetings

held) were of sufficient sound quality for analysis.

Our content analysis included the 19 tapes from the'first period and 13 tapes

from the second period--a total of 32 meetings held by 14 different user groups over

three different audio conferencing systems.

Additional Information

In addition to the audio tapes of these meetings, other supporting material was

available for most of the calls. The information included meeting duration, names

201
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and locations of each participant, the assumed group leader, reports of technical prob-

lems, the purpose of the meet g, and, often, a synopsis of the discussion prepared

by the group leader.

Thiviriformation was obtained from participant log sheets and usage records

froM Vermont Telecommunications, Inc.

Methodology

Our initial assumption was that distinct meeting types were recognizable anif\

could be categorized based upon three general meeting elements. These included (1)

the distribution of participation by group members, (2) the degree for formality inher-

ent in the conduct of the meeting, and (3) the degree of control exhibited by the group

leader.

We identified certain meeting attributes that we considered observable indicators

of these three elements. Below is a chart that lists these indicators and shows their

relationship to each of the three meeting elements.

Meeting Element Indicators

1. Distribtution of participation

2. Degree of Formality

21)2

a) The number of dist7i6ution

of topical utterances among

part icipants.

b) The number and distribution

of prompts (inducements for
further comment, such as ques-

tions, or initiations of new

topics).

a) Agenda pre-set, prepared

on-line, or omitted altogether?

b) Is there an identifiable "presenter"

of information not readily
available to the other partici-

pants?

c) Is there an identifiable question-

and-answer period?



Degree of formali,ty (continued)

Degree of_cootrol by leader/moderator

Ilb

Are important supporting docu-

ments used in conjunction

with the group call?

e) are there many brief, non-

topical utterances? (e.g.,

"uh-huh, "yeah," "okay," etc.)

a) what proportion of topical

utteranCes are made by the

,leader?

b) what proportion of prompts

are made by leader?

c) how does the leader handle

participant questions on a

presentation, a distinct period

set aside, or can the speaker

lv interrupted with questions

and comments from partici-

pant?

The above indicators were used to develop a simple checklist for coding each

meeting tape. Space was also provided on the coding sheets for noting any teChnical

problems encountered during the meetings (only those referred to by participan t ast
a "problem") and how they were handled, as well as any comments made related to

an assessment of the conferencing medium being used. Although three different coders

were used to pre-test the coding format and protocols, the 32 meetings subsequently

analyzed were all coded by one individual.

The resulting coding information was used to develop a simple typology of the

meetings based upon both quantitative and qualitative distinctions in the three meet-

ing elements. The following charts show coding information from the 32 meetings

analyzed.
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Group and Date
March-Apri1.1980

Utterandes/
Minute

PARTICIPATION

Utterances/ Utterandee/
Minute/ Minute/
Person Site

% Prompts/
Utterance

ANALYSIS OF CODING INFDRMATION

FORMALITY

Nontopical
Agenda Presentar(s) Utterances

'DO Council (4.6) (1.5) (1.5) (24%) On-line Yea Few

(504) 4/3/80 Medium High High MediUm

DO Council
(504) 4/25

(2.9)
Low

(.6)
Low

(.6)
Low

(3.1%)
Medium

On-line, Yes Some

..

DO Council (2.8) (.6) (.6) (28%) On-line s Few

(504) 3/21 Low Low Low Medium

DO Council
3/11

(2.2)
Low

(.7)
Low

(.7) ,

Low
(46%)
High

On-line es Some

UAF /BTS (6.5) (1.6) (1.6) (34%) None No Some

3/24 High High High Mediu'm

UAF /BTS (5.0) (1.3) (1.7) (35%) None ye s Many

4/14 High High High Medium

Parents Network (1.7)* (.07) (.15) (40%) Prd-set Yes Few

3/17 Low Low LoW : High

UDPV (3.7) (.7) (.7) (24%) On-line No:" Some

3/27 Low Low Low Low

VCIL (1.6) .(.2) (.2)
,

(30%) Pre-set Yes Few

.3/20 Low Low Low Medium

"VCIL (4.0) (1.0) (1.0) (25%) On-line No Some

3/12, Medium Medium Medium Low

Supporting
Material

No

- No

No

No

No

Yes

No

LEADERSHIP

% Utterances % Prompts - Question/
by Leader by Leader Answer Period Type

(33%) (64%)
Low Medium

(31%) (63%)
Low Medium

(44%)
Medium

(36%)
Low

(36%)
Low

(50%)
High

(6646)
High

(44%)
Medium

(70%)
Medium

(25%)
Low

(55%)
Medium

(61%)
Medium

(68%)
Medium

. (36%)
Low

(33%) (.61-%)

Low Medium

(38%) (3%)
Low Medium

No Structured
Discussion

Yes

Yee

Structured
Discussion

Structure&
Discussion

Structured
Discussibh

Informal
Discussion

Informal
Discussion

Presentation

Informal
Discussion

Presentation

StrUctured
Discussion

er-\,_
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Group & Date

v$PP
3/28

yARC
4/14

Franklin Co.
4/1

Franklin Co.
3/31 ,

Franklin CO'.
3/24

Franklin Co.
3/17

DD Law
.4/9

UCP
3/12

I-Team
3/19

Utterances/
Minute

(3.3)
Low

(4.i)
Medium

(4.9)
Medium

(8.2)
High

(3.3)
Low

(5.3)
High

(2.1)
Low

(3.7)
Low

(4.7)
Medium

PARTICIPATION

Utterances/ Utterances/
Minute/ Minute/
Person Site

(.4)
Low

(.5)
Low

(1.0) (1.0)
Medium Medium

(.98) (.98)
Medium Medium

(1.6)
High

(.8)
Medium

(1.3)
High

(1.6)
High

(.8)
Low

(1.3)
I-ligh

(1.6)
High--

(1.6)
High

% Prompts/
Utterance Agenda

(33%) Pre-set
Medium

(24%)
Low

(11%)
Low

(25%)
Low

(30%)
Medium

(9%)
Low

(32%)
Medium

(25%)
Low

(17%)
Low

On-line

None

None No Many

None No Some

None No Many

Pre-set Yea

Pre-set Yes

FORMALITY LEADERSHIP .

Nontopical Supporting % Utterances % Prompts Question/
Presenter(s) Utterances Material by Leader by Leader Answer Period Type

Yea Few No (38%) (64%) Ye: Presentation
Low Medium

No Some Yes (30%) (34%) No Structured
j Low Low .Discussion

No Many No (52%) (38%) No Structured
High Low . Discussion

None No

Few

Some

Some

No (50%)
High

No (53%)
High

(45%)
Medium

Yes (63%)
High

Yea (42%)
Medium

No (43%)
Medium.

(83%) 'No
High

(29%)
Low

(88%)
High

(36%)
Low

(26%)
Low

(25%)
Low
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Informal.
DisCussion

Structured
Discussion

No Informal
Discussion

-

No Presentation

Structured
Discussion

Structured
Discussion



PARTICIPATION FORMALITY LEADERSHIP

Utterances/ Utterances/
Utterances/ Minute/ Minute/ % Prompts/ Nontopidal Supporting % Utterances % Prompts Question &

Group & Date Minute Person.
Sit; Utterance Agenda Presenter(s) Utterances Material by Leader by Leader Answer Period Type

November-Decenther 1980 -
,

CARC (1.9) (.2) (.3) (23% Pre-sit Yes Few No (45%) (68%) ), Yes Presentation

,11/25 Low Low Low Low Medium Medium

CARC . (2.1) (.4) (.5). (33%) Pre-set Yes Some No Yes Presentation

12/22 Low Low Low Medium
No (18%) (19%) No Informal

,

LGMPH (4.2) (.7) (.7) (24%) None No Few Low Low Discussion

12/17 Medium Low Low Low
(35%) (34%) No Informal

LGMPH (5.6) (1.4) (1.4) (13/%) None No Some Low Low Discussion

12123 High High High Low
(43%) (40%) No Structured

I-Team (4.4) (.88) , (1.1) (21%) None No Few Medium Low Discussion

11/25,.... Medium Medium \,, Medium Low\ No (35%) (44%) I No Structured

IrTeam (6.3) -GI) .. (1.,1) (23%) On-line No Some Low Low' Discussion

12/1 1,11{ Medium Medium Low
1

No (36%) (62%) No Informal

I-Team (6.4) (1.1) (1.3) (24%) On-line No Some t Low Medium Discussion

No

121'5 High Medium High Low

Voc. Rehab. (4.5) (.75) (1.1) (21%) Pre-set No Few

11/17 Medium Low Medium Low

Voc. Rehab. (2.3) (.46) (.46) (21%) Pre-set Yes Few

11/24 Low Low Low Low

'Voc. Rehab. (2.8) (.56) (.7) (24%) Pre-ser t No Few'
12/1 Low Low Low Low

Voc. Rehab. (3.3) (.55) (.66) (25%) Pre-set No Few

12/28 Low Low Low 'Low

Vac: Rehab. . (2.9) (.58) (.58) . (32%) Pre-set Yes Few

12/15 Low Low Low Medium

Dept. Mental (5.9) (.98) (.98) (20%) On-line yes Some

Health High Medium - Medium Low
12/8

%)

No (24%) (35%) No Structured.
Low Low Discussion

No (46%) (84%)
Medium High

No

No

Yes

(48%) (85%)
High High

(49%) (56%)
High Medium

(39%) (54%)
Low Medium

(33%) (59%) ". No Structured
Low Medium Discussion

No Presentation

Presentat ion

Presentation

No .1 Presentation
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APPENDIX 4:

Content Analysis of

Personal Computer Transcripts

This appendix contains a summary, chart of the coding information that resulted from

a content. analysis of messages exchanged via the bulletin board communication syster9.-
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Codinq Results

May/June 1980 February/March 1981

Number of Lines
of Text Coded

Percent Of
All Text
Cbded

Number of Lines
of Text Coded

Percent' o f
All Text
Coded

Content Categories:

86 14%Introductory Exchange

Social Exchange 141 23% 140 27%

Instructional Exchange 78 .13% - 40L 8%

Procedural Exchange 236 39% 193 37%

Inducement 34 6% 16 3%

Request for Assistahce 12 2% 106 21%

Feedback/Assessment 22 4% 22 4%

Total lines of Text Coded 611 517

1

Directionality of Communication

1. Participant to Participant . 27 4.4%

2. Participant to Tutor 106 17% 70. 14%

3. Participant to Staff
(other than tutor) .8% 4 .7%

4. Participant to Outside
Uper

5. Participant to All Users 21, 3.4% 5 .2%

6. Tutor to Participant 242 39.6% 159 31% °

7. Tutor to Tutor 72 14%

8. Tutor to Staff
(other than tutors) '24 5%

9. Tutor to Other User 65 13%

10. Tutor to All Users 111 18%
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1kt.

May/June 1980 rebruary/March 1981

Number of Lines
of Text Coded

Percent Of
All Text
Coded

Number of Lines
of Text Coded

Percent of
All Text
Coded

11. Outside User to Participant 6 .9%

12. Outside User to Tutor 52 10%

13. Outside to Other User 22 4%

14. Outside User to All Users 4 .7 5 .2%

15. Staff to Participant 65 10.6% 8 2%

16. Staff to Tutor 18 2.9% 3.1 6%

17. Staff to Staff

18. Staff to Other User

19. Staff to All Users 6 .9%

Total Lines of Text Coded: 611 517
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APPENDIX 5:

Computer Conferencing Evaluation Data'

The following interview schedules were used during,telephone interviews with partici-

pants in the computer conferencing demonstration. The first-round interviews were

held in December 1980, the second-round in April 1981, the third-round August 1981.
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First-Round Interview Schedules

1. Background with computers, computer terminals:

2. Typing ability, attitudes toward typing:

cu.

3. Reasons for participating in demonstration:

(Probes: where does participation in this demonstration fit in current priori-
.

ties?)

4. Hopes for the demonstration:

5. Expectations of what will happeh:
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Second-Round Interview Schedules

1. How did you think the meeting in Burlington went?

2. What do you now see Eis the purposes of this demonstration?

3. Why do you think there was not much difficulty in reeponding to cases in the

_ original format?

4. Have you experienced any problems in using DES?

0

Have there ever been times when you wanted to say something or ask something

in a conference, but felt uncomfortable in doing so? if so, can you tell me about

it?

,Yr

6. How do you decide whether to send a message publically or privately?

(
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Third,Round Interview Schedules

1. What ip your overall rating df 4n9tration?

Very

Good Good

1 2

Poor

4

Very

Poor

5

2. What aspects of the demonstration were especially autcessful?

3. What aspects of the demonstration were especially unsuccessful?

4. Can you identify any specific results of the demonstration?

5. Would you like to see ttie demonstration continued?

6. Could You justify making funds avEillable to support continued operation of the .

-demonstration?
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7. If the,demonstration were to be done again what would,you suggest doing differently?

8. Do you feel we had a good balance Of participants in the demonstration?

If 'not, what sorts of peo le were missing?

50. When did you discontinue using .EIES?



ApPENDIX 6:

Electronic Mail Evaluation Data

The following 'questionnaires were administered to electronic mail system users in

September 1980 frhe first questionnaire (4 pages) was completed by system users who

actually opetated computer terminals. The second questionnaire (1 page) was completed

by users who Provided information to support message exchange but did not themselves

input it into the system.
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ELECTRONIC MAIL QUESTIONNAIRE

(Terminal Users)

N =,33

Do you type or use other keyboard devices in your work?,---

Yes 26

No 7

2. ow would you rate your typing ability?

1 3 13 12 4

Very Poor Poor Adequate Good Very Good

What type of computer terminal do you use?

Manufacturer

Model Number

4. Have you had any difficulty in using OnTyme?

Yes 15

No 18

5. How much previcius experience, if any have you had using computers?

7 19 7

Much Some None

,6. When you use OnTyme, where is your computer terminal located? (e.g., down

the hall, in my office across the street, the'data processing center in the

basement, etc.)

Location:

2 1 3
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7. Is this location convenient for you?

Yes 29

NO 4

8. How helpful was the OnTyme bAP Users Guide?

Very helpful

Somewhat helpful

Not at atpielpful
Didn't see it

17

12 _

9. What type of training do you think new OnTyme users at UAPs will need?

12 Individual instruction, over the ph\one

9 Individual instruc9tin, in-person

4 Group instruotii, over the system
3 Group instruction, in person

24 Self-instruction with user guide

Other (please specify:

10. Has the Use of OnTyme had any affect on your work patterns?

Yes 20

No 13

If yes, how?

11. How has your use of OnTyme affected your leyel of contact with colleagues at

other UAPs?

More contact 28

Less contact
No change
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12. Has your use of OnTyme resulted in more productive communication than you

believe would have been possible using:

Conventional mail only

Telephone Calls only

Face to face meetings only

Yes 27 No 6

, Yes 23 No 10
,

Yes 15 No 17

If yes, please explain:

13. How satisfactory do-You think'OnTyme would be for the following activities?

COMPLETELY COMPLETELY

UNSATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY

1 2 1 .4 5

Giving or Receiving Information . 3 13 17

PrOble ril-solving 1 10 14- 6 1

Bargain ing 2 13 13 3 1

Decision-Making 2 8 11 9 1

Gebera ting ideas 2 3 6 14 7

Persuasion 3 13 11 4

Asking Questions 4 12 16
,

Resolving Disagreements 3 12 15 1 1

Getting to Know Someone
,

5 11 10 4 2.

Giving or Receiving Instructions 3 3 16 10

Maintaining Friendly Relations'

("Staying in Touch") 14 14

Exchanging 00inions 1 2 8 11 10

Others (please list)
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14. Would you like to see more UAPs using the OnTyme system?

Yes 30

No, 1

Why?

15,. What changes, if any, would you like to see in the way OnTyme is used among UAPs?

16. Check the features you consider impoistant in an electronic message system used

by UAPs:

'32 Ability to exchange messages with specific individuals.

31 Ability to exchange messages with an entire network of users.

31 Ability to exchange messages with specific groups of users.

18 Access to comMon (statewide) files.

_ 1- 14 Access to group files.

14 "Access to private (individual) files.

23 Text editing.

16 Ability to participate, with others on-line at the same

time (synchronotis participation)

Others (please list)

17. If you have to pick up theJcost for your use, would you continue to use OnTyme?

*Usage fees for the id have everaged /month over the last six

months. (This figure includes usage fees only, it does not include the $100/month

charge for the entire UAP account.)

Yes 24

No 3
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Are there any changes you would make in you4 usage style(e.g., frequency, content

of messages,, whom you would exchange messages with, etc.)? ,

Yes 12

No 16

If -yes, what changes?
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ELECTRONIC MAIL 'QUESTIONNAIRE

(Nonterminal Users)

N

,

1. How has your use of OnTyme affected your level of contact with colleagues at

other UAPs?

More contact 9

Less contact

No change 4

2. Has using OnTyme directly affected your work?

Yes 8

No 5

3. Would you like to see more UAPs using OnTyme (or some other electronic message

system)?

Yes 8

No

Why?

4. For what specific activities have you found OnTyme to be especially useful?,

5. IT you have to pick up the cost for you use of OnTyme, will you continue to use it?

Yes 8

No 3

*Usage fees for the id have average /month over the last six months.

(This figure includes usage fees only, it does not include the $100/month charge

for the entire UAP account.)
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APPENDIX 7:

Publications and Presentation's
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PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND SERVICE
TO THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

VOLUME 1: NEEDS AND OPPORTUNITIES Alternate Media Center (AMC)
April 1979

Summarizes results from project needs
assessment, the rationale for demonstrations,
and an appraisal of telecommunications options.

VOLUME 2: APPLICATIONS POSSIBILITIES

Discusses ideas for DD telecommunication
applications gathered during needs assessment.
Glossary. Bibliography.-

AMC
May 1979

VOLUME 3: bECISIONS ON DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS AMC
July 1979

Presents decisions,for implementation phase
of project.

NATIONAL NETWORKING AMONG UAPs:'
A PILOT TEST OF ELECTRONIC MAIL

Summarizes results of pilot test of computer-
based message system conducted by the American
Assocation of University Affiliated Programs

Institute far the Future (IFTF)
November 1979

A MANUAL FOR UAF ON TYME MESSAGE SYSTEM USERS IFTF
November 1979

A specially prepared user's guide for UAP
electronic message system users.

NATIONAL NETWW3KING AMONG UAPs:
A TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATION

IFTF
January 1980

Outlines plan for UAP national networ-king
demonstration.

MAKITELECOMMUNICATIONS WORK FOR THE AMC
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED: A FIRST REPORT January 1980
ON THE VERMONT DEMONSTRATIONS

Reviews specific applications under way
or planned for Vermont.

.26
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CHOOSING AN ELECTRONIC MESSAGE SYSTEM:
A GUIDE FOR THE HUMAN SERVICES

An introduction to strengths and weaknesses
of electronic message systems.

ESTABLISHING A TELEPHONE CONFERENCING SYSTEM:.
THE DYNAMICS OF DOING IT

_ .

Suffmarizes most important factors in
establishing a telephone conferencing system.

ELECTRONIC MAIL AMONG UNIVERSITY TRAINING
CENTERS: A DEMONSTRATION IN NATIONAL
NETWORK BUILDING

Final report of the national
networking demonstration.

1981 AUDIO CONFERENCING HANDBOOK

A practical guide for implementing
an audio conferencing system.

USER PERSPECTIVES: VERMONTERS TALK ABOUT
THE TELECOMMUNICATION DEMONSTRATION

Users describe their telecommunication
experience in Vermont and the lessons
they learned.

YOU CAN SEE THE RESULTS BUT WHAT WENT INTO
THE MAKING?

An end-of-project review of the Alternate
Media Center's approach toward the
telecommunication demonstrations in Vermont.

THE EFFECT OF CURRENI ECONOMIC PRESSURES ON THE
SCOPE FOR NEW TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES IN THE
FIELD OF DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

An assessment of fiscal belt-tightening
effects on opportunities for telecommunication
services in DD.

IFTF
September 1980

Eileen Connell
gL\Wtember 1980

IFTF
November 1980

Paul Rowan
January1981

Stephen Chupack
Edward Sbardellati
Karen Thomas
Lee Viets
Gail Wickes
July 1981

Red Burns
. July 1981

Martin C. J. Elton
July 1981
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NATIONAL NIEJWORKING: A CASE STUDY

The concentrated effort to stabilize the
operation of the UAP network for electronic

' mail, add new useri from other sections of
the DD community,end extend the use of

. teleconferencing for training and as an aid
for direct services, is,described along with .

guidelines for successful telecommunications
applications in health-related agencies and
services.

NETWORKING MICROCOMPUTERS FOR VOCATIONAL,
EDUCATIONAL, AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE
DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED

A description of the personal computer
application and its impact.

BUILDING A NEW PARTNERSHIP: MICROCOMPUTERS
AND THE HANDICAPPED

How the personal computer application
was designed and organized.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND DEVELOPMENTALLY .
DISABLED PEOPLE: EVALUATIONS OF AUDIO
CONFERENCING, PERSONAL COMPUTERS, COMPUTER
CONFERENCING, AND ELECTRONIC MAIL

Final report of project.

The above papers
are available from:

Developmental Disabilities project
Institute for the Future
2740 Sand Hill Road
Menlo.Park, California 94025
415-854-6322 :

Seldon A. Todd, Jr.
Michael Greelis
July 1981

James Schumacher
Fred Abraham
Gisela Wilson
July 1981

Pat Quarles
Red Burns
July 1981

Robert Johansen
Barbara McNeal
Michael J. Nyhan
July 1981

Or Alternate Media Center
School of the Arts
New York University
725 Broadway, 4th Floor
New York, New York 10003
212-598-2852

228
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Skei Tape

VERMONTERS TALK ABOUT AUDIO
CONFERENCING AN OPTION FOR THE '808

Describes the audio conferencing
service available from Vermont
Telecommunications, Inc., and how it
haabeen used by developmental
disability groups in Vermont.

Vermont Telecommunications, Inc.
103 S. Main Street
Waterbury, VT 05676
(802) 241-2929
June 1981

The slide/tape may be borrowed
from the Institute for the Future
or the Alternate Media Center.

Videotape

"APPLES"--HOME COMPUTERS AND United Cerebral Palsy
TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN VERMONT Vermont

May 1981
Shows how personal computers were used
in Vermont and how the users adjusted
to them.

This 3/4" videotape may be
borrowed from the Institute
for the Future or the Alternate k

Media Canter.

:

2
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APPENDIX 8:

Project Advisory Board

Jane Belau
McKnight Foundation

James Budde
John T. Steward

Children's Center -
University of Kansas

Roy Brunninghaus
North Carolina Department

of Human Resources
Council on the Developmentally

Disabled

E. Bryan Carrie
Electronic Systems Lab
GTE Labora tor ies,

Charlotte Catz
Pregnancy & Infancy Branch
National Institute Of dhild

Health and Human Development

Edward Goldstein/
AT&T.,

Herbert Goldstei
Curriculum Reim rch
New York Unive/sity
Mental Retardatilon

Edmund Gordpi-i
Institute fol Urban and

Minority Education
Teachers College
Cdlumbia University

and
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Vince Hutchins
Office of Maternal and Child Health
DHEW

Phyllis Magrab .

University Affiliated Program
for Ch,ild Development
Georgetown University Medical Center

Paul Marchand
National Assocation for Retarded

Citizens

Saralyn Oberdorfer
State Board of Education, Georgia

Georgina Sumner
Nursing Child Assessment Satellite

Training
University of Washington

Percy Tannenbaum (Chairman)
Graduate School of Public Policy
University of California at Berkeley

George Tarjan
Neuro-Psychiatric Institute
University of California at Los Angeles

Rolf Williams
Developmental Disabilities/Technical

Assistance System
North Carolina

Edward Ziegler
Bush Center in Child Development

and Social Policy)
Yale University


